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After the living room and kitchen, your bathroom is the 

most visited room by guests to your home.  Over time, 

more and more attention has been given to bathroom 

design, and today, the creative solutions and choices 

available for furniture, sanitaryware, taps, showering 

and accessories, makes designing your perfect 

bathroom achievable and a real labour of love!

Get inspired
Achieve your own look with the perfect style combination. 

With some simple choices and a little imagination, stepping 

into your bathroom can feel like stepping into another world.

Stylish and practical
Ensure the morning routine runs smoothly with 

everything in its place and easy to find. It’s easy to 

maintain a sense of order and maximise limited space 

with clever design and innovative storage funiture.

Bathrooms have
evolved!
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Create a spa-like feel

Personalise your space

Your bathroom is a sanctuary, a place to rest and rejuvenate. 

With clever lighting you can create an ambience of peaceful 

calm – put your favourite music on, light a scented candle, 

add a splash of luxury bubble bath and relax! 

By thinking about the details you can enhance the whole 

look of your bathroom. Add your own personal style with 

your choice of wall art, seating, fixtures and fittings.

bathrooms to love
WELCOME
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“We always think about 

how a suite will combine 

with the rest of the room 

to achieve a complete style 

aesthetic throughout.”

The shape of your suite sets the style for the rest of 

your bathroom, so it’s important to consider what 

look & feel you want overall when choosing. We have 

sizes to suit large bathrooms or small cloakrooms  

and shapes that match all the popular styles.

Find your ideal washbowl design

We have a range of washbowl designs that will make 

a great style statement, whether you choose one 

with strong angular lines, or with soft edges, or in a 

contemporary design or a more classic look.

Style setting
Suites

Brought to you 

exclusively by our 

SUITES SPECIALISTS
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Why not go rimless?

Creating a sense of space

Currently a hot trend, rimless toilets offer a 

seamless sleek look and benefit from being 

more hygienic than a rim. With a slightly higher 

seat they are considered more comfortable too, 

especially for taller people.

Wall mounted WCs are increasingly popular, as they not 

only provide a stylish design option, but also create the 

illusion of extra space, ideal for smaller rooms. Easy access 

all around the pan also makes them very easy to clean.

SUITES

www.bathroomstolove.uk 7
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the

Suites
collection
Stylish suites, all with a Lifetime Guarantee

Amyris (page 26)

Minimalistic form, thin edges

Mimosa (page 34)

Great design for all round use

Tarragon (page 30)

Rounded bowl with natural curves

Neroli (page 38)

Contemporary square design

Cedarwood (page 42)

Great space saving suite

Naples (page 46)

Modern style, ideal for families

     Laurus (page 52)

Timeless modern design

Somerton (page 60)

A timeless classic

Agarwood (page 56)

Luxurious and practical

Melissa (page 66)

Traditional with a modern twist

Our suite collection has something for every taste, from the popular Contemporary 

designs, to the traditional Classic styles.

All our suites undergo a comprehensive Quality Assurance testing process to ensure 

your suite will last as long as you want it to, all backed by our Lifetime Guarantee.

Rosewood (page 12)

Square design with a curved finish

     Cilantro (page 16)

Smooth curves & clean lines

Sandalwood (page 22)

Elegant sculpted square design

Contemporary

New

New
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BACK TO WALL (Top Image)

SEMI RECESSED BASIN (Centre Image)

FULLY SHROUDED (Bottom Image)

CLOSE COUPLED WC (Left Image)

www.bathroomstolove.uk10



SUITES

How to choose the
right suite options for you

COMFORT HEIGHT

Close Coupled WC 

A close coupled WC has the cistern 

resting directly on top of the pan 

towards the rear.

Back to Wall WC 

A back to wall WC has the concealed 

cistern hidden behind a wall or fitted 

furniture.

Wall Mounted WC 

he pan is held off the ground by a 

hidden supporting frame and, as with a 

back to wall WC, the cistern is hidden.

Rimless WC 

Rimless WCs are easier to clean as they 

flush without needing a rim.

Fully Shrouded 

The waste pipe and water inlet are 

fuly shrouded within the ceramic, the 

toilet sits flush against the wall.

Soft Close Seat 

he soft close function ensures that the 

seat and lid close slowly without banging 

against the pan, reducing noise and risk of 

damage.

Space Saving 

Designed for small spaces, space saving 

suites take up less room than standard.

Full Pedestal 

The most popular choice, a full pedestal 

hides all the pipework whilst supporting 

the basin.

Semi Pedestal 

Increasingly popular, a semi pedestal sits 

under the basin and hangs from the wall, 

freeing up floor space below it.

Semi Recessed Basin 

Designed to be mounted into a work 

surface or furniture, the front of the 

basin protrudes forward, whilst the 

rear part is recessed.

Countertop Wash Bowl 

Designed to sit on top of a work surface 

or furniture unit. 

Comfort Pans 

Set at a 450mm height or more, 

Comfort Pans provide added comfort, 

especially for taller people or the elderly.

WRAS Approved Product 
ll of our cistern fittings are  approved ensuring they comply with the latest water standards.

www.bathroomstolove.uk 11
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Get the look
Rosewood basin with full pedestal, Rosewood close coupled WC with soft close seat, Finissimo basin mixer, 

Sloane freestanding bath and Ricco floor standing bath/shower mixer. 

www.bathroomstolove.uk12



On-trend design, with a curved finish to this stylish 

square suite. Complements a round or square bath.

Only £470
Price is for a close coupled WC

and single basin with full pedestal.

Rosewood
Square design with a curved finish

Get the look
Rosewood close coupled WC with Carino furniture,

Bergamot wash bowl and Primo wall mounted basin mixer. 

www.bathroomstolove.uk 13
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat †

DIPTP0144     £330 

BACK TO WALL WC*

with Soft Close Seat †

DIPTP0146     £250 

www.bathroomstolove.uk14



Rosewood

PRIMO WALL MOUNTED 
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste

DITS0002                      £125 RICCO FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0014     £390 

FINISSIMO BASIN MIXER
incl. Waste

DITS1080                        £130 

SLOANE FREESTANDING BATH
L1675 x W780 x H600mm

0 tap hole

DIBF0030     £1,015 

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
560 x 450mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1092     £140 

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
535 x 370mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1136     £120 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Featured products
Complete the look

www.bathroomstolove.uk 15
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on ceramics



Get the look
Cilantro basin with full pedestal, Cilantro close coupled WC with soft close seat, Venetian freestanding bath, 

Pendio basin mixer and Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer.

www.bathroomstolove.uk16



With its smooth curves and clean lines, the 

understated style of Cilantro complements 

many looks and works well in any bathroom.

Cilantro
Smooth curves & clean lines

Get the look
Cilantro rimless wall mounted WC, Cilantro basin 

with semi pedestal and Pendio basin mixer. 

Only £500
Price is for a close coupled WC

and single basin with full pedestal.

New

www.bathroomstolove.uk 17
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BACK TO WALL WC*

with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0160    £210

CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0162     £330

Fully Shrouded

Cilantro rimless
See page 21.

www.bathroomstolove.uk18



PENDIO BATH FILLER
DITB1008     £180 

PENDIO BASIN MIXER
incl. Waste

DITS1106     £135 

VENETIAN FREESTANDING BATH
L1675 x W765 x H580mm

DIBF0012     £1,480

Featured products
Complete the look

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
555 x 430mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1124     £170 

Cilantro

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
555 x 430mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1126     £160 

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
555 x 435mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1140     £120 

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics

New

www.bathroomstolove.uk 19
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Get the look
Cilantro rimless back to wall WC, Cilantro semi 

recessed basin, Fresco fitted furniture (top image). 

Faringdon freestanding bath (left image).

The easy to clean back to wall Cilantro rimless WC with slimline 

soft close seat is a popular choice with Fresco bathroom furniture

www.bathroomstolove.uk20



Cilantro Rimless

Rimless the height 
of cleanliness

CLOSE COUPLED WC RIMLESS
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0154     £390 

BACK TO WALL WC RIMLESS*

with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0156     £280 

WALL MOUNTED WC RIMLESS*

with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0158     £299

Rimless WCs are easier to clean as they 

flush by propelling jets of water around the 

bowl without needing a rim.

hey are highly efficient and can easily be 

incorporated into any bathroom, can be 

mixed perfectly with other products in the 

range.

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Fully Shrouded

New
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Get the look
Sandalwood basin with full pedestal, Sandalwood close coupled WC with soft close seat, Venetian freestanding bath, 

Rima basin mixer, Primo floor standing bath shower/mixer and Nova LED mirrored cabinet. 

www.bathroomstolove.uk22



Elegant use of space with sculpted squared 

edges and thin profiles will give a very chic 

look to your bathroom or en-suite.

Sandalwood
Elegant sculpted square design

Only £465
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.

www.bathroomstolove.uk 23
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PRIMO FLOOR STANDING BATH SHOWER MIXER 
VENETIAN BATH (Top Image)

Complement the Sandalwood suite with our beautiful  

Venetian bath with Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer. 

LED MIRROR CABINET (Bottom Image)

Our stylish Nova LED mirror cabinet is practical for him or 

her and provides a useful storage  option for smaller items. 

www.bathroomstolove.uk24



NOVA LED MIRROR 
CABINET
W650 x H600 x D105mm

DIMS6504     £320 

RICCO FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0014     £390 

RIMA BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1010     £95 

PRIMO FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0006     £350 

HOXTON BATH
L1645 x W680mm x H585mm

0 tap hole

DIBF0036     £1,330

Featured products
Complete the look

Sandalwood

CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0090     £335 

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 475mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1098     £130 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Get the look
Amyris basin with semi pedestal, Amyris close coupled WC with soft close seat, Venetian freestanding bath, 

Flusso basin mixer, Primo floor standing bath shower mixer and Atlas mirror. 
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The minimalist form profile, ultra thin basin edges and 

subtle definition of the WC give a distinct, attractive look.

Amyris
Minimalist form, ultra thin edges

Only £490
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with semi pedestal.

Get the look (below)

Amyris basin with semi pedestal and Flusso waterfall basin mixer. 

www.bathroomstolove.uk 27
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0092     £340 

BACK TO WALL WC*
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP030     £199

Fully Shrouded

www.bathroomstolove.uk28



BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 400mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1090     £150 

Amyris

FLUSSO
BASIN MIXER
incl. Waste

DITS1108
£115 

FLUSSO BATH FILLER
DITB1010
£135 

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
600 x 400mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1032     £140 

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
605 x 410mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1014     £130 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Featured products
Complete the look

BEXLEY BATH
L1670 x W730x H630mm 

0 tap hole

DIBF0034     £1,450

PRIMO FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0006     £350 

ROUND PACK 3
��������������
��������������
DICMP0014     £240

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Get the look
Tarragon basin with semi pedestal, Tarragon close coupled WC with soft close seat, 

Primo brassware and Venus LED mirror.

www.bathroomstolove.uk30



The rounded design with natural curves in the 

WC pan and matching basins gives a solid feel 

with the perception of less used space.

Tarragon
Rounded bowl with natural curves

Only £430
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with semi pedestal.

www.bathroomstolove.uk 31
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0094     £300 

BACK TO WALL WC*
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP032     £205 

Fully Shrouded

www.bathroomstolove.uk32



BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
530 x 490mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1082     £130 

Tarragon

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
530 x 490mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1034     £120 

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
540 x 500mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1016     £110 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Featured products
Complete the look

BALHAM BATH
L1690 x W730 x H590mm  

0 tap hole

DIBFP0012     £1,295 PRIMO FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0006     £350 

PRIMO BATH FILLER
DITB2078     £130 

PRIMO BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1042     £85 

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Get the look
Mimosa basin with full pedestal, Mimosa close coupled WC with soft close seat, 

P shape shower bath, Primo brassware and Flexis round shower mixer.

www.bathroomstolove.uk34



A great all-rounder, with its curved design 

to complement any bathroom or en-suite.

Mimosa
Great design for all round use

Only £400
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.

www.bathroomstolove.uk 35
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0096     £270 

BACK TO WALL WC*

with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP034     £180 

Fully Shrouded

www.bathroomstolove.uk36



BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
535 x 490mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1096     £130 

Mimosa

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
535 x 490mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1036     £120 

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
540 x 500mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1018     £99 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$��ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Featured products
Complete the look

PRIMO BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1042     £85 

PRIMO BATH FILLER
DITB2078     £130 �"ƞ�%�+!� 

,-1&,+�0%,4+

P SHAPE SHOWER BATH
1675 x 750mm 

0 tap hole

DIBSHP010     £425

ROUND PACK 3
��������������
��������������
DICMP0014     £240

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Get the look
Neroli basin with semi pedestal, Neroli close coupled WC with soft close seat, Hoxton freestanding bath, 

Aqado basin mixer, Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer and Atlas mirror.

www.bathroomstolove.uk38



The attractive geometric square design with tight 

internal angles and softened outer edges will give 

a sophisticated charm to any bathroom.

Neroli
Contemporary square design

Only £390
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with semi pedestal.

www.bathroomstolove.uk 39
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP014     £260 

WALL MOUNTED WC*

with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP016     £199 

www.bathroomstolove.uk40



BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
1 tap hole 550 x 445mm

DIPBP1008     £150

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
1 tap hole 550 x 445mm 

DIPBP1010     £140

BASIN WITH BOTTLE TRAP
1 tap hole 550 x 445mm

DIPBP1118 
1 tap hole 450 x 390mm

DIPBP1040     £140
1 tap hole 450 x 390mm

DIPBP1042     £130
1 tap hole 450 x 390mm

DIPBP1120 

£130

£120

Neroli

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+��+!�#/�*"0ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Featured products
Complete the look

HOXTON FREESTANDING BATH
L1645 x W680 x H585mm 

0 tap hole

DIBF0036      £1,330  

QUADRO FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0010     £365 

AQADO BASIN MIXER
Incl. waste

DITS1114     £140 

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Get the look
Cedarwood basin with full pedestal, Cedarwood close coupled WC with soft close seat, Venetian bath,

RefleXion 8 wetroom panel, Primo mixer shower, Molto basin mixer and Calypso mirror.

Cedarwood is a space saving suite so it 

can fit into smaller spaces if needed

www.bathroomstolove.uk42



A great space saving suite in a curved design, ideal 

for smaller bathrooms, cloakrooms and en-suites.

Cedarwood
Great space saving suite

Only £380
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.

Get the look
Cedarwood corner cloakroom basin with modern bottle trap, Cedarwood 

close coupled WC with soft close seat and Cielo basin mixer.

Cedarwood 
Cloakroom 
Suite

www.bathroomstolove.uk 43
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Slim Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0170     £260 

            SEMI RECESSED BASIN
520 x 400mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1178     £99

NEW

            BACK TO WALL WC*

with Slim Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0172     £190 

NEW

www.bathroomstolove.uk44



Cedarwood

MOLTO BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1094     £80 

CIELO BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1098     £85

PRIMO COOL TOUCH 
THERMOSTATIC MIXER 
SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD
DICM0138     £245

PRIMO FLOOR STANDING
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB0006     £350 

VENETIAN BATH
L1675 x W765 x H580mm

0 tap hole

DIBF0012     £1,480

            CLOAKROOM BASIN
WITH BOTTLE TRAP
450 x 320mm 1 tap hole 

DIPBP1140     £85 

            CORNER CLOAKROOM BASIN
WITH BOTTLE TRAP
450 x 450mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1144      £92 

NEW NEW

Featured products
Complete the look

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
560 x 450mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1136     £120 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Get the look
Naples basin with full pedestal, close coupled WC with standard seat, 

Decadence bath and Lunea brassware.

www.bathroomstolove.uk46



Our widest range comes in a modern style, 

and is a versatile solution for any family 

bathroom size & shape.

Naples
Modern style, ideal for families

Get the look
Naples cloakroom basin with bottle trap, Naples close coupled 

WC with standard seat and Lunea basin mixer.

Only £329
Price is for a close coupled WC with standard seat and 

single basin with full pedestal.

Naples Cloakroom Suite

www.bathroomstolove.uk 47
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0082     £230 

BACK TO WALL WC*

Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0088     £170

Standard Seat

DIPTP0084     £189 

Standard Seat

DIPTP0086     £130 

Slim Soft Close Seat

DIPTP052     £240 

with Slim Seat

Slim Soft Close Seat

DIPTP050     £160 

Naples Suite with 

Fresco Furniture

with Slim Seat
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Naples

BASIN WITH
FULL PEDESTAL
500 x 410mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1026      £120 

BASIN WITH 
SEMI PEDESTAL
550 x 460mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1076     £120 
550 x 460mm 2 tap hole

DIPBP2024     £120 

BASIN WITH
SEMI PEDESTAL
500 x 410mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1072     £110 

BASIN WITH 
SEMI PEDESTAL
600 x 495mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1078     £130 

BASIN WITH
FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 460mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1074     £130 
550 x 460mm 2 tap hole

DIPBP2022     £130

BASIN WITH
FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 495mm 1 tap hole  

DIPBP1024     £140 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
550 x 485mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1096     £85 
550 x 485mm 2 tap hole

DIPB2024     £85

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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Naples

CORNER BASIN
WITH BOTTLE TRAP
450 x 450mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1058     £85 

Featured products
Complete the look

CLOAKROOM BASIN WITH
BOTTLE TRAP

CLOAKROOM BASIN WITH 
FULL PEDESTAL

450 x 385mm 2 tap hole

DIPBP2018     £90

450 x 385mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1070     £90 
450 x 385mm 2 tap hole

DIPBP2008     £100 

450 x 385mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1030     £100 

DECADENCE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
1700 x 800mm 0 tap hole

����ǕǕǕǛ�����£335 
Decadence Panel

DIBP0102     £215 
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LUNEA BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1006     £39 

LUNEA BATH FILLER 
LOW PRESSURE
DITB1006     £79 

LUNEA BATH FILLER
DITB2008     £59 
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Get the look
Laurus basin and full pedestal, Laurus close coupled WC with soft close seat, 

Cascade bath, Lecca brassware  and Calypso mirror.
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A real statement, thoroughly modern and also 

timeless in design... a perfect all round suite.

Laurus
Timeless modern design

Get the look
Laurus basin and full pedestal, Laurus close coupled WC,

Reflexion 6 Quadrant enclosure, Lecca basin mixer and Carina mirror.

Only £279
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.

Laurus En-suite

New
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CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0164     £190 

BACK TO WALL WC*

Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0166     £140
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BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
550 x 445mm 1 tap hole

DIPBP1134     £79 

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 445mm 1 tap hole 

DIPBP1130     £89 

Laurus

Featured products
Complete the look

CASCADE SINGLE END BATH
1700 x 700mm 0 tap hole

����ǕǕǖǙ�����£149 
1700mm Front Panel

DIBP0110     £22 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
ȥ��""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

LECCA BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1076     £85 

LECCA BATH FILLER
Incl. Waste

DITB2084     £130 

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics

New
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Get the look
Agarwood basin with full pedestal, Agarwood close coupled WC with soft close 

seat, easy access shower enclosure, shower seat and chrome grab rails.

Style and accessibility

– perfect for use by all generations
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Minimalist luxury meets practicality and accessibility, 

with a refined style in this attractive suite, offering a 

range of accessible options to suit all ages and needs.

Agarwood
Luxurious and practical

Get the look
Lavender wall mounted resin basin with universal bottle 

trap, Rima basin mixer and straight grab rail.

Only £530
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.
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ACCESSIBLE BASIN (Top Image)

The wall mounted Lavender resin basin provides extra 

space beneath for easier access.

SHOWER SEAT (Centre Image)

Our matching shower seat is the perfect accessory, 

designed for comfort as well as practicality.

GRAB RAIL (Bottom Image)

Complement the Agarwood suite with the high quality 

polished stainless steel construction grab rail.
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BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 450mm 1 tap hole 

DIPBP1108
£150 

CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0122
£380 

Agarwood

LAVENDER WALL MOUNTED BASIN
600 x 450mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1046     £199
UNIVERSAL BOTTLE TRAP
����ǕǕǗǝ�����£34

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
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COMFORT HEIGHT
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Our designer accessories make wet spaces safe, more accessible and are designed for use by all. 

All our accessible products are made to a high specification to ensure they remain safe with use.

Featured products
Complete the look

SHOWER SEAT
Square Padded Seat

����ǕǕǖǛ�����£335 

ș���,+1"*-,/�/6�0&+$)"�
�/*�!"0&$+
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GRAB RAILGRAB RAIL
Straight

355mm ����ǕǕǕǛ�����£60
620mm ����ǕǕǕǝ�����£90
900mm ����ǕǕǖǕ������£120
900mm Shower riser 

rail & bracket 

�����ǕǕǕǗ�����£165

Contemporary hinged  
dropdown

800mm ����ǕǕǗǕ�����£320

GRAB RAIL
Curved

355mm ����ǕǕǖǗ�����£65
620mm ����ǕǕǖǙ�����£99
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Get the look
Somerton basin and full pedestal, Somerton high level WC, 

Bayswater Slipper freestanding bath and Eterno2 brassware.
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A timeless classic, this suite gives a high end 

sophistication to your bathroom, blending old and 

new to create a timeless look.

Somerton
Timeless classic

Get the look
Somerton semi recessed basin and back to wall WC with 

Fresco furniture and Eterno2 brassware.

Only £615
Price is for a high level cistern WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.
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PERFECT FOR CORNER SPACES (Top Image)

2 tap hole basin with full pedestal and

low level WC with wood effect seat 

ALL WHITE OPTION (Centre Image)

Close coupled WC with slim soft close seat

and 1 tap hole basin with full pedestal

CLOAKROOM SUITE (Bottom Image)

Cloakroom basin with 2 tap holes and bottle trap, 

close coupled WC with wood effect seat 
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Somerton

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ��,11,*�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

LOW LEVEL WC
Oak Wood Effect Soft Close Seat

DIPTP0138   £340 

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
610 x 505mm

DIPBP1112   1 tap hole     £135
DIPBP2032   2 tap hole     £135

 

 

CLOAKROOM BASIN
with bottle trap
500 x 310mm 2 tap hole

DIPBP2034     £99 

HIGH LEVEL WC
Oak Wood Effect Soft Close Seat

DIPTP0136     £480 
Slim Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0142     £275 

CLOSE COUPLED WC
Oak Wood Effect Soft Close Seat

DIPTP0140     £295 

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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FITTED FURNITURE (Top Image)

The Somerton suite pairs beautifully 

with our Fresco fitted furniture. 

SLIPPER BATH (Bottom Image)

Complement Somerton with a stand alone 

slipper bath in the same traditional style.
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This classic range includes a semi 

recessed basin and back to wall WC 

which coordinates beautifully with our 

Fresco classic fitted furniture range.

Somerton

Featured products
Complete the look

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$ǽ
*�""�-�$"�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

ETERNO2 BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB2108     £165 

TRADITIONAL PACK 1
��������������
����������
��������������
DICMP0018     £315 

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
590 x 460mm 2 tap hole
DIPB2014     £120 

BACK TO WALL WC*

with Soft Close Seat
DIPTP0080     £195 

ETERNO2 BASIN PILLAR TAPS
DITS2022     £50 

BAYSWATER SLIPPER
L1700 x W730 x H770mm

incl. feet, 2 tap hole

DIBF2016
£690 

HERITAGE RADIATOR
W675 x H952 x D235mm

1805 BTU’s

����ǕǕǖǝ
£490
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Get the look
Melissa basin with full pedestal, close coupled WC with soft close seat, 

Richmond freestanding bath and Eterno2 brassware.
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A traditional and modern blend that gives a touch 

of class and opulence to a style that will last.

Melissa
Traditional with a modern twist

Get the look
Richmond freestanding bath and Eterno2 bath/shower mixer.

Only £399
Price is for a close coupled WC  

and single basin with full pedestal.
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ETERNO2 BATH/SHOWER MIXER (Top Image)

The Eterno2 brassware range is the perfect 

partner for achieving the traditional look.

TRADITIONAL & MODERN (Bottom Image)

The stylish shape of the Melissa close coupled 

WC introduces a modern twist to a classic look.
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Melissa

Featured products
Complete the look

ETERNO2 BATH/SHOWER MIXER
DITB2108     £165 

ETERNO2 BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

DITS1090     £90

CLOSE COUPLED WC
with Soft Close Seat†

DIPTP0098     £269 

COMFORT HEIGHT

GRACE FREESTANDING BATH
L1700 x W720 x H710mm  

2 tap hole

DIBFP2002     £850 

RICHMOND TWIN END BATH 

L1690 x W740 x H600 Incl. feet

White 2 tap hole

DIBFP2010     £525
Black 2 tap hole

DIBFP2008     £525

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 490mm 1 tap hole
DIPBP0002     £130 

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$Ǿ�1,-�Ɯ5�%&+$"0ǽ�������--/,3"!� &01"/+�Ɯ11&+$0ǽ� 
	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on ceramics
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“One of the best style tips 

for making the most of your 

bathroom furniture is to 

use integrated lighting to 

create a soft ambience”

Colour & texture trends
There is a trend for more earthy shades of grey (or ‘greige’) right 

now, with names also influenced by the external environment, 

such as ‘light concrete’ or ‘dark stone’. A high gloss finish 

remains popular, alongside silk, matt and textured.

Redefining
furniture

Brought to you 

exclusively by our 

FURNITURE SPECIALISTS

Bathroom furniture provides all the benefits of 

useful storage as well as a great way to design 

and style your bathroom. Whether it’s fully 

fitted, wall mounted or floor standing, we have 

really attractive ranges for you to choose from.
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Everything in its place

A lighter touch

Planning your storage requirements in advance is a good way 

of ensuring everything has its place to keep your bathroom 

clutter-free. Our drawer accessory packs help keep your 

bottles upright and ensure all items have a rightful place.

It’s now much easier to create a soft ambience for 

a more relaxing bathing experience with integrated 

furniture lighting, whilst retaining full ceiling lights 

for your everyday use.

FURNITURE
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the
furniture
collection
For the latest look in bathroom design

Fresco (page 108)

Our bestselling and most versatile range, 

giving you so many design possibilities.

Complementing Ceramics (page 132)

Finish your furniture with our complete range of complementing ceramics.

Our furniture ranges are arranged in three groups, based on whether they are 

wall mounted, floor standing or fully fitted, to make it easy for you to find the 

perfect solution for your bathroom.

     Perla (page 74)

Sophisticated ‘ framed’ style design with 

luxury feel push-to-open inset doors.

Bello (page 94)

High gloss doors with an integrated 

handle, giving a minimalist chic look.

     Volta (page 102)

A stylish slab door & sleek metal bar 

handle; great option for smaller budgets.

Carino (page 86)

Fully handleless doors on smaller units, for a 

‘step-style’ layout of sleek beauty.

FURNITURE

Wall Mounted

Fitted

Wall Mounted
& Floor Standing

Floor Standing

New New
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     Serena (page 80)

Clean lines and neutral tones on a slab 

door with a modern chrome handle.

New

bathrooms to love



GUARANTEE
5 year

on all Furniture  
Collections

This inspirational new furniture range is really on-trend, with a framed look inset drawer and door design, 

and a silky matt, or textured ‘real feel’ wood finish which offers a tactile and luxurious feel.

The beautiful simplicity of this design is carried through to the delicate push-to-open door mechanism 

and metal drawer boxes, engineered to a very high quality, and the attractive, durable matching cabinets. 

Choose from a sit on washbowl or a sit in basin to complete the look.

Perla
Wall mounted furniture

New
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FURNITURE
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Push to open

drawers & doors

The optional integrated 

lighting & motion sensor 

is ideal for mood lighting.

Framed effect is on-trend and stylish

Drawer accessory pack 

& liners help keep your 

bathroom organised and tidy



MONOCHROME STYLE (Left Image)

The black Aqado basin mixer helps you achieve 

the striking on-trend monochrome look.

Perla
Matt White

Get the look
Perla 2 drawer vanity unit 600mm with basin, Perla WC unit, Cilantro back to wall WC, Balham 

freestanding bath black, Aqado basin mixer black, Alulite radiator black and Adrastea mirror. 
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SIT IN BASIN (Above Left Image)

The beautiful, slim profile Perla sit in basin is made from durable polymarble.

AMBIENT LIGHT MIRRORS (Above Right Image)

The Adrastea backlit mirror provides a soft ambient lighting from behind the mirror.Perla
Havana Oak

Get the look
Perla 2 drawer vanity unit 900mm with basin, Perla tall unit, Venetian freestanding bath, Primo floorstanding 

bath shower mixer, RefleXion 8 wetroom panel, ultraslim tray and Adrastea mirror. 
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Perla

SIT ON WASHBOWL (Right Image)

The Cedrus washbowl (featured) is the perfect match 

for Perla, or choose any of our washbowls (pg 134).

Matt Grey

Get the look
Perla 2 drawer vanity unit 600mm with top panel, Cedrus washbowl, Ricco wall mounted basin mixer, 

Edinburgh freestanding bath, Ricco floor standing bath/shower mixer, Ikon radiator and Galatea mirror. 
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Perla
Wall mounted furniture

Havana OakMatt Grey

Perla modular bathroom furniture is a functional and stylish range of 

wall mounted units. Units come complete with colour co-ordinated 

doors, drawers and cabinets with push to open doors and drawers. 

The optional integrated LED lights are ideal for mood lighting.

Matt White

300MM 1 DOOR WALL 
MOUNTED TALL UNIT
W300 x H1295 x D225mm

2 DRAWER  WALL MOUNTED 
VANITY UNIT WITH BASIN
H600 x D448mm
w600mm     w900mm*

2 DRAWER WALL MOUNTED 
VANITY UNIT WITH TOP PANEL
H588 x D448mm
w600mm     w900mm

All colours£320

All colours

All colours

£680

£460

£540

£370

Includes 1TH cast marble basin

600MM FLOOR STANDING
WC UNIT
W600 x H870 x D218mm

INTEGRATED UNDER CABINET LIGHTING DRAWER ACCESSORY PACK & LINERS

All colours£240

£60
£80
£25

£50
£60
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For 600mm cabinet

For 900mm cabinet

Optional Sensor Switch+

600mm

900mm
See page 75

See page 75

+ Includes 1.5 metre wire and junction box.

Sensor can be mounted at the side of the cabinet.
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Complete Unit Colour Options



Serena
Wall mounted furniture

The clean lines and calming colour tones of the Serena range exude an ambience of relaxation. 

This versatile collection includes modern chrome handles which can be mounted both 

horizontally and vertically adding a stylish edge to this contemporary design. Finished with 

beautiful, slim and durable polymarble basins, the Serena is a stylish and clever storage 

solution - complete with German engineered metal fittings, with a quiet-close function.

New
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Serena Vanity unit with sit in basin

Soft Close doors and drawers with quiet closing function
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Serena
Cashmere Gloss

DURABLE POLYMARBLE BASIN (Right Image)

The Serena 600mm wall mounted vanity unit comes 

with a slim, durable polymarble sit in basin .

Get the look
Serena 2 drawer vanity unit 600mm with basin, Amyris close coupled WC, Finissimo basin mixer, 

RefleXion 8 wetroom panel with rotate splash panel and Aurora shower tower. 
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EXTRA SPACE WITH ADDED STYLE (Right Image)

The Serena 900mm sit in basin has extra space 

adjacent to the bowl for your essentials.

Get the look
Serena 2 drawer vanity unit 900mm with basin, Finissimo basin mixer, Savoy freestanding 

bath, Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer, RefleXion 8 wetroom panel, Cosmos shower 

tower, ultraslim tray and Carino mirror. 
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Serena
Grey Drift

AMBIENT LIGHT MIRRORS (Top Image)

Our Calypso mirror (featured) includes 60 LED 

lights and comes with a shaving socket which 

can be mounted portrait or landscape.

MODERN CHROME HANDLES (Bottom Image)

Adding a stylish edge to the Serena 

contemporary design.

Get the look
Serena 2 door vanity unit 500mm with basin, Serena WC unit, Cilantro back 

to wall WC, Finissimo cloakroom basin mixer and Calypso mirror. 
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Serena
Wall mounted furniture

300MM 2 DOOR WALL 
MOUNTED TALL UNIT
W300 x H1435 x D243mm

500MM 2 DOOR WALL MOUNTED 
VANITY UNIT WITH BASIN
W500 x H600 x D248mm

600MM FLOOR STANDING
WC UNIT
W600 x H870 x D218mm

2 DRAWER WALL MOUNTED 
VANITY UNIT WITH BASIN

All colours

All colours All colours

£260

£275 £170

Cashmere Gloss Grey DriftWhite Gloss

Serena modular bathroom furniture is a functional and stylish range 

of wall mounted units. Units come complete with colour co-ordinating 

cabinets, handles and soft close doors and drawers.
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£450

£575

All colours

All colours

w600mm
H602 x D448mm

w900mm*
H585 x D448mm

FURNITURE
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Complete Unit Colour Options
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With its integrated aluminium profile on 

the cabinet, the Carino range has truly 

handleless doors and drawers with soft 

close, quiet closing function.

With wall mounted or floor standing units 

you can be creative with a large or a little 

amount of space, always achieving a great 

look with effortless ease.

Choose a vanity unit with a sit in basin or with 

a top and add a washbowl of your choice.

Carino
Wall mounted
& floor standing furniture
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Internal drawer tidy accessory

included in every vanity unit

Exposed & concealed storage

offers design flexibility from

this versatile range

Choose between floor standing 

or wall mounted units
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Carino
White Gloss

Get the look
Carino 1 drawer unit with top 600mm, Elemi washbowl, Carino 1 drawer open 

unit 600mm, Tall unit 300mm, Dolce tall basin mixer and Carino mirror. 
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Carino
White Gloss

Get the look
Carino floor standing vanity unit with basin 600mm, Primo basin mixer 

and Carino mirror. 
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Carino
Grey Drift

Get the look
Carino vanity top 900mm, Angelica washbowl, Dolce tall basin mixer, 

Carino tall unit 300mm and Carino mirror. 

Get the look
Carino 1 drawer unit 900mm, Elemi washbowl, 

Dolce tall basin mixer, Carino open unit 

900mm and Carino mirror.
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Get the look (Right image)

Carino 1 drawer unit 900mm including 

basin, Primo basin mixer and Carino 

open unit 900mm.

Carino
Cashmere

Get the look
Carino 1 drawer unit 600mm including basin, Primo basin mixer, 

Carino open unit 600mm, Carino WC unit and Carino mirror. 
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1 DRAWER WALL  
MOUNTED UNIT AND TOP
600mm
W600 x D458 x H318mm

£240
900mm
W900 x D458 x H318mm

£320

OPEN UNIT WALL 
MOUNTED AND TOP
600mm
W600 x D458 x H336mm

£120
900mm
W900 x D458 x H336mm

£150

VANITY SHELF WALL MOUNTED
600mm
W600 x D460 x H120mm

£140
900mm
W900 x D460 x H120mm

£180
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for

see page
134



1 DRAWER
WALL MOUNTED
UNIT WITH BASIN
600mm
W600 x D458 x H330mm

£360
Resin 1 tap hole basin.

1 DRAWER
WALL MOUNTED
UNIT WITH BASIN
900mm
W900 x D460 x H313mm

£480
Resin 1 tap hole basin.

Carino
Wall mounted & floor standing furniture

Cashmere GlossWhite Gloss

2 DOOR
WALL MOUNTED TALL UNIT
2 Shelves

W300 x D318 x H1500mm

£275

MULTI PURPOSE PANEL/VANITY TOP
W605 x D460 x H18mm   £40 W905 x D460 x H18mm    £60

600MM WC
FLOOR STANDING UNIT
W600 x D270 x H833mm

£210

2 DRAWER FLOOR STANDING 
UNIT AND TOP
W600 x D458 x H833mm

£350

MIRROR
W600 x H900mm
Portrait or Landscape £120

2 DRAWER FLOOR STANDING 
UNIT WITH BASIN
W600 x D458 x H845mm

£450 

Resin 1 tap hole basin.

Carino modular bathroom furniture is a functional and stylish range of wall 

mounted units which come complete with sleek and sophisticated aluminium 

‘J’ shaped rail which is routed to the cabinetry creating an ultra modern look. 

Soft close doors and drawers come as standard.
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FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Complete Unit Colour Options

Grey Drift



The Bello range, with its high gloss doors with integrated handles, provide a cool 

minimalist chic look. With a choice of wall mounted and floor standing furniture 

options, washbowl or sit in basin, and complementary surfaces, there are plenty of 

options to make your Bello bathroom truly beautiful.

Bello
Wall mounted & floor standing furniture
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GUARANTEE
5 year

on all Furniture  
Collections
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Choose between sit in

or washbowl basins

A selection of floor standing

or wall mounted units

Slim and sleek

Integrated handle

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love



Bello
Cashmere Grey Gloss

MIRRORED WALL UNITS (Left Image)

The matching Bello mirrored wall units are a great  way to save 

space and keep your bathroom uncluttered.

Get the look
Bello 2 drawer unit including basin wall mounted 600mm, Rima basin mixer, Bello mirrored wall 

unit 600mm, Bello tall unit 300mm, RefleXion 6 sliding door, low profile tray and Primo shower. 
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Premium high gloss lacquered door



Get the look
Bello 2 drawer unit excluding basin 900mm, white gloss worktop, round washbowl, 

Altro tall basin mixer, Bello tall unit 300mm and Venetian freestanding bath. 

Bello
Lava Grey Gloss
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FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Premium high gloss lacquered door



WHITE GLOSS VINYL DOOR

Bello
White Gloss

BACK TO WALL WC & WC UNIT (Right Image)

The Cilantro back to wall WC  is a popular choice with the Bello WC unit, 

which conceals the water cistern and provides an attractive display shelf 

for bathroom styling.

Get the look
Bello 2 drawer units including basin wall mounted 600mm, Fonte basin mixer, Bello mirrored wall units 

600mm, Bello tall units 300mm, Bello WC unit 600mm, black worktop and Cilantro back to wall WC. 
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WHITE GLOSS
Bull nose edge

1200mm

LUXURY BLACK
Bull nose edge

1200mm

ROMA MARBLE
Bull nose edge

1200mm

STONE
Bull nose edge

1200mm

BELLO MODULAR LAMINATE WORKTOPS
Use with washbowls -  see page 134 

Depth 460mm x Thick 28mm

1200mm

£99
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Bello
When using Bello units with a washbowl 

select from our choice of worktops.

Worktops

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love



White Gloss

Other colours

£299
£320

300MM 2 DOOR WALL MOUNTED
TALL UNIT
W300 x H1435 x D247mm

MIRROR
W600 x H900mm

Portrait or Landscape £120

500MM 2 DOOR MIRRORED WALL UNIT
W500 x H720 x D218mm 

500MM SLIM MIRRORED WALL UNIT   
W500 x H720 x D168mm 

600MM 2 DOOR MIRRORED WALL UNIT
W600 x H720 x D218mm 

£230

£210

£250
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Bello
Wall mounted & floor standing furniture

Lava Grey Gloss
Integrated Handle

Cashmere Gloss
Integrated Handle

Bello modular bathroom furniture range features high gloss doors with an 

integrated linear pull handle which offers clean and elegant lines. Choose from 

three door colours and two cabinet colours to create your own individual look.

White Gloss 
Integrated Handle

600MM 2 DRAWER
WALL MOUNTED VANITY UNIT
W600 x H572 x D450mm excl.
W600 x H602 x D450mm inc.

White Gloss

Other colours

£470
£505

*Excl.

*Excl.

*Inc.

*Inc.

£270
£305

*Excl. - Excluding  1TH cast marble basin.   

*Inc. - Including 1TH cast marble basin. 

900MM 2 DRAWER
WALL MOUNTED VANITY UNIT
W900 x H572 x D450mm excl.
W900 x H585 x D450mm inc.

White Gloss

Other colours

£595
£630

£375
£410

*Excl. - Excluding  1TH cast marble basin.   

*Inc. - Including 1TH cast marble basin. 

500MM 2 DOOR WALL MOUNTED 
CLOAKROOM VANITY UNIT
W500 x H597 x D250mm

White Gloss

Other colours

£320
£345
Includes 1TH cast marble basin

£365
£390

White Gloss

Other colours

500MM 2 DOOR FLOOR STANDING
CLOAKROOM VANITY UNIT
W500 x H895 x D250mm

Includes 1TH cast marble basin

600MM FLOORSTANDING
WC UNIT
W600 x H895 x D218mm

White Gloss

Other colours

£225
£275
Supplied separately not included in price:

Concealed cistern

Includes 28mm Top

600MM 2 DOOR FLOOR STANDING
VANITY UNIT
W600 x H900 x D450mm

White Gloss

Other colours

£420
£450
Includes 1TH cast marble basin

£520
£550

900MM 2 DOOR FLOOR STANDING  
VANITY UNIT
W900 x H883 x D450mm

White Gloss

Other colours

Includes 1TH cast marble basin

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

StoneWhite Gloss

Cabinet Colour OptionsDoor Colour Options
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Volta combines contemporary style with great practicality, flexibility and ease of 

installation. With its slimmer depth, Volta is a perfect solution for smaller bathrooms. 

With a range of on-trend colours & finishes to choose from, its sleek bar handle, and 

soft close doors, Volta is a great choice for any bathroom.  With an attractive price 

point, Volta makes having bathroom furniture very affordable.

Volta
Floor standing furniture

New

GUARANTEE
5 year

on all Furniture  
Collections
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Volta sit in basin

Sleek, contemporary bar handles Durable cabinets with
soft close doors and drawers

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Sleek contemporary bar handles
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Volta
Grey Gloss

DURABLE STYLE & QUALITY (Right Image)

The beautiful slim and durable polymarble basin, shown here with Quadro 

basin mixer, is designed to look good and work well for years to come.

Get the look
Volta vanity unit with basin 500mm, Quadro basin mixer, Volta tall unit 300mm, Cedarwood close coupled WC, RefleXion 

Basix bi-fold enclosure, low profile tray, Quadro bar mixer shower, straight ladder towel rail and Ariel mirror. 

Volta en-suite
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L SHAPE FURNITURE PACK (Right Image)

1100mm L shape furniture pack includes 600mm vanity unit,

500mm WC unit and a one piece 1100mm basin which includes a handy shelf.

Volta
Natural Oak

Get the look
Volta 1100mm L shape furniture pack (LH option shown), Laurus back to wall WC, Fonte basin mixer, keyhole bath, 

single bath screen, one piece panel, square shower mixer, Fonte bath filler and Ariel mirror. 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Volta in a family bathroom
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BEAUTIFULLY COMPACT
Volta 400mm vanity unit, shown here with 

Rima cloakroom basin mixer, is perfect for 

cloakrooms or other small spaces.

Volta
White Gloss

Get the look
Volta vanity unit with basin 400mm, Rima cloakroom basin mixer, Laurus 

close coupled WC, straight ladder towel rail and Venus mirror. 

Volta Cloakroom
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Volta
Floor standing furniture

Volta is a functional and stylish range of floor standing units. Units 

come complete with colour co-ordinated cabinets with soft close 

doors and drawers including sleek, contemporary bar handles.

500MM FLOOR STANDING
WC UNIT
W497 x H868 x D205mm

2 DOOR FLOOR STANDING 
TALL UNIT
W300 x H1800 x D300mm

1100MM FLOOR STANDING
L SHAPE FURNITURE PACK
W1100 x H880 x D395/205mm

Left hand option shownFor use with bottom inlet concealed cistern

All colours

All colours

£170

£220

£525

£235

£330

£295

All colours

All colours

All colours

2 DOOR FLOOR STANDING
VANITY UNIT WITH BASIN

400mm
H865 x D220mm

600mm
H865 x D400mm

510mm
H865 x D360mm

Natural OakWhite GlossGrey Gloss

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Complete Unit Colour Options
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Fresco
Fitted furniture

Our bestselling and most versatile range, Fresco gives you so many design 

possibilities with that great fitted finish. Durable units are designed to be 

fixed flush to each other, creating a run of handy storage and features soft 

close doors and drawers and standard. Our range is organised into three 

door styles: Contemporary, Modern and Classic, and have matching basins 

and accessories to complete your bathroom.

GUARANTEE
5 year

on all Furniture  
Collections
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All Fresco doors and drawers
come with a high quality
finish and a soft close action

Your Fresco furniture can be customised 
for all your storage needs while remaining 
space efficient and stylish. 

Fresco’s versatile design means you 
can finish your units wall mounted,
plinth lined or with decorative legs

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love
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Fresco
Cashmere Grey Gloss

FULLY FITTED TO YOUR NEEDS (Left Image)

With a wide range of unit choices, you can create as long 

a run of furniture as you need, giving your bathroom the 

ultimate stylish storage solution.

Contemporary

Get the look
Fresco Cashmere Grey Gloss base and wall units wall mounted, white Galaxy worktop, Cilantro semi recessed 

basins, Cilantro back to wall WC, RefleXion 8 wetroom panel and Primo mixer shower with overhead. 

A premium high gloss lacquered door
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INTEGRATED HANDLE (Right Image)

The Fresco Contemporary door has an integrated handle 

as part of the door creating a seamless sleek look.

Fresco
Lava Grey Gloss

Contemporary

Get the look
Fresco Lava Grey Gloss base and wall units, plinth, Ice slim solid worktop, Cilantro semi recessed basin, Cilantro back to wall 

WC, Sloane freestanding bath and Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer.

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

A premium high gloss lacquered door
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THE CURVED LOOK (Right Image)

With our curved end units and solid surface worktops, you 

can easily achieve a softer curved look to your bathroom.

Fresco
Ivory Gloss

Contemporary

Get the look
Fresco Ivory Gloss base units, Cilantro semi recessed basins, Galaxy slim solid 

worktop, Richmond freestanding bath and Eterno2 bath/shower mixer. 

A premium high gloss lacquered door
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MIRRORED WALL UNITS (Left Image)

Our mirrored wall units match the dimensions of the 

floor units, creating a unified look.

Fresco
White Gloss

Contemporary

Get the look
Fresco White Gloss base units and mirrored wall units, Ice slim solid worktop,

Amyris back to wall WC, Venetian bath and Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer. 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

A white gloss vinyl door
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White Gloss

White Gloss

Other colours

Other colours

£210
£245

£220
£255

£235
£270

W500 x H720 x D218mm

2 DOOR BASE UNIT
H720 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

300MM BASE UNIT 
W300 x H720 x D318mm

White Gloss

White Gloss

Other colours

Other colours

£133
£163

£160
£195

W300 x H720 x D218mm

Space Saving Slim

300MM CURVED BASE UNIT
W300 x H720 x D318mm

Not available in White Gloss

Other colours£420
Requires curved plinth

200MM TOILET ROLL UNIT
W200 x H720 x D318mm
Full        Open

Full height Open

White Gloss

Other colours

£178
£188

£173
£183

300MM 3 DRAWER UNIT 
W300 x H720 x D318mm

White Gloss

Other colours

£380
£410

200MM SLIM BASE UNIT

White Gloss

Other colours

£128
£158

W200 x H720 x D218mm

Space Saving Slim
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Fresco
Fitted furniture

Contemporary

Lava Grey Gloss
Integrated Handle

Cashmere Gloss
Integrated Handle

White Gloss 
Integrated Handle

Ivory Gloss 
Integrated Handle

Fresco fitted furniture gives you choice

and flexibilty to create a continuous

run of furniture to give maximum storage space.

Floor standing, wall mounted or on decorative legs,

the units are designed to be fitted flush to each other.

Choose from three door colours with sleek integrated 

handles and two cabinet colour options.

White Gloss

White Gloss

Other colours

Other colours

£240
£275

£220
£255

£245
£280

2 DOOR WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

W500 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim

White Gloss

Other colours

£230
£265

£250
£285

2 DOOR VANITY UNIT
H720 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

300MM 2 DOOR TALL UNIT 
W300 x H1836 x D318mm

White Gloss

Other colours

£320
£355White Gloss

White Gloss

White Gloss

White Gloss

Other colours

Other colours

Other colours

Other colours

£128
£158

£108
£138

£210
£245

£190
£225

£153
£183

£133
£163

£230
£265

£195
£230

1 DOOR WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w200   w300 

H720 x D168mm
w200   w300 

 
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

H870 x D218mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

White Gloss

Other colours

£200
£235

£215
£245

WC UNIT
H870 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

£230 £250

2 DOOR MIRRORED
WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

£210
W500 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Door Colour Options

OakWhite Gloss

Cabinet Colour Options

www.bathroomstolove.uk 115NB. When using plant on end panels add 18mm each to your run. All base units require a worktop see page131.

For colour matching accessories, plinth, cornice, pelmet and end panels see page 290.



SEMI-RECESSED BASIN (Right Image)

Our range of quality semi-recessed basins fit 

beautifully into Fresco fitted vanity units.

Fresco
Dark Stone Gloss

Modern

Get the look
Fresco Dark Stone Gloss base units with Rhombi handles and plinth, mirrored wall units, Crystal slim 

solid worktop, Cedarwood semi recessed basin, back to wall WC and Primo basin mixer. 

Dark stone gloss vinyl door
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WATERFALL MIXER TAP (Right Image)

Achieve more of a ‘nature’ feel with the Ricco waterfall basin mixer 

also available as a bath filler and bath/shower mixer.

Fresco
Light Stone Gloss

Modern

Get the look
Fresco Light Stone base units with Rhombi handles wall mounted, Roma marble worktop, Laurus 

semi recessed basins, Laurus close coupled WC, Ricco basin mixers and Calypso mirrors. 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Light stone gloss vinyl door
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Fresco
Modern

Ivory Gloss

Get the look
Fresco Ivory Gloss base units with Allure pull handles, Crystal slim solid surface worktop, mirrored wall units, plinth, Cedarwood 

semi recessed basin and back to wall WC, Primo basin mixer, RefleXion 6 Quadrant enclosure with low profile tray. 

Ivory Gloss vinyl door
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ACCESSORY LIGHTING (Left Image)

Create a warm ambience for a more relaxing experience 

with our accessory cabinet lighting (pg 266).

BLACK GLOSS VINYL DOOR

Fresco
Black Gloss

Modern

Get the look
Fresco Black Gloss base units and wall units with Glamour handles, luxury black worktop, plinth, Cilantro semi recessed basin 

and Cilantro back to wall WC, Sloane freestanding bath and Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer. 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love
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SOFT CLOSE FUNCTION (Left Image)

Soft close doors and drawers come as standard with 

Fresco, choose Alpina handles (shown) or any handles 

of your choice (pg 130).

COLOUR CONTRAST (Right Image)

Choose matching gloss white accessories or oak 

framing as shown here as a matching partner for 

dazzling white gloss.

Fresco
Modern

White Gloss

Get the look
Fresco White Gloss base units, tall unit with Alpina handles, mirrored wall units, Alhambra Gloss 

worktop, Cilantro semi recessed basin and back to wall WC and Fonte basin mixer. 

White gloss vinyl door
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Fresco
Modern

White Gloss
Small bathroom 1800 x 1700mm

17
00

m
m

1800mm
SPACE SAVING SLIM UNITS (Centre Image)

Ideal for smaller spaces, base units only 218mm deep and 

wall units 168mm deep (includes nominal 18mm door).

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love
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FOCAL POINT (Above Image)

The stylish Balham freestanding bath and Primo floor standing bath 

mixer provide a striking focal point for a large space.

TWIN BASINS (Above Image)

Fresco fitted furniture is perfect for having individual basins for 

personal use, combined with shared storage space.

Fresco
Oak

Modern

Get the look
Fresco Oak base units with Rhombi handles, white sparkle worktop, plinth, Cilantro semi 

recessed basins, Balham freestanding bath and Primo floor standing bath/shower mixer. 

MFC Oak door
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REFLEXION SHOWER ENCLOSURES (Right Image)

RefleXion shower enclosures come in a range of shapes and styles 

and are the ideal choice for your Fresco fitted bathroom.

Fresco
Stone Ash

Modern

Get the look
Fresco Stone Ash base units with Alpina handles and plinth, mirrored wall units, Crystal slim solid surface worktop, Cilantro semi recessed 

basin and back to wall WC, RefleXion 6 Quadrant enclosure, low profile tray and straight ladder towel warmer. 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

MFC Stone Ash door
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Oak

Oak

Other colours

Other colours

£200
£210

£210
£220

£225
£235

W500 x H720 x D218mm

2 DOOR BASE UNIT
H720 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

300MM BASE UNIT 
W300 x H720 x D318mm

Oak

Oak

Other colours

Other colours

£123
£133

£150
£160

W300 x H720 x D218mm

Space Saving Slim

300MM CURVED BASE UNIT
W300 x H720 x D318mm

Available in White Gloss,

Ivory Gloss, Light Stone Gloss

and Dark Stone Gloss

Other colours£410
Requires curved plinth

200MM TOILET ROLL UNIT
W200 x H720 x D318mm
Full        Open

Full height Open

Includes toilet roll holder

Oak

Other colours

£168
£178

£163
£173

300MM 3 DRAWER UNIT 
W300 x H720 x D318mm

Oak

Other colours

£370
£380

200MM SLIM BASE UNIT

Oak

Other colours

£118
£128

W200 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim
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Fresco
Fitted furniture

Modern
Oak

Dark Stone Gloss

White Gloss

Ivory Gloss

Stone Ash

Black Gloss

Light Stone Gloss

Choose your handles see page 130.

Fresco fitted furniture gives you choice and 

flexibilty to create a continuous run of furniture 

to give maximum storage space. Floor standing, 

wall mounted or on decorative legs, the units are 

designed to be fitted flush to each other.

Choose from seven door colours, two cabinet 

colour options and choose your handles.

Oak

Oak

Other colours

Other colours

£230
£240

£210
£220

£235
£245

2 DOOR WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

W500 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim

Oak

Other colours

£220
£230

£240
£250

2 DOOR VANITY UNIT
H720 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

300MM 2 DOOR TALL UNIT 
W300 x H1836 x D318mm

Oak

Other colours

£310
£320

Oak

Other colours

£118
£128

£143
£153

1 DOOR WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w200   w300 

Space Saving Slim

Oak

Other colours

£190
£200

£205
£215

WC UNIT
H870 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

£230 £250

2 DOOR MIRRORED
WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

£210
W500 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim

Oak

Oak

Oak

Other colours

Other colours

Other colours

£98
£108

£200
£210

£180
£190

£123
£133

£220
£230

£185
£195

H720 x D168mm
w200   w300 

H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

H 870 x D 218mm
w500   w600 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

White Gloss

Cabinet Colour Options

Door Colour Options

Oak
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CLASSIC STYLING (Left Image)

Somerton basin with classic style Eterno2 taps 

are the perfect match for our Shaker style door. 

Fresco
Oak Classic

Classic

Get the look
Fresco Oak Classic base units and mirrored wall units, Rhombi handles, Roma marble worktop, plinth, Somerton 

semi recessed basin and back to wall WC, Eterno2 basin taps and Richmond freestanding bath. 

22mm Oak Shaker door
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Lorum ipsum dolor sit amet,

Fresco
Classic

MIXING DESIGN STYLES
Mix a classic style shaker door with modern Cilantro semi 

recessed basin, back to wall WC and Primo basin mixer,

blending old with new to create a timeless look.

White Gloss Classic

Get the look
Fresco White Gloss Classic base units and wall units, mirrored wall units, Clio handles, Galaxy slim solid surface worktop, plinth, Cilantro 

semi recessed basin and back to wall WC, Primo basin mixer, RefleXion 6 wetroom panel and Primo shower mixer with overhead. 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

One piece White Gloss Shaker door
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Oak & White Gloss

Oak & White Gloss

£220

£230 £245

W500 x H720 x D218mm

2 DOOR BASE UNIT
H720 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

300MM BASE UNIT 
W300 x H720 x D318mm

Oak & White Gloss

Oak & White Gloss

£143

£170

W500 x H720 x D218mm
Space Saving Slim

200MM TOILET ROLL UNIT
W200 x H720 x D318mm
Full        Open

Full height Open

Includes toilet roll holder

Oak & White Gloss£178 £173

300MM 3 DRAWER UNIT 
W300 x H720 x D318mm

Oak & White Gloss£390

200MM SLIM BASE UNIT

Oak & White Gloss£138
W200 x H720 x D218mm

Space Saving Slim
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Fresco
Fitted furniture

Classic
Oak Classic White Gloss Classic

Oak & White Gloss

Oak & White Gloss

£250

£230

£255

2 DOOR WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

W500 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim

Oak & White Gloss£240 £260

2 DOOR VANITY UNIT
H720 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim

300MM 2 DOOR TALL UNIT 
W300 x H1836 x D318mm

Oak & White Gloss£330
Oak & White Gloss£138 £163

1 DOOR WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w200   w300 

Space Saving Slim

Oak & White Gloss£210 £225

WC UNIT
H870 x D318mm
w500   w600 

Space Saving Slim£230 £250

2 DOOR MIRRORED
WALL UNIT
H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

£210
W500 x H720 x D168mm

Space Saving Slim

Oak & White Gloss

Oak & White Gloss

£118

£220

£200

£143

£240

£205

H720 x D168mm
w200   w300 

H720 x D218mm
w500   w600 

H870 x D218mm
w500   w600 

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

Choose your handles see page 130.

White Gloss

Cabinet Colour Options

Oak

Door Colour Options

Fresco fitted furniture gives you choice and flexibilty to create 

a continuous run of furniture to give maximum storage space. 

Floor standing, wall mounted or on decorative legs, the units 

are designed to be fitted flush to each other.

Choose from two door colours, two cabinet colour options 

and choose your handles.
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For colour matching accessories, plinth, cornice, pelmet and end panels see page 290.



ROUND DECORATIVE LEGS
H150-170mm adjustable,
pack of two, diameter 38mm

WASTE BIN 
5L Internal waste bin for 300mm 
base unit, full depth

MOKKA HANDLE CHROME
H 28 x W 345 x D 20mm

GLAMOUR HANDLE CHROME
H 26 x W 200 x D 12mm

ALPINA LARGE HANDLE CHROME
H 18 x W 376 x D 24mm

ALPINA SMALL HANDLE CHROME
H 18 x W 170 x D 25mm 

ALLURE PULL HANDLE CHROME
H 22 x W 77 x D 18mm 

VERSO HANDLE CHROME
H 22 x W 50 x D 18mm 

CLIO HANDLE CHROME
H 32 x W 32 x D 22mm

CABRIO HANDLE CHROME
H 60 x W 50 x D 25mm

POLO HANDLE CHROME
H 25 x D 17mm

SWIFT PULL HANDLE CHROME
H 20 x W 38 x D 18mm 

RHOMBI SMALL HANDLE CHROME
H 27 x W 160 x D 20mm

RHOMBI LARGE HANDLE CHROME
H 28 x W 345 x D 20mm

£6

£6

£6

£6 £6

£6

£6

£10

£10

£6

£10 £10

Fresco

Waste bin, laundry basket and decorative legs

Complete your furniture

SQUARE DECORATIVE LEGS 
H150-170mm adjustable,
pack of two, width 38mm£50 £23 £23

FINISHING TOUCHES
To complete your Fresco installation you will need to choose from our range of plinths, 

end panels and cornices (not shown here), as well as a handle, worktop and any 

internal or decorative accessories, which you can view on these pages.

Your bathroom Retailer will help you understand the specific requirements for your 

installation, advise on style, and help you find the best combination for your needs.

Colour co-ordinating accessories page 290.Handle options for Fresco Modern and Fresco Classic
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All Fresco base units require a worktop choose 

from classic laminates, sparkling to cutting edge 

slim solid surface. 

Fresco
Worktops

DEPTH 330MM X THICK 12MM
Pencil r.edge 605mm

Pencil r.edge 1200mm

Pencil r.edge 2400mm

Slim Solid 
Surface
Can be cut with standard, 
woodworking tools. 
Specifically designed for 
bathrooms. Fitter friendly 
with no water ingress or 
penetration.

Coffee Crystal Ice

Copper Galaxy

£175

£495
£299

Sparkling
laminate
DEPTH 330MM X THICK 28MM
1500mm

2500mm

White sparkle Luxury Black White 

Galaxy

£109
£155

Classic
laminate
DEPTH 330MM X THICK 28MM
Square edge 1500mm

Square edge 2500mm

Bull nose 1500mm

Bull nose 2500mm Roma Marble Natural Walnut White 

Gloss
Alhambra Gloss*

£92

£78
£133

£120

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

For lighting see pages 266.

*Only available in square edge
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SEMI RECESSED BASIN BACK TO WALL WC* BACK TO WALL WC*

£120 £210

Cilantro

£140

Laurus

Complementing Ceramics
Use our complementary ceramics with our furniture range

555 x 435mm 1 tap hole with Soft Close Seat †

DIPTP0166DIPB1140

Soft Close Seat †

DIPTP0160

New New

SPACE SLIM CAST MARBLE  
SEMI RECESSED BASIN
W490 x H152 x D355mm

1 tap hole

For use with slim vanity units only

Right hand tap hole only

DIPB1040 £170

Slim
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SEMI RECESSED BASIN

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
605 x 410mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1014

SEMI RECESSED BASINSEMI RECESSED BASIN
520 x 400mm

SEMI RECESSED BASIN

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
540 x 500mm 1 tap hole

DIPB1018

SEMI RECESSED BASIN

BACK TO WALL WC*

BACK TO WALL WC*
with Soft Close Seat †

DIPTP030

BACK TO WALL WC*BACK TO WALL WC*
Slim Soft Close Seat †

BACK TO WALL WC*

BACK TO WALL WC*

£120

£99 £85£190
£170

£85
£130
£160

£130 £99

£120 £110£250

£199 £180

£195

£205

Rosewood Tarragon

Amyris Mimosa

NaplesCedarwood

Somerton

† �&ƞ�,ƛ�0"�1�#,/�"�06� )"�+&+$ǽ�ȥ�""�-�$"0�ǗǛǞ�#,/� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+0ǽ

590 x 460mm 2 tap hole

550 x 485mm

535 x 370mm 1 tap hole 540 x 500mm 1 tap holewith Soft Close Seat †

with Soft Close Seat

with Soft Close Seat †

DIPB2014

DIPB1178 1 tap hole DIPB1096 1 tap holeDIPTP0172

DIPTP0088 Soft Close Seat †

DIPB2024 2 tap hole

DIPTP0086 Standard Seat

DIPTP050 Slim Soft Close Seat

DIPB1136 DIPB1016DIPTP0146

DIPTP0080

DIPTP032

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love

BACK TO WALL WC*
with Soft Close Seat †

DIPTP034
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Choose from a range of sophisticated designs, reflecting the very latest design trends and all conforming to the very highest 

standards of quality. Beautiful and resilient, every design is easy to clean and will stay looking at its stunning best for years to come.

For bottle traps see page 253

Washbowls

ELEMI WASHBOWL*
W564 x H190 x D323mm  

0 tap hole

Resin

DIPB0014

DAVANA WASHBOWL*
W380 x H122 x D380mm  

0 tap hole

Resin

DIPB0030

CEDRUS WASHBOWL*
W499 x H92 x D399mm 

0 tap hole

Resin

DIPB0028

OVAL WASHBOWL*
W412 x H150 x D352mm 

0 tap hole

Ceramic

DIPB0024

ANGELICA WASHBOWL*
W506 x H98 x D406mm  

0 tap hole

Resin

DIPB0010

ROUND WASHBOWL
W440 x H182 x D440mm  

0 tap hole

Ceramic with overflow

DIPB0026

BERGAMOT WASHBOWL*
W450 x H117 x D380mm 

0 tap hole

Resin

DIPB0016£290

£190

£199

£80 £90

£220 £170

Get the look

RIMA TALL
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste  

L123mm
W45mm
H321mm  

For use with
0 tap hole basins

DITS1092     £125 

ALTRO TALL 
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste 

L132mm
W54mm
H352mm  

For use with
0 tap hole basins

DITS1002     £120 

DOLCE TALL 
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste  

L152mm
W50mm
H250mm  

For use with
0 tap hole basins

DITS1024     £130 

PRIMA WALL 
MOUNTED  
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste

For use with
0 tap hole basins

DITS0002     £125

BRAVA TALL 
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste  

L137mm
W42mm
H305mm  

For use with
0 tap hole basins

DITS1022     £110 

RICCO
WALL MOUNTED
BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste

For use with
0 tap hole basins

DITS1128     £180

New

*Please note, basins require an unslotted basin waste.www.bathroomstolove.uk134



Elemi Washbowl Cedrus Washbowl

Angelica Washbowl Bergamot Washbowl

FURNITURE
bathrooms to love
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“If you have the space, 

nothing shouts style 

quite like a freestanding 

bath as a centrepiece to 

your bathroom.”

There has never before been so much choice and 

versatility with baths, and you no longer have to 

choose between practicality or style, as now, with 

our latest range, it’s so easy to have both!

Beautiful 
Baths

Monochrome style

As an alternative to the mainstay white bath, the 

current trend is for a black and white contrast, 

which make a bold design statement. Also see our 

complementary black tap and radiator.

www.bathroomstolove.uk136

Brought to you 

exclusively by our 

BATH SPECIALISTS



BATHS

Affordable luxury

Best of both worlds

Most people dream of having a luxurious freestanding 

bath in their bathroom. Our new affordable range now 

makes that dream possible.

If you have limited space our attractive shower 

baths, combined with a bath screen, give you a 

great alternative to a separate shower enclosure.

www.bathroomstolove.uk 137
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Our collection of Freestanding Baths offers a wealth of styles and sizes to choose from. Whether your taste is 

traditional or more modern, we have the Freestanding Bath to create something a little more special enabling 

you to create the bathroom of your dreams.

Design-led freestanding baths with wrap around panel

Freestanding baths

HOXTON
L1645 x W720 x H585mm  0 tap hole

DIBF0036     £1,330 

EDINBURGH
L1700 x W750 x H560mm 0 tap hole

DIBF0038     £695 

BEXLEY
L1670 x W725 x H610mm 0 tap hole

DIBF0034     £1,450 

SAVOY
L1700 x W750 x H570mm 0 tap hole

DIBF0040     £675 

Includes pre-fitted integrated waste

Compatible with wastes E and F. 
See page 143.

Includes pre-fitted integrated waste

Compatible with wastes E and F. 
See page 143.

Modern

Complimenting
Floor standing
bath shower mixers

New

New

New

RICCO
FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER 
MIXER
DITB0014     £390 

PRIMO
FLOOR STANDING
BATH/SHOWER 
MIXER
DITB0006     £350

QUADRO
FLOOR STANDING 
BATH/SHOWER 
MIXER
DITB0010     £365 ETERNO2 BATH/

SHOWER MIXER
DITB0012     £450
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BATHS
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Savoy Bath

Edinburgh Bath Hoxton Bath

GUARANTEE
20 year

on all our 
Freestanding Baths

bathrooms to love
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Modern

Balham Bath
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FARRINGDON
0 tap hole

L1590 x W680 x H800mm

BALHAM
0 tap hole 

L1490 x W730 x H590mm

L1690 x W730 x H590mm

L1690 x W630 x H590mm

DIBF0022     £1,395

DIBFP0008
DIBFP0012

DIBFP0014

£1,295
£1,295

£1,499

DIBF0024     £1,395 
Includes pre-fitted integrated waste

Includes pre-fitted integrated waste

White

White

Black

Black

GUARANTEE
20 year

on all our 
Freestanding

Baths

SLOANE
0 tap hole 

L1490 x W800 x H600mm

L1675 x W780 x H600mm VENETIAN
0 tap hole 

L1675 x W765 x H580mm

DIBF0020
DIBF0030

DIBF0012

£1,015
£1,015

£1,480
Floor standing bath.
Compatible with wastes D and E. See page 143.

Floor standing bath.  
Includes pre-fitted integrated waste.

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Freestanding baths   

Classic

GRACE
L1700 x W720 x H710mm
2 tap hole DIBFP2002 £850
Compatible with wastes A, B and C. 
See page 143.

Compatible with wastes A, B and C. 
See page 143.

BAYSWATER SLIPPER
2 tap hole 

L1550 x W730 x H770mm  incl. feet

L1700 x W730 x H770mm  incl. feet

DIBF2014
DIBF2016

£630
£690

GUARANTEE
20 year

on all our 
Freestanding Baths
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Compatible with wastes A, B, C and G. 
See below.

Requires a shower valve to operate. 
See page 252 for more details.

Wastes and Accessories

FINCHLEY BACK TO WALL
L1680 x W740 x H600mm  incl. feet

2 tap hole

DIBF0028     £675 

PACK A
Exposed bath pop up waste with 
pipe shrouds for 2 tap hole baths

DITW0040     £285 

PACK E
Non exposed bath
pop up waste
DITW0014     £25

PACK B
Exposed plug and chain waste with 
pipe shrouds for 2 tap hole baths

DITW0032     £235 

PACK F
Non exposed bath waste 
with tidy plug
DITW0020     £10 

PACK C
Exposed plug and chain waste

DITW0030     £95 

PACK G
Exposed pop up waste
DITW0034     £160

PACK D
Stand pipes for
0 tap hole baths

DITW0038     £285 

Compatible with wastes B, C and F. 
See below.

RICHMOND DOUBLE END
L1690 x W740 x H625mm  incl. feet

2 tap hole

DIBFP2010    £525 DIBFP2008    £525
White Black

Height shown on baths includes the feet.

Brassware shown for illustration purposes only.

BATH FILLER
WASTE
DITW0042     £75

CLICK CLACK
MUSHROOM
BATH WASTE
DITW0046     £25 

New New

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Escape, indulge and
relax with

Why Wellness?
Why not? Wellness Bathing Systems turn your boring 
bathroom into a sensual spa. An ideal way to relax after a 
busy day, before a party or just to escape when the kids 
are in bed - Wellness Bathing Systems allow you to indulge 
in a luxury experience without even leaving the house. And 
they’re packed with health benefits too, so you can splash 
out on the system of your choice without feeling guilty. 
Which is perfect. With a dedicated aftercare service this 
ensures to give you total peace of mind.

And... It’s good for you!
Wellness Systems make you feel good from the inside out. 
In fact, taking some time to kick back in a bath fitted with 
a Wellness system could help reduce the effects of stress, 
counteract tension, improve circulation and reduce the 
heart rate. It also helps remove toxins, cleanses and tones 
the skin, and relieves tired, aching muscles. Take it from 
us, once you’ve tried Wellness, you’ll never go back!

Scan the QR code with your smart 
-%,+"�1,�Ɯ+!�,21�*,/"ǽ

GUARANTEE
2 year
On Wellness  

Systems
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Features:
• 12 air jets positioned in base

• Ultra quiet blower

 ncludes pre-fitted waste and overflow

12

Look out for this symbol against the baths on the following pages. 
It denotes that the Wellness Whirlpool System is available.

Look out for this symbol against the baths on the following pages. 
It denotes that the Wellness Whirlpool System is available.

Look out for this symbol against the baths on the following pages. 
It denotes that the Wellness Whirlpool System is available.

Jets feed water into the bath as pressure creating a range 
of massages from relaxing to sports hydro-massage.

�&/��2��)"0��/"�/")"�0"!�&+1,�1%"�4�1"/�-/,!2 &+$���$"+1)"Ǿ� �)*&+$Ǿ�*�00�$&+$�Ɯ77ǽ

Jets feed water into the bath as pressure creating a range of 
massages from relaxing to sports hydro-massage.

Features:
  chrome effect variable ets 

• Single LED colour changing light

• 7 soothing colours to choose from

 ncludes pre-fitted waste and overflow

Features:
  chrome effect variable ets
 Chrome effect dual controls
  ncludes pre-fitted waste and overflow

         

This system cannot be used on 
baths with wood panels.

This system cannot be used on 
baths with wood panels.

       6

8

Red White Blue Green Yellow Purple Light Blue

Wellness Systems

WELLNESS 6 JET
WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM

ADD     £550

WELLNESS 8 JET
WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM WITH
MULTI-COLOURED LIGHT

ADD     £798 

WELLNESS 12 JET
AIR SPA

ADD     £600 

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Used monthly, this will ensure that your system remains free from soap, shampoo, bath oil, hair,

fats and limescale. It will help prevent the growth of bacteria and unpleasant odours from your bath. 

Look out for this 
symbol against the 
baths on the following 
pages. It denotes that 
the Whirlpool Sound 
System is available.

Enjoy your favourite music with this ingenious, simple to use 

sound system. elf fit on its own or together with one of our 
wellness systems, this will work with any other device that 

supports bluetooth . Can be fitted to any new or any 
bath in situ.

           

The chromatherapy system 

we offer comes with  colours  
white, blue, red, light blue, 

yellow, green and purple. 

They can be set at a constant 

colour to match your mood or 

set to run through a carefully 

pre-selected sequence for 

emotional balance.

The Chromatherapy
whirlpool system
includes 21 chrome fixed
and directional jets:
• 8 base jets

• 5 whirlpool side jets

• 6 back jets

  reflexology foot ets
 ncludes pre-fitted waste and overflow

A directional flow valve allows you to 
isolate various jets to help relaxation 

and focus in on certain problematic 

areas of the body.

h

This system cannot be used on 
baths with wood panels.

ǖǽǚ%-�-2*-�4&1%���Ɲ,4�/�1"� 
305 litres per minute.

Red White Blue Green Yellow Purple Light Blue

Features:
• 12 air jets positioned in base

• Single LED colour change light

• 7 soothing colours to choose from

• Ultra quiet blower

 ncludes pre-fitted waste and overflow

Look out for this symbol against the baths on the following pages. 
It denotes that the Airspa system with lights is available.

12

Red White Blue Green Yellow Purple Light Blue

Wellness Systems
WELLNESS 12 JET
AIR SPA WITH
MULTI-COLOURED LIGHT

ADD     £825 

WELLNESS
CHROMATHERAPY SYSTEM

ADD     £1,550 

�&/��2��)"0��/"�/")"�0"!�&+1,�1%"�4�1"/�-/,!2 &+$���$"+1)"Ǿ� �)*&+$Ǿ�*�00�$&+$�Ɯ77ǽ

Look out for this symbol against the baths on the following pages. 
It denotes that the Airspa system with lights is available.

WELLNESS SOUND SYSTEM - BLUE WAVE

DIBA0002     £460 

WELLNESS CARE

DIBA0024     £24 
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Supercast® Baths

Features:
  ntensive reinforced finish to underside of acrylic bath

•  Results in a strong, hard-wearing bath, with increased insulation

•  Supercast® baths have associated strength of an old cast iron bath

   but with the benefits of modern material

What is Supercast®? 
Strength and beauty combined

Supercast® is a substantial reinforcement process for an acrylic bath.  

This reinforcement process results in each bath being incredibly strong 

and hard-wearing. This gives you the reminiscent assurance of an old 

cast iron bath with the natural warmth and quality acrylic has.

Acrylic’s unique properties make it ideal for manufacturing baths. 

Acrylic allows itself to be moulded into many shapes giving many 

possibilities for varied designs, an attribute that enables baths to 

be manufactured with design and function working in harmony. 

The natural gloss is cast all the way through the acrylic resulting in a 

product that is smooth and ever so easy to clean.

he intensive reinforcement processes and final green  ‘flow coat’ 
jacket to the entire underside of the bath adds strength and insulating 

properties. This keeps your bath water hotter for longer!

SUPER STRONG
Supercast® reinforcement 

process results in a strong, 

hard-wearing bath

INCREASES INSULATION
Keeps your bath water 

hotter for longer

WARM TO THE TOUCH
atural high gloss finish is

smooth and easy to clean

Supercast® Acrylic Bath

Standard Acrylic Bath

Sc

Look out for the symbol against the baths on the 
following pages. it denotes that Supercast® is available.Sc

GUARANTEE
30 year
On Supercast® 

baths

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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       Ch Sc       M       W 6        WL 8        A12        AL12

Shower baths All include bath, front panel and screen  

Left hand option shown with designer screen

SOLARNA
L SHAPE SHOWER BATH
with essential screen*
1700 x 700mm
(850mm at widest point)

SOLARNA
L SHAPE SHOWER BATH
with essential screen*
1500 x 700mm
(850mm at widest point)

SOLARNA
L SHAPE SHOWER BATH
with designer screen* (shown above)

1700 x 700mm
(850mm at widest point)

SOLARNA
L SHAPE SHOWER BATH
with designer screen* (shown above)

1500 x 700mm
(850mm at widest point)

DIBSHP062   0 tap hole DIBSHP066   0 tap holeDIBSHP070   0 tap hole DIBSHP074    0 tap hole£495 £535

£495 £535

£685 £725

£685 £725

£36

DIBSHP064   0 tap hole DIBSHP068   0 tap holeDIBSHP072   0 tap hole DIBSHP076    0 tap hole

SUPERCAST �"ƞ�%�+!
DIBSHP026C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST �"ƞ�%�+!
DIBSHP030C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST �"ƞ�%�+!
DIBSHP034C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST �"ƞ�%�+!
DIBSHP038C    0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBSHP028C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBSHP032C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBSHP036C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBSHP040C    0 tap hole

700MM END PANEL
DIBP0172

700MM END PANEL
DIBP0172

700MM END PANEL
DIBP0172

700MM END PANEL
DIBP0172

�"ƞ�%�+! �"ƞ�%�+!�"ƞ�%�+! �"ƞ�%�+!

Right hand Right handRight hand Right hand

New NewNew New

Baths can be drilled for tap holes. *For more information on bath screens, see pages 162-164.

*1700 version only.

£495 £535

£495 £535

£685 £725

£685 £725

£36 £36£36
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Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath.  

Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath. See page 160 for wood panels.



       A12        AL12

Shower baths All include bath, front panel and screen  

Left hand option shown with essential screen

L SHAPE SHOWER BATH WITH WHITE GLOSS WOOD EFFECT 
STORAGE PANEL AND ESSENTIAL SCREEN

1675 x 700mm (850mm at widest point)

DIBSHP046    0 tap hole £690

£690DIBSHP048    0 tap hole

700MM WHITE GLOSS
WOOD EFFECT END PANEL
DIBP0046

Left hand

Right hand

SOLUTION
Storage 

An extra 
hideaway

Please note: the internal shape of this bath is straight 
to accommodate the storage.

£72

Baths can be drilled for tap holes. For more information on bath screens see pages 162-164.

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath.  

Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath.



       Ch Sc       M       W 6        WL 8        A12        AL12

Shower baths All include bath, front panel and screen  

P SHAPE SHOWER BATH
1675 x 750mm
(850mm at widest point)

P SHAPE SHOWER BATH
1495 x 700mm
(800mm at widest point)

DIBSHP010   0 tap hole DIBSHP018   0 tap hole*£425 £415

£425 £415

£689 £670

£689 £670

DIBSHP012   0 tap hole DIBSHP020   0 tap hole*

SUPERCAST Left hand

DIBSHP010C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Left hand

DIBSHP018C   0 tap hole*

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBSHP012C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBSHP020C   0 tap hole*

750mm end panel
DIBP0178

700mm end panel
DIBP0176

Left hand Left hand

Right hand Right hand

*Not available with chromatherapy system

New New

SLIM FIT P SHAPE SHOWER BATH
1675 x 700mm
(800mm at widest point)

P SHAPE ENCLOSED SHOWER BATH
1675 x 750mm
(850mm at widest point)

DIBSHP022   0 tap hole* DIBSHP014   0 tap hole£410 £540

£410 £540

£640 £819

£640 £819

DIBSHP024   0 tap hole* DIBSHP016   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Left hand*
DIBSHP022C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Left hand

DIBSHP014C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand* 
DIBSHP024C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand 
DIBSHP016C   0 tap hole

Left hand Left hand

Right hand Right hand

700mm deluxe end panel
DIBP0176

750mm end panel
DIBP0178

£38£38
£38 £38

Enclosed shower bath

Manufactured from
5mm acrylic

Right hand option shown
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Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath.  

Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath. See page 160 for wood panels.

Baths can be drilled for tap holes. *For more information on bath screens, see pages 162-164.



       A12        AL12

Shower baths All include bath, front panel and screen  

Left hand option shown

P SHAPE SHOWER BATH WITH WHITE GLOSS WOOD EFFECT  
STORAGE PANEL AND SCREEN

1675 x 700mm (800mm at widest point)

DIBSHP050    0 tap hole

DIBP0160

£690

£72

£690

£72

DIBSHP052    0 tap hole

DIBP0162

700MM WHITE GLOSS WOOD EFFECT END PANEL

Left hand

Left hand

Right hand

Right hand

Please note: the internal shape of this bath is straight 
to accommodate the storage.

STORAGE
Handy 
Hide away 
your clutter

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath.  

Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath.

Baths can be drilled for tap holes. For more information on bath screens see pages 162-164.



SPACE SAVER SHOWER BATH
1690 x 690mm (495mm at narrow end)

DIBRP0008   0 tap hole £495 £695

£695£495DIBRP0010   0 tap hole

Left hand

Right hand

SPACE SAVER END PANEL
DIBP0186

Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your 
bath. Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146
to the price of your bath.

SAVING
Spacing

       W        WL        A        AL        M6 8 12 12

Left hand  
option shown

New

£39

SUPERCAST Left hand 
DIBRP0008C   0 tap hole

SUPERCAST Right hand 
DIBRP0010C   0 tap hole

Shower baths All include bath, front panel and screen  

Sc
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SINGLE BATH SCREEN NO RAIL
DIBS0052

KEYHOLE BATH
1700 x 800mm

£220

£120

Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the 
symbols to your bath. Simply add the system price 
shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath.

       W        WL        A        AL        M6 8 12 12

Straight keyhole shower bath  

New

NEW IMAGE

1 PIECE PANEL
DIBP0166

DIBR0088   0 tap hole £270

£480
SUPERCAST 
DIBR0088C   0 tap hole

New

Sc

BATHS
bathrooms to love

See page 162 for other bath screens.
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Single end baths

SUPERCAST
5mm thick with textured base
0 tap hole

DIBR0026    1500 x 700mm*
DIBR0028    1600 x 700mm*
DIBR0030    1700 x 700mm*

DIBR0032    1700 x 700mm

DIBR0026C    1500 x 700mm*
DIBR0028C    1600 x 700mm*
DIBR0030C    1700 x 700mm*

£188
£190
£187

£200

£385
£385
£330

8mm thick bath with textured base 2 tap hole

Sc       M       WL 8       W 6

GRANADA II BATH - TWIN GRIP
5mm thick with textured base
0 tap hole

       Ch        M       W 6        WL 8        A12        AL12 Sc

DIBR0034   1500 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0036   1600 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0038   1700 x 700mm

DIBR0040   1700 x 750mm

DIBR0042   1800 x 800mm

DIBR0034C   1500 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0036C   1600 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0038C   1700 x 700mm

DIBR0040C   1700 x 750mm

DIBR0042C   1800 x 800mm

£205
£205
£185
£230
£315

£370
£370
£360
£425
£499

*Not available with Wellness System with lights.
† Not available with chromatherapy system.

SUPERCAST
0 tap hole

SOLARNA BATH
0 tap hole

       Ch        M       W 6        WL 8        A12        AL12 Sc

DIBR0044   1500 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0046   1600 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0014   1700 x 700mm

DIBR0048   1700 x 750mm

DIBR0050   1700 x 800mm

DIBR0052   1800 x 800mm

DIBR0044C  1500 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0046C  1600 x 700mm*
†

DIBR0014C   1700 x 700mm

DIBR0048C   1700 x 750mm

DIBR0050C   1700 x 800mm

DIBR0052C   1800 x 800mm

£159
£165
£149
£235
£265
£305

£315
£330
£305
£425
£460
£520

*Not available with Wellness System with lights.
† Not available with chromatherapy system.

SUPERCAST
0 tap hole

CASCADE BATH
0 tap hole

GUARANTEE
20 year

See page 159-161 for panels. ��1%0� �+��"�!/&))"!�#,/�1�-�%,)"0ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

*Not available with Wellness System with lights.
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Single end baths

Easy Access Bath End Panel
DIBP0044 £170

EASY ACCESS WALK IN BATH
0 tap hole

DIBR2022    1700 x 700mm

DIBR2020    1600 x 700mm

DIBR2018    1500 x 700mm

DIBR2024    1700 x 700mm

£150
£158
£155

£190

EUROWA STEEL BATH
2 tap hole

STEEL BATH WITH GRIPS 
AND ANTI-SLIP
2 tap hole

DIBR2008    1700 x 700mm DIBR0044C    1700 x 700mm£139 £315

�"4��+!�&*-/,3"!�Ȓ�0)""("/�Ɯ+&0%

SUPERCAST
2 tap hole

OLYMPIA II BATH
2 tap hole

       W 6        WL 8        M       A12        AL12 Sc

New

Left hand option shown

GUARANTEE
5 year

* Bath, front panel and waste included. 
Please note tap holes are not pre-drilled.
VAT relief on this product where appropriate to claim back.

�)"�0"�+,1"�1%"�Ɯ11&+$�,#��+�� /6)& �#/,+1�-�+")�4&1%���
steel bath may require a wooden support frame.

�)"�0"�+,1"�1%"�Ɯ11&+$�,#��+�� /6)& �#/,+1�-�+")
with a steel bath may require a wooden support frame.

GUARANTEE
3 year

GUARANTEE
3 year

       M

Left hand

DIBE0002    1690 x 690mm

Easy access bath* 0 tap hole

Right hand

DIBE0004    1690 x 690mm

Easy access bath* 0 tap hole

£2,750

£2,750

All of our single end baths come with a 20 year guarantee, easy access bath 5 year guarantee and steel bath 3 year guarantee.

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Decadence luxury double end bath
with Wellness chromatherapy system.

GUARANTEE
20 year
on all our Double 

End Baths

SUPERCAST
0 tap hole

DIBR0088C    1700 x 800mm

DIBR0088    1700 x 800mm £270

£480

KEY HOLE BATH
0 tap hole

       W 6        M       A12        AL12       WL 8

SPACE SAVER BATH
0 tap hole
(495mm at narrow end)

Add one of the six Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath. Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146
to the price of your bath. For more information on bath screens see pages 162-164. See pages 159-161 for panels. 

Right hand  
option shown

GUARANTEE
20 year

GUARANTEE
20 year

       W 6        M       A12        AL12       WL 8

SUPERCAST Left hand

DIBR0090C  1690 x 690mm

Left hand

DIBR0090  1690 x 690mm

SUPERCAST Right hand

DIBR0092C  1690 x 690mm

Right hand

DIBR0092  1690 x 690mm

DIBP0186   End panel, wideDIBP0182   Front panel

£435

£295

£435

£295

£39£85

New

New

IMAGE
NAME?

Sc

Sc
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Add one of the Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath. 
Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath.

GUARANTEE
20 year

*Not available with wellness system with lights. 
† Not available with chromatherapy system.

       Ch       W 6        WL 8

       M

       A12

       AL12 Sc

       Ch       W 6        WL 8

       M       A12        AL12

       Ch       W 6        WL 8

       M

       A12

       AL12 Sc

SUPERCAST
DIBR0006C    1700 x 800mm

DIBP0102    Decadence Panel

DIBR0002    1700 x 750mm

DIBR0066    1600 x 750mm*
†

DIBR0068    1700 x 700mm

DIBR0070    1700 x 750mm

DIBR0072    1800 x 800mm

SUPERCAST
DIBR0066C    1600 x 750mm*

†

DIBR0068C    1700 x 700mm

DIBR0070C    1700 x 750mm

DIBR0072C    1800 x 800mm

£510
£215

£225

£260
£225
£235
£310

£450
£375
£415
£465

DECADENCE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
0 tap hole

ALGARVE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
0 tap hole

CASCADE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
0 tap hole

Double end baths

��1%0� �+��"�!/&))"!�#,/�1�-�%,)"0ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

DIBR0006    1700 x 800mm £335

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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Double end baths

See page 159-161 for panels.

       Ch

       Ch

       Ch

       W 6

       W 6

       W 6

       WL 8

       WL 8

       WL 8

       M

       M

       M

       A12

       A12

       A12

       AL12

       AL12

       AL12

Sc

Sc

Sc

DIBR0074    1700 x 700mm

DIBR0076    1700 x 750mm

DIBR0078    1700 x 800mm

DIBR0080    1800 x 800mm

DIBC0002    �"ƞ�%�+!
DIBC0004    Right hand

DIBC0010    1350 x 1350mm

DIBP0142

DIBP0144

DIBP0104

DIBR0074C    1700 x 700mm

DIBR0076C    1700 x 750mm

DIBR0078C    1700 x 800mm

DIBR0080C    1800 x 800mm

DIBC0002C    �"ƞ�%�+!
DIBC0004C    Right hand

DIBC0010C    1350 x 1350mm    

SUPERCAST
0 tap hole

SUPERCAST

SUPERCAST
0 tap hole

£220
£240
£280
£310

£245
£245

£395

£55

£65

£79

£375
£380
£460
£465

£449
£449

£659

SOLARNA LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
0 tap hole

ORLANDO CORNER BATH
1495 x 1010mm    0 tap hole

LAGUNA CORNER BATH
0 tap hole

OFFSET CORNER PANEL
PLAIN ACRYLIC
1800 x 1000mm    0 tap hole

TUDOR CORNER PANEL

PLAIN CORNER PANEL

Add one of the six Wellness systems shown by the symbols to your bath.

Simply add the system price shown on pages 145-146 to the price of your bath.

Corner Baths

Left hand  
option shown
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Panels

DIBP0106 

DIBP0108
DIBP0110
DIBP0120 

DIBP0112
DIBP0114
DIBP0128
DIBP0130

DIBP0166

DIBP0116 

DIBP0132
DIBP0134

DIBP0136 

DIBP0138
DIBP0140

£24
£26
£22
£13
£43
£72
£28
£30

£220

£46
£28
£30

£119
£72
£79

PLAIN ACRYLIC PANELS
Plain 1500mm front panel
Plain 1600mm  front panel
Plain 1700mm front panel
Plain 700/750mm end panel
Deluxe Plain 1700mm front panel
Deluxe Plain 1800mm front panel
Deluxe Plain 700/750mm end panel
Deluxe Plain 800mm end panel

Innovative front and end panel manufactured in one single piece, 
 /"�1&+$���0"�*)"00Ǿ�-/,#"00&,+�)�Ɯ+&0%�"3"/6�1&*"ǽ
ș��+&3"/0�)�!"0&$+� �+�Ɯ1�0&+$)"��+!�!,2�)"�"+!�/" 1�+$2)�/���1%0�
from 1800 x 800 to 1200 x 700mm

ș��+ "�1/&**"!Ǿ�Ɯ10�&+�*&+21"0
ș��,)&!�#"")�,+ "�Ɯ11"!

1 PIECE PANEL
1810 x 810mm

TUDOR ACRYLIC PANELS
1700mm front panel
700mm  end panel
750mm end panel

SUPER STRENGTH PANELS
1700mm front panel
700mm  end panel
750mm end panel

New

Deluxe plain panels are thicker material than plain panels.

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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White Gloss

White Gloss

Grey Gloss

Grey Gloss

Natural Oak

Natural Oak

Volta Wood effect bath panels and toilet seats
Designer L Shaped Bath Panel
�"0&$+"!�1,�Ɯ1����%�-"!��%,4"/���1%ǽ
See page 148

Designer P Shaped Bath Panel
�"0&$+"!�1,�Ɯ1����%�-"!��%,4"/���1%ǽ
See page 150

WHITE GLOSS
DIBP0190 	/,+1�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0188 Front panel right hand
DIBP0192 End panel

WHITE GLOSS
1675mm Front panels and  
750mm End panels
DIBP0078 	/,+1�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0080 Front panel right hand
DIBP0082 �+!�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0084 End panel right hand

GREY GLOSS
1675mm Front panels and  
750mm End panels
DIBP0202 	/,+1�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0200 Front panel right hand
DIBP0206 �+!�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0204 End panel right hand

NATURAL OAK
1675mm Front panels and  
750mm End panels
DIBP0222 	/,+1�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0220 Front panel right hand
DIBP0226 �+!�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0224 End panel right hand

GREY GLOSS
DIBP0196 	/,+1�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0194 Front panel right hand
DIBP0198  End panel

NATURAL OAK
DIBP0216 	/,+1�-�+")�)"ƞ�%�+!
DIBP0214Front panel right hand
DIBP0218 End panel

New

New

New

New

New

New

£195
£195
£60

£195
£195
£60

£195
£195
£60

£195
£195
£60
£60

£195
£195
£60
£60

£195
£195
£60
£60

Left hand 
option shown

�%"� ,),2/0��+!�Ɯ+&0%"0�0%,4+�%"/"��/"��0��  2/�1"��0�-,00&�)"�4&1%&+�)&*&10�,#�1%"�-/&+1&+$�-/, "00.

Left hand 
option shown
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GUARANTEE
2 year

on all Panels and  
Toilet Seats

Contemporary Two Piece Wood Effect Panels

Wood Effect Toilet Seats

WHITE GLOSS
Height 450mm to 560mm

DIBP0066 1700mm Front panel
DIBP0068 700mm End panel
DIBP0070 750mm End panel

NATURAL OAK
�,ƞ� ),0"Ǿ� %/,*"�%&+$"0

DISW0034

GREY GLOSS
Height 450mm to 560mm 

DIBP0208 1700mm Front panel
DIBP0210 700mm End panel
DIBP0212 750mm End panel

WHITE GLOSS
�,ƞ� ),0"Ǿ� %/,*"�%&+$"0

DISW0012

NATURAL OAK
Height 450mm to 560mm 

DIBP0228 1700mm Front panel
DIBP0230 700mm End panel
DIBP0232 750mm End panel

GREY GLOSS
�,ƞ� ),0"Ǿ� %/,*"�%&+$"0

DISW0032

New

New

New

New

New

£99
£55
£60

£85

£99
£55
£60

£85 £85

£99
£55
£60

SOFT CLOSE SEAT SOFT CLOSE SEAT SOFT CLOSE SEAT

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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• W900 x H1400mm

• 5mm toughened safety glass  

 tested to EN12150

• Designed for use with the

Space Saver Bath

• Handle doubles up as a practical  

 towel rail

• Rise and fall for smoother 

  movement

• W760 x H1500mm

• 6mm toughened safety glass

tested to EN12150

• Designed for use with the

P Shape Shower Bath

• Handle doubles up as

a practical towel rail

• Rise and fall for smoother 

  movement

• W815 x H1400mm

• 5mm toughened safety glass 

  tested to EN12150

• Designed for use with the

  L Shape Shower Bath

• Can also be used with

  straight baths

• Handle doubles up as a

  practical towel rail

• Rise and fall for smoother 

  movement

• W830 x H1500mm

• 6mm toughened safety glass

tested to EN12150

 Can fold flat against the wall
• Designed for use with the

   P Shape Shower Bath -  

   1675 x 750mm only

• Rise and fall for smoother 

  movement

• W800 x H1400mm

• 4mm toughened safety glass

   tested to EN12150

 ivots  for ease of cleaning

Bath screens
SINGLE BATH SCREEN
DIBS0036 with rail
DIBS0052 no rail

SPACE SAVER BATH SCREEN
DIBS0040

CURVED BATH SCREEN
DIBS0034 with rail  

ESSENTIAL L SHAPE BATH SCREEN
DIBS0038  

ENCLOSED BATH SCREEN
DIBS0042  

4 FOLD BATH SCREEN
DIBS0054  

£125
£120

£220

£216

£180 £399

£160

• W825 x H1400mm

• 5mm toughened safety glass 

tested to EN12150

 ivots  for ease of cleaning
• Handle doubles up as a  

practical towel rail

• Rise and fall for smoother 

  movement
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GUARANTEE
5 year

Bath Screens

Features:
 olished silver profiles
 ivots  for ease of cleaning

• Rise and fall hinges

• 20mm adjustment for out of true walls

• W815 x H1500mm

• 6mm toughened safety glass

tested to EN12150 

• Glass is treated with an easy clean

coating for low maintenance care

that lasts up to 2 years

• Angular design towel rail with

complementary square hinges

• Designed for use with the

L Shape Shower Bath

• Can also be used with straight baths

• Handle doubles up as a practical towel rail

DESIGNER L SHAPE SCREEN
DIBS0050  £220

Solid designer 
square hinges.

BATHS
bathrooms to love
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GUARANTEE
5 year

Integrated shelf system.

• W1000 x H1500mm

• 6mm toughened safety glass tested

to EN12150

• Glass is treated with an easy clean 

coating for low maintenance care that 

lasts up to 2 years

• 3-tier integrated shelf system to keep all

your cosmetic products tidy

• Designed for use on straight baths

• Handle doubles up as a practical towel rail

• Fixed panel with shelves and 660mm 

moving panel

• Rise and fall for smoother movement

DESIGNER SCREEN WITH SHELVES
DIBS0046  £245
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• W800 x H1500mm

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

 Frameless s uare fixed screen
• Reversible

• W800 x H1500mm

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

 Frameless s uare fixed screen
• Reversible

• W800 x H1500mm

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Chrome pivoting brackets

• Frameless square screen

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

• Reversible

• W1150 x H1500mm

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Towel rail and two shelves

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

• Chrome pivoting brackets

• 350mm Fixed Panel with 800mm 

Moving Panel

• Reversible

GUARANTEE
20 year

SINGLE FIXED SQUARE
BATH SCREEN
�,ƞ� ),0"Ǿ� %/,*"�%&+$"0
DIBS0010

SINGLE CURVED
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0012

SINGLE SQUARE  
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0014

TWO PANEL CURVED
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0068

£100
£140

£160 £385
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GUARANTEE
20 year

TWO PANEL CURVED 
FOLDING BATH SCREEN
DIBS0016

FOUR FOLD  
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0020

TWO PANEL SQUARE 
FOLDING BATH SCREEN
DIBS0018

CURTAIN RAIL  
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0022

£225

£270

£225

£185

• W900 x H1500mm

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• 400mm Fixed Panel with 

500mm Folding Panel

• Chrome Pivoting Brackets

• Reversible

• W850 x H1400mm

• 4mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Concealed Fixings

• 4 Moving Panels 200mm wide each

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

 eatly folds away flush to wall
• Reversible

• W900 x H1500mm

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• 400mm Fixed Panel with 500mm 

Folding Panel

• Chrome pivoting brackets

• Reversible

• W300 x H1550mm incl. rail

• 6mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Curtain Rail size 1400mm x 800mm

• Concealed Fixings

• Reversible
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• W850 x H1500mm

• 8mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Frameless Chrome Hinged Moving Panel

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

• Reversible

• W1100 x H1500mm

• 8mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

• Designer Chrome Hinges

 eatly folds away flush to the wall
• Reversible

• W900 x H1500mm LH

• 8mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• 180 degree hinged moving panel

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

• Designer hinge with built in stop mechanism

 eft or right handed
• 500mm Fixed Panel and 400mm Moving Panel

• W1400 x H1500mm

• 8mm Toughened Safety Glass

• 20 Year Guarantee

• Mershield Stayclear Protected Glass

• Concealed Fixings

• Designer Chrome Hinges

 eatly folds away flush to the wall
• Reversible

GUARANTEE
20 year

HINGED SQUARE  
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0024

TWO PANEL FOLDING 
HINGED BATH SCREEN
DIBS0030

TWO PANEL HINGED  
BATH SCREEN
DIBS0026 - LH
DIBS0028 - RH

THREE PANEL FOLDING 
HINGED BATH SCREEN
DIBS0032

£365

£445

£445
£445

£550
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“Frameless enclosures are 

really popular as they give a 

stylish & sophisticated look, 

whilst giving the impression 

of using less space.”

Wetroom panels still a strong trend
Wetrooms continue to be on-trend with their minimalist style 

and to give that spa-like feel. But it’s also their suitability for 

accessible bathrooms that gives them a great dual benefit. 

Slim trays give a wet room look as a low cost alterative. 

Step into our
Enclosures
Shower enclosures now feature in most new bathrooms 

and have developed to become a main part of defining 

the overall style of the bathroom.  With a wide range of 

shapes and sizes on offer, your new bathroom design 

will be greatly enhanced with an enclosure.

Brought to you

exclusively by our 

ENCLOSURE SPECIALISTS
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Easy clean for an easier life

Enclosures to fit your space

All our enclosures have easy clean glass which helps repel 

water and prevent build up of dirt and grime, making the 

ongoing cleaning of your enclosure much quicker and easier.

Choose an enclosure shape that suits your space and 

preference... for example, a quadrant will sit neatly in a 

corner, and a bi-fold door opens without encroaching 

into the room (great for smaller spaces!)

ENCLOSURES
bathrooms to love
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time for
RefleXion
Our shower experience is
personal to us.

For some of us it is that little piece of paradise each day. 

For others it is much more functional.

Whatever your shower means to you our REFLEXION 

range has been designed to provide the experience that 

feels right for you.

Designed for beauty
As our bathrooms increasingly become spaces where 

design and style are as important to us as function and 

practicality, our REFLEXION enclosures will add a touch 

of beauty to any bathroom.

Safe and strong as standard
All REFLEXION enclosures are made from high quality 

materials and components to give you the ideal, 

personalised shower experience for years to come.

Designed to complement
your personal style
Whether you are doing a complete bathroom refit, 

creating a new en-suite or updating an existing 

bathroom, our enclosures are completely versatile in 

their appearance, shape and size.

ENCLOSURES

Frameless Glass

Totally Hidden Fixings

Quick Release Rollers

Easy Clean Glass

Solid Metal Double Handles
Inside and Out

Flat Slim Profiles

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures

RefleXion
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New

The ultimate in wetroom styling, cutting edge 
frameless design, a single wetroom panel or 
team with a side panel.

Left hand Right hand

WETROOM PANEL 
AND SUPPORT BAR

OPTIONAL SLIMLINE TRAY 
inc. waste, 25mm high

This allows for 500mm access.

500mm*
700mm*
760mm*
800mm*
900mm*
1000mm

1200mm

1400mm

x 760mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 700mm

x 760mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

1500

1500

1500

1700

1700

1700

1700

DIEWP5004
DIEWP7002
DIEWP7602
DIEWP8016
DIEWP9016

DIEWP1010
DIEWP1210
DIEWP1406

DIEWP5006
DIEWP7004
DIEWP7604
DIEWP8018
DIEWP9018

DIETP1450
DIETP1452
DIETP1454
DIETP1462
DIETP1464
DIETP1466
DIETP1468

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

£210
£230
£240
£240
£250
£260
£280
£300

£387
£393
£399
£415
£420
£425
£432

Frameless
Wetroom
Panels

480 - 490
680 - 690
740 - 750
780 - 790
880 - 890
980 - 990

1180 - 1190
1380 - 1390

Wetroom panel with left hand side panel shown.

Wetroom panel shown on a tray.
Can be installed directly onto a prepared floor in a wetroom or on a tray.

1950mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

Secure
ADJUSTABLE

glass 
supports

*Can be used as side panels

New
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New

OPTIONAL SLIMLINE TRAY 
inc. waste, 25mm high

This allows for 500mm access.

DIETP1444
DIETP1446
DIETP1448 
DIETP1450
DIETP1452 
DIETP1454
DIETP1462
DIETP1464 
DIETP1466
DIETP1468

£375
£389
£395 
£387
£393
£399
£415
£420
£425
£432

Our minimalist frameless design walk in with the 
addition of a 300mm rotating splash panel.

Wetroom panel with 300mm rotatable return 
and a left hand side panel shown.

Wetroom panel and rotate panel shown on a tray.

Can be installed directly onto prepared floor in a wetroom or on a tray.

Frameless 
Wetroom
Panels

† Rotates 135° inwards and 135° outwards

OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

800mm

900mm

1000mm

500mm*
700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

DIEWP8008 
DIEWP9008
DIEWP1012

DIEDP5002
DIEDP7008
DIEDP7606
DIEDP8010
DIEDP9010

Left hand Right hand

DIEDP5004
DIEDP7003
DIEDP7603
DIEDP8005
DIEDP9005

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm) +300

£330
£340
£355

£199
£209
£220
£225
£230

780 - 790
880 - 890
980 - 990

480 - 490
680 - 690
740 - 750
780 - 790
880 - 890

1400 x 760mm

1400 x 800mm

1400 x 900mm 

1500 x 760mm

1500 x 800mm 

1500 x 900mm

1700 x 700mm

1700 x 760mm 

1700 x 800mm

1700 x 900mm

1950mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

For optional trays see pages 204-207.

*Only compatible for wetroom installation

WETROOM PANEL, 300MM ROTATABLE† 
PANEL AND SUPPORT BAR

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner
Application

HINGE 
DOOR
ONLY

HINGE DOOR
AND INLINE
PANEL

OPTIONAL 
SIDE PANEL 
FOR HINGE 
DOOR ONLY

800mm

900mm

1000mm

1100mm

1200mm

1300mm

800mm

900mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

DIEH8002
DIEH9004
DIEH1004

DIEHP1102
DIEHP1212
DIEHP1302

DIEH8003
DIEH9005
DIEH1005

DIED8016
DIED9016

DIED7010
DIED7614
DIED8018
DIED9018

Left hand Left hand

Left hand Left hand

Right hand Right hand

Right hand Right hand

DIED8017
DIED9017

DIED7011
DIED7615
DIED8019
DIED9019

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner
Application

Recess
Application

Recess
Application

Door 
Opening
(mm)

£335
£349
£369

£430
£445
£465

£229
£239

£225
£230
£230
£245

Frameless
Hinge Door

775 - 785
875 - 885
975 - 985

460
560
560

-5
-5
-5

-5
-5
-5

789 - 799
889 - 899

Hinge door and inline panel (left hand)
with side panel (left hand) shown.

Hinge door left hand shown in a recess.

Robust durable hinges support 8mm glass to 
allow anyone to achieve a minimal look.

1075 - 1085
1175 - 1185
1275 - 1285

689 - 699
749 - 759
789 - 799
889 - 899

DIEHP1104
DIEHP1214
DIEHP1304

OPTIONAL
SIDE PANEL 
FOR HINGE DOOR
AND INLINE

1950mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Hinge door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures
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Door 
Opening
(mm)

Beautifully curved glass doors with 
high polished chrome hinge effortlessly 
support a smooth opening.

700
700

Detail of hinge.

Quadrant enclosure left hand shown.

Frameless
Hinge Quadrant

ULTRASLIM TRAY 
inc. waste, 25mm high

DIETP1470
DIETP1472

£223
£236

HINGE QUADRANT 
ENCLOSURE

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

800mm

900mm

DIEQ8008
DIEQ9010

Left hand Right hand

DIEQ8007
DIEQ9009

£470
£490

787 - 797
887 - 897

1950mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

Hinge door 
opening

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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Optional extras

700

700

1187 - 1197
x 787 - 797
1187 - 1197
x 887 - 897

Offset Quadrant enclosure right hand shown.

ULTRASLIM TRAY 
inc. waste, 25mm high

DIETP1478

DIETP1482

DIETP1480

DIETP1484

£337

£340

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

DIEO1214

DIEO1216

Left hand Right hand

DIEO1207

DIEO1209

£615

£635

RECTANGULAR
SHELVES
• W250 x D80mm 

• 8mm thick glass

DIBS0044
£30 

TRIANGULAR
CORNER SHELVES
• W210 x D210mm 

• 8mm thick glass

DIBS0048
£40 

Door 
Opening
(mm)

HINGE OFFSET 
QUADRANT

True wall 
adjustments
(min/max mm)Left hand Right hand

Frameless
Hinge Offset 
Quadrant
A more spacious design than the Quadrant yet 
still tucks neatly away in the corner.

1950mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Hinge door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures
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This unique ‘mid track’ sliding door will set you 
apart from the rest. More conventional sliding 
doors slide from the top or the bottom.

Sliding door left hand with side panel 
left hand shown.

Sliding door left hand shown in a recess.

Frameless Sliding 
Door

Door 
Opening
(mm)

475
575

ULTRASLIM TRAY 
inc. waste, 25mm high

DIETP1438
DIETP1444

£260
£375

SLIDING DOOR

OPTIONAL
SIDE PANEL

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner
Application

1200 x 760mm

1400 x 760mm

1200mm

1400mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

DIES1224
DIES1408

DIEDP7008
DIEDP7606
DIEDP8010
DIEDP9010

Left hand

Left hand

Right hand

Right hand

DIES1225
DIES1403

DIEDP7003
DIEDP7603
DIEDP8005
DIEDP9005

£300
£420

£210
£220
£220
£230

1180 - 1190
1380 - 1390

680 - 690
740 - 750
780 - 790
880 - 890

More tray sizes available.

1950mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

Detail of Mid Track Slider.

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion

Recess
Application

-10
-10
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New

New

Wetroom glass panels in a seamless 
design, great for installing in a 
wetroom environment or on a tray.

WETROOM PANEL 
AND SUPPORT BAR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL
SUPPORT BAR AND T CONNECTOR

500mm*
800mm

900mm

1000mm

1200mm

500mm*
800mm

900mm

DIEWP5002
DIEDP8002 
DIEDP9002
DIEWP1002
DIEWP1202

DIEWP5002
DIEDP8002
DIEDP9002

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

£170
£210
£220
£230
£245

£170
£210
£220

Wetroom
panels

- 505
- 805
- 905
- 1005
- 1205

- 505
- 805
- 905

485
785
885
985

1185

485
785
885

Wetroom panel with side panel shown.

Wetroom panel shown.   
Can be installed directly on to a prepared floor or on a tray.

1950mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

OPTIONAL LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

This allows for 500mm access.

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

1400

1400

1500

1500

1600

1600

1700

1700

DIET1422
DIET1424
DIET1524
DIET1526
DIET1622
DIET1620
DIET1732
DIET1734

DIEA0014

£214
£230
£240
£251
£251 
£251 
£284 
£295

£2290mm fast flow

*Only compatible for wetroom installation

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures
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New

WETROOM PANEL 300MM
ROTATABLE† PANEL AND SUPPORT BAR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL
SUPPORT BAR AND T CONNECTOR

800mm

900mm

1000mm

1200mm

500mm*
800mm

900mm

DIEWP8002
DIEWP9002
DIEWP1004
DIEWP1204

DIEWP5002
DIEDP8002
DIEDP9002

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

£280
£290
£310
£320

£170
£210
£220

Wetroom glass panels in a seamless design with 
the addition of a 300mm rotating splash panel.

Wetroom
panels

- 800
- 900
- 1000
- 1200

- 505
- 805
- 905

780 
880
980

1180

485
785
885

Wetroom panel with 300mm rotatable return shown.

Can be installed directly on to a prepared floor or on a tray.

1950mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

Wetroom panel with 300mm rotatable 
return and a side panel shown.

† Rotates 135° inwards and 135° outwards

OPTIONAL LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

This allows for 500mm access.

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

x 800mm

x 900mm

1400

1400

1500

1500

1600

1600

1700

1700

DIET1422
DIET1424
DIET1524
DIET1526
DIET1622
DIET1620
DIET1732
DIET1734

DIEA0014

£214
£230
£240
£251
£251 
£251 
£284 
£295

£2290mm fast flow

*Only compatible for wetroom installation

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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A design that gives you a luxurious 
showering area but does not 
demand a lot of valuable space.

SLIDING DOOR
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

EXTENSION 
PROFILE

1000mm

1100mm 

1200mm

1400mm

1700mm

1000 x 760mm 

1100 x 760mm

1200 x 760mm

1400 x 800mm

1500 x 760mm

1700 x 760mm

760mm  

800mm 

900mm

DIES1016 
DIES1118
DIES1244
DIES1412
DIES1712

DIET1052
DIET1118
DIET1270
DIET1422
DIET1522
DIET1730

DIEA0014

DIED7624
DIED8030
DIED9026

DIEX0032

Door Opening (mm)Corner Application Recess Application

£320
£325
£329
£335
£349

£149
£164
£164
£214
£230
£273

£22

£180
£185
£190

£39

Sliding Door

405
455
505
605
605

90mm fast flow

Sliding door shown in a recess.

Sliding door with side panel shown.

1900mm high

6/8mm toughened  
safety glass*

* 8mm safety glass doors, 6mm panels

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

(Adds an extra 15mm)

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

735 - 750
775 - 790
875 - 890

- 1005
- 1105
- 1205
- 1405
- 1705

-   990
- 1090
- 1190
- 1390
- 1690

  975
1075
1175
1375
1675

975
1075
1175
1375
1675

Slide door 
opening

Totally
hidden fixings

8mm Doors
at 6mm prices
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PIVOT DOOR
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

EXTENSION 
PROFILE

760mm 

800mm 

900mm

760 x 760mm 

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

760mm  

800mm 

900mm

DIEP7610  
DIEP8010
DIEP9010

DIET7606
DIET8018
DIET9034

DIEA0014DIED7624
DIED8030
DIED9026

DIEX0032

Door Opening (mm)Corner Application Recess Application

£255
£260
£270

£86
£88

£107

£22£180
£185
£190

£39

 stylish twist on a classic design that fits 
perfectly in any modern bathroom, giving the 
advantage of full extent wider access.

Pivot Door

460
500
600

90mm fast flow

Pivot door with side panel shown.

Pivot door shown in a recess.

Featuring
Easy Clean 
glass treatment

(Adds an extra 15mm)

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

735 - 750
775 - 790
875 - 890

- 765
- 805
- 905

- 750
- 790
- 890

735
775
875

735
775
875

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy clean
glass treatment

Approved

Pivot door 
opening

Totally
hidden fixings

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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A stylish practical solution for the 
smaller bathroom or en-suite.
A perfectly designed compact solution.

BIFOLD DOOR
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

EXTENSION 
PROFILE

760mm 

800mm 

900mm

760 x 760mm 

800 x 800mm 

900 x 900mm

760mm  

800mm 

900mm

DIEB7606
DIEB8006
DIEB9006

DIET7606
DIET8018
DIET9034

DIEA0014DIED7624
DIED8030
DIED9026

DIEX0032

Door Opening (mm)Corner Application Recess Application

£350
£355
£360

£86
£88
£107

£22£180
£185
£190

£39

Bifold
Door

480
520
590

90mm fast flow

Bifold door shown in a recess.

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Approved

(Adds an extra 15mm)

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

735 - 750
775 - 790
875 - 890

- 765
- 805
- 905

- 750
- 790
- 890

735
775
875

735
775
875

Bifold door with side panel shown.

Bi-Fold door 
opening

Totally
hidden fixings

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures
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New

New

2 DOOR QUADRANT ENCLOSURE
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 
1 DOOR QUADRANT ENCLOSURE

EXTENSION 
PROFILE

800mm 

900mm

1000mm

800 x 800mm 

900 x 900mm

1000 x 1000mm

800mm

900mm

DIEQ8022
DIEQ9020
DIEQ1012

DIET8018
DIET9034
DIET1050

DIEA0014
DIEQ8040
DIEQ9026

DIEX0032

Door Opening (mm)

£295
£299
£385

£88
£107
£175

£22
£305
£315

£39

A winning design that gives 
you a spacious showering 
area whilst tucking neatly 
away in a corner of the room.

Quadrant

430
540
540

435
480

90mm fast flow

1 door quadrant shown.

(Adds an extra 15mm)

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

775 - 790 x 775 - 790
875 - 890 x 875 - 890
975 - 990 x 975 - 990

775 - 790 x 775 - 790
875 - 890 x 875 - 890

1900mm high

6/8mm toughened  
safety glass*

* 8mm safety glass doors, 6mm panels

Power shower 
compatible

Totally
hidden fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

550mm
Quadrant
radius

Approved

Slide door 
opening

2 door quadrant shown.

8mm Doors
at 6mm prices

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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Provides all the compact versatility of a corner 
installation with the added convenience of 
more space. Quality single sliding doors ensure 
the smoothest glide possible.

1 DOOR OFFSET 
QUADRANT ENCLOSURE

LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

EXTENSION 
PROFILE

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

DIEO1026 
DIEOP1231 
DIEOP1233 

DIET1062 
DIET1278
DIET1282

DIEA0014DIEX0032

Door Opening (mm)

£395
£435
£445

£153
£173
£175

£22£39

1 Door
Offset
Quadrant

435
435
480

90mm fast flow
(Adds an extra 15mm)

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

1900mm high

6/8mm toughened  
safety glass*

* 8mm safety glass doors, 6mm panels

Power shower 
compatible

Totally
hidden fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

550mm
Quadrant radius

Slide door 
opening

Approved

x 775 - 790
x 775 - 790
x 875 - 890

975 - 990
1175 - 1190
1175 - 1190

Left hand Right hand

DIET1060 
DIET1276
DIET1280

New

8mm Doors
at 6mm prices

RefleXion 6 quadrants  
quick release rollers for easy cleaning.
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LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 
EXTENSION 
PROFILE

900 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

900 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

DIEO9014
DIEO1014 
DIEO1222
DIEO1224

DIET9044
DIET1062 
DIET1278
DIET1282

DIET9042
DIET1060 
DIET1276
DIET1280

DIEA0014
DIEX0032

Door Opening (mm)

£320
£345
£375
£380

£142
£153
£173
£175

£22£39

450
490
490
540

90mm fast flow
(Adds an extra 15mm)

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

x 735 - 750
x 775 - 790
x 775 - 790
x 875 - 890

875 - 890
975 - 990

1175 - 1190
1175 - 1190

Left hand Right hand

Provides all the compact versatility of a corner 
installation with the added convenience of 
more space. Quality double sliding doors 
ensure the smoothest glide possible.

2 Door
Offset Quadrant

1900mm high

6/8mm toughened  
safety glass*

* 8mm safety glass doors, 6mm panels

Power shower 
compatible

Totally
hidden fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

550mm
Quadrant 
radius

Slide door 
opening

Approved

2 DOOR OFFSET 
QUADRANT ENCLOSURE

RefleXion 6 quadrants  
quick release rollers for easy cleaning.

8mm Doors
at 6mm prices

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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This easy access enclosure offers the ultimate 
contemporary look, is ideal for small spaces 
and is the perfect shower for all your family.

FULL ACCESS ENCLOSURE

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

DIEF8002 
DIEF9002

Door Opening (mm)

£440
£460

Full Access
Enclosure

980
1130

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

1850mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Wetroom 
compatible

- 820
- 920

800
900

Approved

Full access  
enclosure closed.

Full access  
enclosure open.

ACCESS
Easy

FULL ACCESS ENCLOSURE FEATURES:
• Easy access, suitable for wheelchair use

• Space saving

  opening on both doors allowing easy access space saving benefits

• Solid chrome plated rise and fall hinges

• Almost totally frameless enclosure gives the ultimate contemporary look

• Solid chrome plated door knobs

• To be installed directly onto a prepared floor in a wetroom

• Not compatible for use with a tray

Full access  
enclosure semi open.
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•  Compact design
•  Soft seat pad
•  Stylish highly polished 

stainless steel
mounting plate 

Our designer accessories make wet spaces safe, more accessible and are designed for use by all. 
All our accessible products are made to a high specification to ensure they remain safe with use.

SHOWER SEAT
Square Padded Seat

DIAC0016     £335 

•  Contemporary single 
arm design

•  Premium friction 
folding mechanism

•  High quality stainless 
steel construction

•  High quality polished
stainless steel construction

•  High quality polished 
stainless steel construction

GRAB RAILGRAB RAIL
Straight

355mm DIAC0006     £60
620mm DIAC0008     £90
900mm DIAC0010      £120
900mm Shower riser 

rail & bracket 

DIACP0002     £165

Contemporary hinged  
dropdown

800mm DIAC0020     £320

GRAB RAIL
Curved

355mm DIAC0012     £65
620mm DIAC0014     £99

Optional extras

RECTANGULAR
SHELVES
• W250 x D80mm 

• 8mm thick glass

DIBS0044
£30 

TRIANGULAR
CORNER SHELVES
• W210 x D210mm 

• 8mm thick glass

DIBS0048
£40 

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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Perfect for smaller areas as they 
maximise the space inside and 
outside your shower.

SLIDING DOOR
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

1000mm

1100mm 

1200mm 

1400mm 

1500mm

1600mm 

1700mm

1000 x 760mm

1100 x 760mm

1200 x 760mm

1400 x 800mm

1500 x 760mm

1600 x 800mm  

1700 x 760mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

DIES1018
DIES1116 
DIES1246
DIES1414 
DIES1508
DIES1606
DIES1710

DIET1052
DIET1118 
DIET1270
DIET1422 
DIET1522
DIET1622
DIET1730

DIEA0014DIED7018
DIED7628 
DIED8034
DIED9030

Corner Application

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

Recess Application Door Opening (mm)

- 994
- 1094
- 1194
- 1394 
- 1494 
- 1594
- 1694

390
440
490
590
640
640
640

£210
£215
£220
£229
£235
£240
£245

£149
£164
£164
£214
£230
£251
£273

£22£120
£125
£130
£135

- 990
- 1090
- 1190
- 1390 
- 1490 
- 1590
- 1690

- 690
- 750
- 790
- 890

970
1070
1170
1370 
1470 
1570
1670

670
730
770
870

954
1054
1154
1354
1454 
1554
1654

90mm fast flow

Sliding door shown in a recess.

Sliding Door

1850mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

Slide door 
opening

Approved

Concealed
fixings

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures

Sliding door with side panel shown.
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Our pivot doors give the optimum advantage 
of wider access whilst offering the 
reassurance of stability.

PIVOT DOOR
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

760mm

800mm 

900mm

760 x 760mm

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

DIEP7614
DIEP8014 
DIEP9014

DIET7606
DIET8018
DIET9034

DIEA0014DIED7018
DIED7628 
DIED8034
DIED9030

Corner Application

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

Recess Application Door Opening (mm)

- 754
- 794
- 894

460
500
600

£165
£170
£175

£86
£88
£107

£22£120
£125
£130
£135

Pivot Door

- 750
- 790
- 890

- 690
- 750
- 790
- 890

730
770
870

670
730
770
870

714
754

 854

90mm fast flow

1850mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Concealed
fixings

Pivot door 
opening

Pivot door shown in a recess.

Approved

Pivot door with side panel shown.

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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An excellent space saving solution, 
opening into the showering space 
instead of outwards.

BIFOLD DOOR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

760mm

800mm

900mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

DIEB7608
DIEB8008 
DIEB9008

DIED7018
DIED7628 
DIED8034
DIED9030

Corner Application

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)

Recess Application Door Opening (mm)

- 754
- 794
- 894

475
510
590

£230
£235
£240

£120
£125
£130
£135

- 750
- 790
- 890

- 690
- 750
- 790
- 890

730
770
870

670
730
770
870

714
754
854

Bifold door shown in a recess.

Bifold Door

1850mm high

5mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Concealed
fixings

Bi-Fold door 
opening

LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

760 x 760mm

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

DIET7606
DIET8018
DIET9034

DIEA0014

£86
£88
£107

£2290mm fast flow

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures

Approved

Bifold door with side panel shown.
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Our sliding door Quadrants give the smoothest 
glide possible and boast a quick release 
mechanism which makes them easier to clean.

2 DOOR QUADRANT

800mm 

900mm
DIEQ8024
DIEQ9022

Door Opening (mm)

430
540

£209
£212

2 Door Quadrant

1850mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

550mm
Quadrant radius

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

770 - 790 x 770 x 790
870 - 890 x 870 x 890

Basix quadrants quick release  
bottom rollers for easy cleaning.

LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm
DIET8020
DIET9040

DIEA0014

£120
£129

£2290mm fast flow

Approved

Pivot door with side panel shown.

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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Our sliding door Quadrants give the 
smoothest glide possible and boast 
a quick release mechanism which 
makes them easier to clean.

1 DOOR QUADRANT
LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

900mm 900 x 900mmDIEQ9024 DIET9040

DIEA0014

Door Opening (mm)

480£245 £129

£22

870 - 890 x 870 - 890

90mm fast flow

1 Door 
Quadrant

1850mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

550mm
Quadrant radius

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on RefleXion
Enclosures

Approved

Basix range stainless steel handle..
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Our sliding door Quadrants give the smoothest 
glide possible and boast a quick release 
mechanism which makes them easier to clean.

2 DOOR OFFSET QUADRANT

900 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm 

1200 x 900mm

DIEO9016
DIEO1016
DIEO1226 
DIEO1228

Door Opening (mm)

450
490
490
540

£232
£248
£269
£275

2 Door
Offset Quadrant

1850mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Easy Clean
glass treatment

Quick release 
rollers

550mm
Quadrant radius

Slide door 
opening

Approved

Concealed
fixings

True wall adjustments
(min/max mm)
Corner Application

870 - 890 x 730 - 750
970 - 990 x 770 - 790

1170 - 1190 x 770 - 790
1170 - 1190 x 870 - 890

LOW PROFILE TRAY 
40mm high

WASTE 

900 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

DIET9044
DIET1062
DIET1278
DIET1282

DIET9042
DIET1060
DIET1276 
DIET1280

DIEA0014

£142
£153
£173
£175

£2290mm fast flow

Left hand Right hand

Basix range framed profile.

ENCLOSURES
RefleXion
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Showerwall
Showerwall  
with Swivel

Showerwall  
with Vertical Pole

Walk-
in

Walk-in  
with Swivel

Cube

500mm+ =

800mm700mm 1200 x 800mm
Walk-in

If you wanted to make up a walk-in 

wetroom for an area to fit on to a  x 

mm tray or floor. ou pick a mm 

and a 800mm panel, which also includes 

the recommended 500mm minimum 

opening for the walk-in. So in order to 

build up your own ideal wetroom area 

just choose the panel sizes from the 

table below.

How it works

6 combinations

As you can see from the diagrams 

on the left there are many 

combinations that can be made.

SIZE

FEATURES

700mm

800mm

900mm

1000mm

1100mm

1200mm

1400mm

300mm Swivel Panel

300mm Cube Panel

*Vertical Pole

DIEW7002
DIEW8006
DIEW9006
DIEW1008
DIEW1104
DIEW1208
DIEW1404
DIEW3004
DIEW3006
DIEX0016

£305
£305
£305
£330
£355
£355
£415
£175
£155
£130

- 690
- 790
- 890
- 990
- 1090
- 1190
- 1390

675 
775
875
975

1075
1175
1375

n/a
n/a
n/a

Height: 2015mm  
(including rail)

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Suitable for both 
wetroom floors
and on shower trays

Easy clean  
glass coating

Comes with 1 metre
stabilising bar which
can be cut to fit your space

ȥ��"/1& �)�-,)"� �+��"��,2$%1�0"-�/�1")6��+!�/"1/,�Ɯ11"!�1,�$)�00�
1%& (+"00�,#�Ǜ**Ǿ�ǝ**��+!�ǖǕ**��+!� �+��"� 21�1,�Ɯ1�02&1��)"�%"&$%1ǽ

GUARANTEE
20 year

Adjustment
(min/max mm)
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Walk-in with Swivel Panel. Showerwall with Vertical Pole.

Showerwall with Swivel Panel.

Cube with fixed return panel..

Showerwall..

Walk-in.

ENCLOSURES
Merlyn
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GLASS
THICKNESS

 premium shower enclosure range offering style, sophistication and 

durability with mm toughened safety glass at mm high.

Enclosures

SLIDING DOOR
FOR EASY ACCESS

Sliding door shown in a recess

SLIDING DOOR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANEL

FEATURES

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

1000mm

1100mm

1200mm

1400mm

1700mm

800mm 

900mm

DIESP1038
DIESP1118
DIESP1296
DIESP1432
DIESP1718

DIED8040
DIED9036

£989
£1,009
£1,029
£1,059
£1,199

£459
£469

- 985
- 1085
- 1185
- 1385
- 1685

- 790
- 890

950
1050
1150
1350
1650

770 
870

2000mm high

10mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

                                 
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
Mershield is a hydrophobic 
coating for glass and 
glass like surfaces. The 
Mershield coating repels 
water, preventing the build 
up of limescale and soap 
deposits and so makes 
the shower glass ‘Easy to 
Clean’. Available on Vivid 
Glisten, Sublime and Boost 
enclosure, wetrooms and 
bath screens as specified.

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

361
411
461
561
561
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Glisten HandleLeft hand option shown

Left hand option shown

Glisten high polished stainless steel designer rail

1 DOOR QUADRANT

900mm DIEQP9068
Left Hand

DIEQP9070
Right Hand

£1,239 - 875855

2000mm high

10mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

1 DOOR OFFSET QUADRANT
Adjustment

(min/max mm)

1200 x 900mm DIEOP1227
Left Hand

DIEOP1229
Right Hand

£1,339

2000mm high

10mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

- , -

GUARANTEE
20 year

Door Opening (mm)

430

430

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

ENCLOSURES
Merlyn
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With 8mm glass thickness and an enclosure height of 1900mm, 

Vivid sublime has been specially selected to offer innovative 

engineering and the best contemporary design.

Sliding door with optional side panel shown

Pivot door with optional side panel shown

SLIDING DOOR

PIVOT DOOR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS       

OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS       

1000mm

1100mm

1200mm

1400mm

1700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

760mm

800mm

900mm 

760mm

800mm

900mm 

DIES1022
DIES1122
DIES1250
DIESP1430
DIESP1716

DIEP7618
DIEP8018
DIEP9018

DIED7632
DIED8038
DIED9034

DIED7632
DIED8038
DIED9034

£599
£599
£599
£750
£760

£435
£435
£435

£265
£265
£280

£265
£265
£280

- 990
- 1090
- 1190
- 1390
- 1690

- 750
- 790
- 890

- 750
- 790
- 890

- 750
- 790
- 890

930
1030
1130
1330
1630

690
730
830

720
760
860

720
760
860

1900mm high

1900mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

Approved

Pivot door 
opening

360
410
460
560
560

433
473
573

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)
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2 DOOR QUADRANT        

1 DOOR QUADRANT      

1 DOOR OFFSET QUADRANT   

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

800mm

900mm

900mm

900mm x 760mm

1000mm x 800mm

1200mm x 800mm

1200mm x 900mm

DIEQ8038
DIEQ9072

DIEQP9066

DIEQ9078
DIEQP1018
DIEQP1218
DIEQP1220

£745
£745

£860

£815
£860
£860
£860

750-780,750-780
850-880,850-880

850-880

850-880,710-740
950-980,750-780

1150-1180,750-780
1150-1180,850-880

1900mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

Sublime handle

1 Door Quadrant

GUARANTEE
20 year

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

370
518

450

379
394
394
450

1900mm high

8mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

ENCLOSURES
Merlyn
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Vivid Boost is a range of shower enclosures with a pre-assembled 
frame that makes it much easier to fit with mm glass and at 1900mm 
high it has been developed to offer exceptional uality.
�&3&!��,,01�),ƞ has all the features of the Boost range and has been 
developed especially for loft rooms at a lower height of 1800mm.

Sliding door shown in a recess

SLIDING DOOR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS       

1000mm

1100mm

1200mm

1400mm

1500mm

1600mm

1700mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

1000mm

DIES1020
DIES1120
DIES1248
DIESP1428
DIESP1518
DIESP1614
DIESP1714

DIED7020
DIED7630
DIED8036
DIED9032
DIED1006

£318
£318
£360
£395
£405
£419
£430

£172
£172
£178
£190
£260

- 990
- 1090
- 1190
- 1390
- 1490
- 1590
- 1690

- 690
- 750
- 790
- 890
- 990

950
1050
1150
1350
1450
1550
1650

670
730
770
870
970

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

367
417
467
567
567
567
567

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

SLIDING DOOR    

1200mm DIES1802 £422 - 990950

1800mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

467

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS       

800mm

900mm

DIED1802
DIED1804

£230
£243

- 790
- 890

770
870

Shown in a recess

Shown with a side panel

Loft

& Loft
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PIVOT DOOR

OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS       

OPTIONAL SIDE PANELS       

760mm

800mm

900mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

1000mm

700mm

760mm

800mm

900mm

1000mm

DIEP7616
DIEP8016
DIEP9016

DIED7020
DIED7630
DIED8036
DIED9032
DIED1006

DIED7020
DIED7630
DIED8036
DIED9032
DIED1006

£230
£238
£246

£172
£172
£178
£190
£260

£172
£172
£178
£196
£260

- 750
- 790
- 890

- 690
- 750
- 790
- 890
- 990

- 750
- 790
- 890
- 990

- 690
- 750
- 790
- 890
- 990

710
750
850

670
730
770
870
970

710
750
850
950

670
730
770
870
970

Boost Handle

BIFOLD DOOR

760mm

800mm

900mm

1000mm

DIEB7610
DIEB8010
DIEB9010
DIEB1006

£328
£334
£338
£419

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Approved

GUARANTEE
20 year

511
551
601

430
470
570
670

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

Pivot door 
opening

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Mershield
glass treatment

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Pivot door shown in a recess

Bifold door with optional side panel shown

Bi-Fold door 
opening

ENCLOSURES
Merlyn
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Vivid Boost is a new  range of shower enclosures with a pre-assembled 

frame that makes it much easier to fit with mm glass and at mm 

high it has been developed to offer exceptional uality.

1 DOOR QUADRANT     

1 DOOR OFFSET QUADRANT       

800mm

900mm

1000mm

900 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

DIEQ8036
DIEQ9054
DIEQ1010

DIEO9022
DIEO1020
DIEOP1223
DIEOP1225

£440
£440
£515

£482
£525
£539
£550

-790
-890
-990

770
870
970

870-890, 730-750
970-990, 770-790

1170-1190, 770-790
1170-1190, 870-890

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Quadrant

409
422
424
475

422
476
476

1900mm high Power shower 
compatible

Approved

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

INLINE PANELS      

150 - 1900mm

210 - 1900mm

DIED1502
DIED2102

Suitable for use with all Vivid Boost 
sliding doors, Pivot doors
and Bifold doors.

£165
£165

130 - 150
190 - 210

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Pivot Door with inline panel shown
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2 DOOR QUADRANT     

CORNER ENTRY        

2 DOOR QUADRANT       

2 DOOR OFFSET QUADRANT       

800mm 

900mm

800mm 
900mm

800mm 
900mm

900 x 760mm

900 x 800mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

DIEQ8034
DIEQ9052

DIEE8002
DIEE9002

DIEQ1802
DIEQ1804

DIEO9018
DIEO9020
DIEO1018
DIEOP1219
DIEOP1221

£284
£284

£346
£450

£402
£402

£318
£383
£408
£408
£408

- 790
- 890

- 790
- 890

- 790
- 890

770
870

770
870

770
870

870-890, 730-750
870-890, 770-790
970-990, 770-790

1170-1190, 770-790
1170-1190, 870-890

1900mm high

6mm toughened  
safety glass

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Power shower 
compatible

Power shower 
compatible

Slide door 
opening

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

Mershield
glass treatment

Approved

Approved

432
473
465
465
524

410
524

374
444

410
524

6mm toughened  
safety glass

Slide door 
opening

Concealed
fixings

Wetroom 
compatible

Adjustment for
out of true walls

Mershield
glass treatment

1900mm high
Power shower 
compatible

Approved

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Adjustment
(min/max mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Door 
Opening 

(mm)

Loft

Loft 2 door quadrant

ENCLOSURES
Merlyn

1900mm high Boost
1800mm high Loft
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Ultraslim
shower trays

• Handmade in the UK
• 25mm high, 100% natural stone resin
• Styling from a contemporary wetroom
ș��"01"!�Ɲ,4�/�1"�,#�,3"/�ǘǘ�)&1/"0�-"/�*&+21"
ș�	2))6� ,*-)&"0�4&1%���ǗǜǙ��2/,-"�+�01�+!�/!�#,/�0%,4"/�Ɲ,4�/�1"0
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ș��&*-)"��+!�01�+!�/!�0%,4"/�1/�6�Ɯ1*"+1
• Lifetime guarantee against manufacturing defects
• Suitable for wheelchair access

TRAYS
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he mm high  natural stone gel coat finish tray 
offers an ultra stylish minimal wetroom look.

GUARANTEE
Lifetime

on our  
Ultraslim Trays

�ƛ0"1��2�!/�+1

Right 
hand

�"ƞ�
hand

Ultraslim trays

SQUARE
800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

QUADRANT
800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

OFFSET QUADRANT
1000 x 800mm Left hand

1000 x 800mm Right hand

1200 x 800mm Left hand

1200 x 800mm Right hand

1200 x 900mm Left hand

1200 x 900mm Right hand

TRAYS INCLUDE WASTE
igh flow vortex waste with stainless steel cover

RECTANGLE
1000 x 760mm 

1000 x 800mm

1000 x 900mm

1100 x 800mm

1100 x 900mm

1200 x 700mm

1200 x 760mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

1400 x 760mm 

1400 x 800mm

1400 x 900mm

1500 x 760mm

1500 x 800mm 

1500 x 900mm

1600 x 760mm

1600 x 800mm

1600 x 900mm

1700 x 700mm

1700 x 760mm 

1700 x 800mm

1700 x 900mm

DIETP1422
DIETP1424

DIETP1470
DIETP1472

DIETP1474
DIETP1476
DIETP1478
DIETP1480
DIETP1482
DIETP1484

DIETP1426
DIETP1428
�����ǖǙǘǕ
�����ǖǙǘǗ
�����ǖǙǘǙ
�����ǖǙǘǛ
�����ǖǙǘǝ
DIETP1440
DIETP1442
DIETP1444 
DIETP1446
DIETP1448
DIETP1450
DIETP1452 
DIETP1454
DIETP1456
DIETP1458
DIETP1460
DIETP1462
DIETP1464 
DIETP1466
DIETP1468

£223
£236

£223
£236

£317
£317
£337
£337
£340
£340

£239
£240
£243
£244
£246
£258
£260
£265
£275
£375 
£389
£395
£387
£393 
£399
£400
£409
£413
£415
£420 
£425
£432

TRAYS
RefleXion
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n incredibly discreet profile of ust mm, this  capped acrylic 
stone reinforced tray makes the oods limline ray offer the 
contemporary design of a wetroom styling. hether it is installed flat 
to the floor or raised on legs, it’s sure to impress.

he mm fast flow waste allows up to  litres of water to be carried 
away every minute.

For easy plumb 
riser kits see opposite

�ƛ0"1��2�!/�+1

Right 
hand

�"ƞ�
hand

	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Low Profile trays

SQUARE
760 x 760mm

800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

1000 x 1000mm

QUADRANT
800 x 800mm

900 x 900mm

1000 x 1000mm

OFFSET QUADRANT
900 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

WASTE - POLISHED SILVER FINISH
mm Fast Flow aste, top access

RECTANGLE
900 x 760mm

900 x 800mm

1000 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1000 x 900mm

1100 x 760mm

1100 x 800mm 

1100 x 900mm

1200 x 760mm

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

1400 x 800mm 

1400 x 900mm

1500 x 760mm

1500 x 800mm

1500 x 900mm

1600 x 800mm 

1600 x 900mm

1700 x 700mm

1700 x 760mm

1700 x 800mm

1700 x 900mm

DIET7606
DIET8018
����ǞǕǘǙ
DIET1050

DIET8020
DIET9040
DIET1058

(550R)
(550R)
(550R)

DIET9042
DIET1060
DIET1276
DIET1280

DIET9044
DIET1062
DIET1278
DIET1282

DIEA0014

����ǞǕǘǛ
����ǞǕǘǝ
DIET1052
DIET1054
DIET1056
DIET1118
DIET1120
DIET1122
DIET1270
DIET1272
DIET1274
DIET1422
DIET1424
DIET1522
DIET1524
DIET1526
DIET1622
DIET1620
����ǖǜǘǛ
����ǖǜǘǕ
����ǖǜǘǗ
����ǖǜǘǙ

£86
£88
£107
£175

£120
£129
£173

£142
£153
£173
£175

£22

£129
£131
£149
£142
£147
£164
£164
£166
£164
£166
£168
£214
£230
£230
£240
£251
£251
£251
£262
£273
£284
£295

Left Right

New

GUARANTEE
10 year

on our  
Low Profile Trays
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The 80mm high*†  capped acrylic stone reinforced tray offers a warm, 
damage resilient surface to create a uality foundation in the most stylish 
of bathroom settings. he mm waste is compatible with these trays.

�+ )2!"0�0")#��!%"0&3"�-�!0�#,/�Ɲ"5&�)"�&+01�))�1&,+ǽ

*Ǟǚ**�%&$%ǽ�†ǖǖǕ**�%&$%ǽ�	,/�!&*"+0&,+0�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ

Classic trays

SQUARE
700 x 700mm

760 x 760mm*
800 x 800mm*
900 x 900mm*
1000 x 1000mm

QUADRANT
800 x 800mm*
900 x 900mm*

OFFSET QUADRANT
900 x 800mm†

1000 x 800mm†

1200 x 800mm

1200 x 900mm

EASY PLUMB RISER KIT ifts the tray mm

for use with ow rofile and Classic trays

1200mm

2000mm

1200mm Offset/Quadrant

WASTE - POLISHED SILVER FINISH
mm Fast Flow aste, top access

RECTANGLE
900 x 760mm

900 x 800mm†

1000 x 760mm

1000 x 800mm

1000 x 900mm

1100 x 800mm

1200 x 700mm 

1200 x 760mm*
1200 x 800mm*
1200 x 900mm*
1400 x 900mm

DIET7004
DIET7608
DIET8022
DIET9046
DIET1064

DIET8024
DIET9052

(550R)
(550R)

DIET9054
DIET1072
DIET1292
DIET1296

DIED1202
DIED2004
DIED1204

DIET9056
DIET1074
DIET1294
DIET1298

DIEA0012

DIET9048
DIET9050
DIET1066
DIET1068
DIET1070 
DIET1124
DIET1284 
DIET1286
DIET1288
DIET1290
DIET1426

£96
£88
£114
£164
£219

£164
£164

£208
£216
£230
£262

£55
£75
£66

£16

£168
£175
£186
£188
£201
£201
£186 
£186
£186
£197
£389

Left Right

�ƛ0"1��2�!/�+1

Right 
hand

�"ƞ�
hand

New

GUARANTEE
10 year

on our  
Classic Trays

TRAYS
RefleXion
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“A good shower can 

provide that extra feeling 

of daily luxury, so why not 

go for the best shower you 

can get for your budget”

Research shows that the majority of us prefer showering 

to bathing, and the choices now available are truly 

impressive. Whatever your preference, whether it’s a 

sleek concealed mixer, a luxurious shower tower with 

body jets, or an easy-fit electric, our carefully selected 

range has something for everyone.

Easy to operate

Our latest collection of 

mixer showers includes a 

super easy push button 

style, so you can now 

enjoy a luxurious high 

pressure shower literally 

at the push of a button.

Step into our
Showers

Brought to you 

exclusively by our 

SHOWERS SPECIALISTS
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Go electric

The ultimate home 
spa experience

Still a popular choice are electric showers. 

Design and technologies have evolved to 

provide a more powerful shower whilst 

being economical to run.

Our luxury shower towers 

with body jets and waterfall 

blade showers help you 

affordably recreate that 

spa experience in your 

own home.

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love
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For information on water systems see technical specifications page 297.

There’s nothing quite like the feeling 
you get from having a shower. 

ur range of ixer, lectric and ower howers offers you an outstanding choice of beautifully 

designed and superbly engineered styles to bring you all you need for a complete showering solution.
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SHOWERS
bathrooms to love

Shower towers

Aurora Shower Tower

  tainless steel with fingerprint  
resistant finish

•  H 1650mm x W 200mm x D 460mm

2 operations

 - Top shower: 50 limescale
resistant nozzles

 - Jets: 32 nozzles

  andset  chrome effect

•  Thermostatic mixer with WRAS 
approved cartridge

  Chrome effect handles

•  1.5m PVC hose

•  Minimum pressure 1.5 bar

ASTRA SHOWER TOWER
DICT0016      £355 

New

  tainless steel with fingerprint  
resistant finish

•  H 1500mm x W 200mm x D 500mm

3 operations

 - Top shower: 50 limescale
resistant nozzles with

- aterfall blade effect shower

- Jets: 2 x 25 nozzle jets

  andset  chrome effect

•  Thermostatic mixer with WRAS
approved cartridge

  Chrome effect handles

•  1.5m PVC hose

•  Minimum pressure 1.5 bar

COSMO SHOWER TOWER
DICT0018      £445 

New
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Aurora shower tower waterfall blade effect
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SHOWERS
bathrooms to love

GUARANTEE
2 year
2 years on our 
Shower Towers

Shower towers

  tainless steel with fingerprint  
resistant finish

•  H 1200mm x W 200mm x D 450mm

3 operations 

 - Top shower: 60 limescale
resistant nozzles with

- aterfall blade effect shower

- Jets: 4 sets adjustable jets

  andset  chrome effect

•  Thermostatic mixer with WRAS 
approved cartridge

  Chrome effect handles

  . m easy-clean silver effect hose

•  Minimum pressure 1.5 bar

AURORA SHOWER TOWER
DICT0010      £415 

  luminium white finish

•  H 1500mm x W 245mm x D 510mm

2 Functions

 - Top shower: 50 limescale
resistant nozzles

- Jets: 2 x 32 nozzle jets

  andset  chrome and white effect

•  Thermostatic mixer with WRAS 
approved cartridge

  Chrome effect handles

•  1.5m easy-clean PVC hose

•  Minimum pressure 1.5 bar

GALAXY SHOWER TOWER
DICT0012      £295 

New



Shower towers

•  Stainless steel with  
fingerprint resistant finish

•  H 1100mm x W 180mm x D 450mm

•  WRAS approved brass  
thermostatic valve

•  Drenching shower with 60  
limescale resistant nozzles

  Chrome effect shower 
 handset and handles

•  1.5m PVC shower hose

•  Minimum pressure 1.5 bar

SATURN SHOWER TOWER
DICT0002      £280 

  tainless steel with fingerprint  
resistant finish

•  H 1210mm x W 120mm x D 460mm

2 Functions

 - Top shower: 50 limescale
resistant nozzles

- Jets: 2 sets jets

  andset  chrome effect

•  Thermostatic mixer with WRAS
approved cartridge

  Chrome effect handles

•  1.5m PVC hose

•  Minimum pressure 1.5 bar

COMET SHOWER TOWER
DICT0014      £325 

New
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10 years guarantee on body and finish, 3 years on parts.

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love

• Cool-touch technology
• Thermostatic mixer
• Adjustable riser kit           

with handset
• Stainless steel 1.5m hose
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

• Thermostatic mixer
• Adjustable riser kit        

with handset
• Stainless steel 1.5m hose
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

•   Thermostatic mixer
• Delivers great performance  

even at low pressure
•   Adjustable riser kit with           

3 function handset
•  Stainless steel 1.5m hose
• Minimum pressure 0.1 bar

• Cool-touch technology
• Thermostatic mixer
• Adjustable riser kit with           

3 function handset
• Stainless steel 1.5m hose
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

Mixer showers

QUADRO COOL-TOUCH  
THERMOSTATIC BAR MIXER SHOWER
DICM0140     £155 

LUNEA
THERMOSTATIC BAR  
MIXER SHOWER
DICM0144     £109 

LEGGERO
LOW PRESSURE  
THERMOSTATIC BAR
MIXER SHOWER
DICM0146     £145 

PRIMO COOL-TOUCH  
THERMOSTATIC BAR
MIXER SHOWER
DICM0142     £130 

Cool
Touch

Cool
Touch

•   Single lever thermostatic mixer
• Designer cubic bar shower with  

integrated shelf
•   Ideal for storing bathroom toiletries
•   Adjustable riser kit with push button 

3 function handset
•   PVC 1.5m hose
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

LAGO THERMOSTATIC BAR 
MIXER WITH SHELF
DICM0290     £245 

New
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•   Cool-touch technology to prevent scalding
•  Integrated diverter ceramic valve
•  Stainless steel adjustable height riser rail and 1.5m hose
•   200mm shower head and separate handset
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

•  Cool-touch technology to prevent scalding
• Integrated diverter ceramic valve
• Stainless steel adjustable height riser rail and 1.5m hose
•   200mm shower head and separate 3 function handset
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

Mixer showers

QUADRO COOL-TOUCH THERMOSTATIC  
MIXER SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD
DICM0136     £315 

PRIMO COOL-TOUCH THERMOSTATIC  
MIXER SHOWER WITH OVERHEAD
DICM0138     £245 

Adjustable

Adjustable

10 years guarantee on body and finish, 3 years on parts.

Cool
Touch

Cool
Touch

These connect to the hot and cold water supplies and then mix the water inside the shower to your selected temperature. Mixer showers 

normally deliver a higher flow rate than electric showers and are often thermostatic to protect against scalding. Ideal for homes with readily 

available hot water. You can also add a pump if required to boost the flow from a gravity fed system.
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Low pressure? No problem, see page 235 for pumps.
10 years guarantee on body and finish, 3 years on parts.

•  Telescopic adjustable height rail
•  1 function shower handset
•   200mm shower head
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

• Telescopic adjustable height rail
• 3 function shower handset
•   200mm shower head
• Minimum pressure 0.5 bar

Mixer showers

KUBO THERMOSTATIC BAR MIXER WITH OVERHEAD
DICM0278     £165 

RONDI THERMOSTATIC BAR MIXER WITH OVERHEAD
DICM0276    £143  

GUARANTEE
10 year

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love
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• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve

with brass cover plate
• Adjustable riser kit with 3 function

push button handset
• Includes elbow
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve

with brass cover plate
• Adjustable riser kit with 200mm

overhead and 3 function handset
• Integrated diverter
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve 

with brass cover plate
• 200mm chrome ABS showerhead

and brass arm
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

CIRCA TWIN SINGLE OUTLET AND 
RISER KIT
DICMP0060     £250 

CIRCA TWIN TWO OUTLET
AND RISER/OVERHEAD KIT
DICMP0036     £300 

CIRCA TWIN SINGLE OUTLET
AND OVER HEAD SHOWER
DICMP0014     £240 

Round shower packs

Round Pack 1

TMV Thermostatic valves 

TMV thermostatic mixing valves protect against scalding. The thermally sensitive mechanism within the valve 

mixes hot and cold water to a preset temperature. The mechanism automatically compensates for any variations 

in pressure or temperature to maintain a safe temperature. TMV 2 valves are also WRAS approved.

New New

Round Pack 2 Round Pack 3
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• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• Premium cast valve with brass cover plate
•  Integrated handset and elbow
• Pack 4 with 200mm ABS showerhead

and brass arm
• Pack 5 with 200mm brass showerhead

and brass arm
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• Contemporary push button design

with Easy-Fit box
•  250mm stainless steel ultra-slim     

showerhead with brass arm
• Adjustable riser kit with 3 function

push button handset and elbow
• Minimum pressure 1bar

• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve

with brass coverplate
• 200mm ABS showerhead

with brass arm
• Adjustable riser kit with 3 function 

handset and integrated elbow
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

LEXI TWIN TWO OUTLET
WITH HANDSET AND ABS
OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0046    £285 

LEXI TWIN TWO OUTLET WITH HANDSET 
AND BRASS OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0032     £320 

AURA TWIN PUSH BUTTON TWO 
OUTLET AND RISER/OVERHEAD KIT 
DICMP0040     £445 

CIRCA TRIPLE TWO OUTLET AND 
RISER/OVERHEAD KIT
DICMP0028     £335 

GUARANTEE
10 year

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love

Round Pack 5

Round Pack 6
New New

New

Round Pack 4

Round Pack 5

Round Pack 6

Round Pack 7
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• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve

with brass cover plate
• Adjustable riser kit with 3 function

push button handset
• Includes elbow
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• Designer single lever handle

with Easy-Fit box
•  250mm stainless steel ultra-slim     

showerhead with brass arm
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve

with brass cover plate
• 200mm chrome ABS showerhead

and brass arm
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

KUBA TWIN SINGLE OUTLET
AND RISER KIT
DICMP0062     £260 

CUBIC SINGLE LEVER
AND SLIM OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0044     £305 

KUBA TWIN SINGLE OUTLET
AND OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0016     £250 

Square shower packs
TMV Thermostatic valves 

TMV thermostatic mixing valves protect against scalding. The thermally sensitive mechanism within the valve 

mixes hot and cold water to a preset temperature. The mechanism automatically compensates for any variations 

in pressure or temperature to maintain a safe temperature. TMV 2 valves are also WRAS approved.

New New

Square Pack 1 Square Pack 2 Square Pack 3
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• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• Premium cast valve and brass cover plate
•  Integrated handset and elbow
• Pack 4 with 200mm ABS showerhead

and brass arm
• Pack 5 with 200mm brass showerhead

and brass arm
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• Contemporary push button design

with Easy-Fit box
•  250mm stainless steel showerhead

with brass arm
• Adjustable riser kit with 3 function

push button handset and elbow
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Two outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Premium cast valve

with brass cover plate
• 200mm ABS showerhead

with brass arm
• Adjustable riser kit with handset

and integrated elbow
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

TARGA TWIN TWO OUTLET
WITH HANDSET AND ABS
OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0048    £295 

TARGA TWIN TWO OUTLET 
WITH HANDSET AND BRASS 
OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0034     £330 

LOTTI TWIN PUSH BUTTON TWO 
OUTLET WITH RISER/OVERHEAD KIT
DICMP0042     £465 

KUBA TRIPLE TWO OUTLET AND 
RISER/OVERHEAD KIT
DICMP0026     £345 

GUARANTEE
10 year

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love

New New

New

Square Pack 4

Square Pack 5

Square Pack 6

Square Pack 7
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Traditional mixer packs

• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Adjustable riser kit with                            

traditional handset
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

• Single outlet thermostatic mixer
• TMV 2 and WRAS approved
•  Adjustable rail with 200mm pivot       

brass showerhead
• Minimum pressure 0.5bar

CONCENTRIC SINGLE OUTLET
AND RISER KIT
DICMP0018     £315 

CONCENTRIC SINGLE OUTLET
AND OVERHEAD SHOWER
DICMP0022     £355 

Single outlet 

Operates a single outlet only such as

a slide rail kit  a fixed showerhead.

Two outlet 

Operate two outlets simultaneously such 

as a slide rail kit  a fixed showerhead.  

Three outlet 

Operates two outlets simultaneously but gives  

option for up to  outlet fixtures such as a slide rail 

kit  a fixed showerhead  body ets.  

Create your own - page 223 to 226

Which shower valve to select...

On/Off Diverter

Temperature

Temperature

Outlet 1
Temperature

Flow

Outlet 2
Flow

Temperature

On/Off Outlet 1

On/Off Outlet 1 or 2

Temperature

Temperature
& Flow

Handset

Temperature
& Flow

Recessed
Temperature

On/Off Outlet 2

On/Off Outlet 3

Exposed
DiverterTemperature

Traditional Pack 1 Traditional Pack 2
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All showers WRAS and TMV2 
approved where you see 
this symbol

Mixer showers
Create your own

CIRCA THERMOSTATIC
TWIN SHOWER VALVE

TRADITIONAL THERMOSTATIC
TWIN SHOWER VALVE

AURA THERMOSTATIC
PUSH BUTTON SHOWER VALVE

LOTTI THERMOSTATIC
PUSH BUTTON SHOWER VALVE

MODERN THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER VALVE

TRADITIONAL THERMOSTATIC 
CONCENTRIC SHOWER VALVE

LEXI THERMOSTATIC
SHOWER VALVE
WITH HANDSET

TARGA THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER VALVE
WITH HANDSET

CUBIC THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER VALVE

CIRCA THERMOSTATIC
TRIPLE SHOWER VALVE

KUBA THERMOSTATIC
TRIPLE SHOWER VALVE

KUBA THERMOSTATIC
TURN SHOWER VALVE

Single Outlet

DICM0160     £205 

Single Outlet

DICM0126     £210 

Concealed

DICM0158     £265 
Concealed

DICM0154     £310
Exposed

DICM0156     £265 
Exposed

DICM0152     £315

Two Outlet

DICM0292     £245
Two Outlet

DICM0294     £245

Single Outlet

DICM0288     £245 

Single Outlet

DICM0162     £205

Two Outlet

DICM0280     £215 

Two Outlet

DICM0128     £230 

Two Outlet

DICM0284     £295 
Two Outlet

DICM0286     £295 

Three Outlet

DICM0172     £235 

Two Outlet

DICM0166     £225 
Three Outlet

DICM0174     £235 

Two Outlet

DICM0168     £225 

Two Outlet

DICM0282     £215 

New

New New

New New

New

New

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love

SINGLE CAST LARGE VALVE
FOR IMPROVED FLOW

AND BRASS
COVER PLATES

Premium
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10 year guarantee on body and finish, 3 year on parts.

• 820mm rail
• 3 mode push button handset
• 1.5m hose PVC
•   Easy clean
•   Stainless steel riser  

with soap dish holder

• 580mm slider rail  
stainless steel

• 3 mode handset
• 1.5m hose  

stainless steel

• 800mm slider rail
• 3 mode push      

button handset
• 1.5m hose PVC
•   Stainless steel riser  

with brass brackets

• 800mm slider rail
• 3 mode handset
• 1.5m hose PVC
•   Integrated wall elbow
•   Stainless steel riser  

with brass brackets

• 610mm slider rail
• 1 mode handset
• 1.5m hose  

stainless steel

ROUND PUSH 
BUTTON SHOWER KIT
DICM0298     £85 

SLIDER RAIL
KIT ROUND
DICM0186     £32 

SQUARE PUSH BUTTON 
SHOWER KIT
DICM0300     £95 

PREMIUM SLIDER 
RAIL KIT ROUND 
AND ELBOW
DICM0184     £80 

SLIDER RAIL
KIT SQUARE
DICM0188     £38 

• 800mm slider rail
• 3 mode handset
• 1.5m hose PVC
•   Easy clean
•   Stainless steel riser  

with brass brackets

PREMIUM  
SLIDER RAIL
KIT ROUND
DICM0180     £75 

• 800mm slider rail
• 1 mode handset
• 1.5m hose PVC
•   Easy clean
•   Stainless steel riser  

with brass brackets

• Adjustable riser 1160-1630mm
• 200mm ABS with overhead  

shower and 3 function handset
• Includes diverter and                  

integrated elbow
• 1.5m hose stainless steel
•   Easy clean
•   Stainless steel riser

PREMIUM SLIDER 
RAIL KIT SQUARE
DICM0178     £85 

ROUND SHOWER KIT 
OVERHEAD AND HANDSET
DICM0296     £185 

• 800mm slider rail
• 1 mode handset
• 1.5m hose
•   Integrated wall elbow
•   Stainless steel riser  

with brass brackets

PREMIUM SLIDER 
RAIL KIT SQUARE 
AND ELBOW
DICM0182     £100 
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GUARANTEE
10 year

Mixer showers - Create your own

ROUND SHOWERHEAD
Chrome Plated Brass

DICM0222      200mm      £75
DICM0224       250mm      £105

ROUND ULTRASLIM  
SHOWERHEAD
Stainless Steel

DICM0210       200mm      £49
DICM0214       250mm      £59

ROUND SHOWER ARM
300mm Chrome Brass

DICM0230     £27

ROUND CEILING ARM
120mm Chrome Brass

DICM0234     £25

SQUARE SHOWER ARM
300mm Chrome Brass

DICM0232     £40

SQUARE CEILING ARM
120mm Chrome Brass

DICM0236     £35

SQUARE ULTRASLIM  
SHOWERHEAD
Stainless Steel

DICM0212       200mm      £49
DICM0216       250mm      £59

SQUARE SHOWERHEAD
200mm Chrome Plated ABS

DICM0220     £35

ROUND SHOWERHEAD
200mm Chrome Plated ABS

DICM0218     £25

SQUARE SHOWERHEAD
Chrome Plated Brass

DICM0226       200mm      £80
DICM0228       250mm      £120

TRADITIONAL SHOWERHEAD
Chrome Plated Brass

DICM0132       200mm      £75

Standard Ultra Slim

Brass

Arms

SHOWERS
bathrooms to love
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Accessories

BATH FILLER WASTE*
DITW0042     £75

New

ROUND WALL 
BRACKET
DICM0268      £5 

HANDSET WALL 
BRACKET WITH WALL 
OUTLET ROUND
DICM0192      £25 

HANDSET WALL 
BRACKET WITH WALL 
OUTLET SQUARE
DICM0190      £25 

WALL OUTLET 
ELBOW ROUND
DICM0246      £15 

WALL OUTLET 
ELBOW SQUARE
DICM0248      £15

ROUND BODY JET
Easy Clean Nozzle

DICM0242     £35 

SQUARE BODY JET
Easy Clean Nozzle

DICM0244     £35 

• 1.5
• Easy clean • 1.5m

• Double Interlock

PVC SHOWER HOSE
DICM0206      £15 

EXPOSED
SHOWER VALVE
FAST FITTING
KIT ROUND (Pair)

DICM0252      £25 

EXPOSED SHOWER VALVE 
FAST FITTING KIT ANY 
(Pair)
For any bar mixer

DICM0254      £10 

STAINLESS
STEEL HOSE
DICM0208      £12 

EXPOSED
SHOWER VALVE
FAST FITTING
KIT SQUARE (Pair)

DICM0250      £20 
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Fast
Fit

Mixer showers

Eco

•  All chrome with quality metal handles
• Suitable for all water systems including 

gravity feed
• Durable design including ceramic disc 

flow control
• Riser rail kit with adjustable top bracket
• 3 spray pattern rub clean showerhead
•  1.25m hose

DENE COOL TOUCH THERMOSTATIC  
BAR MIXER SHOWER
DICM0270      £157 

Cool
Touch

Fast
Fit

Fast
Fit

   iverts between fixed showerhead
and handset

• 200mm pivot showerhead
•  All chrome with quality metal handles
• Suitable for all water systems including 

gravity feed
• Durable design including ceramic disc 

flow control
• Riser rail kit with adjustable

top bracket
• 3 spray pattern rub clean showerhead
•  1.25m hose

•   All chrome with quality metal handles
• Suitable for all water systems including  

 gravity fed
• Durable design incuding ceramic  

disc flow control
•  Riser rail kit with adjustable top bracket
• 3 spray pattern rub clean showerhead
•  1.25m hose
  litres per minute flow rate
 Factory fitted flow limiter

DENE THERMOSTATIC  
BAR MIXER WITH DIVERTER
DICM0262      £288 

DENE ECO  
THERMOSTATIC MIXER
DICM0260      £157 

Low pressure? No problem, see page 235 for pumps.

SHOWERS
Triton
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Fast
Fit

  igh flow rate for low pressure systems
•  All chrome with quality metal handles
• Suitable for all water systems including 

gravity feed
• Durable design including ceramic disc 

flow control
• Riser rail kit with adjustable top bracket
• 3 spray pattern rub clean showerhead
•  1.25m chrome hose

DENE LOW PRESSURE  
THERMOSTATIC BAR MIXER
DICM0258      £157 

Cool
Touch

Fast
Fit

• Single control for temperature 
ad ustment with constant flow

• Suitable for all systems including gravity 
 all fixing plate with  fixing hole options
 ail with ad ustable top fixing bracket

• 3 spray pattern rub clean showerhead
• 1.25m chrome hose

DENE SEQUENTIAL  
THERMOSTATIC MIXER
DICM0266      £202 

Fast
Fit

•  Accessible forward facing controls
• Suitable for all systems including 

gravitity fed
• Single control for temperature 

ad ustment with constant flow 
 all fixing plate with  fixing hole options
 ail with ad ustable top fixing bracket

• 3 spray pattern rub clean showerhead
• 1.25m chrome hose

DENE CONCENTRIC  
THERMOSTATIC MIXER
DICM0264      £232 

All of our mixer showers come with a 5 year parts and labour guarantee.

GUARANTEE
5 year
on all parts  
and labour
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Mixer showers

GUARANTEE
5 year
on all parts  
and labour

  d ustable fixed head  spray pattern
•  Microphone showerhead 1 spray pattern
• Thermostatic control - maintains a 

constant temperature even if a toilet 
is flushed or the washing machine has 
come on, the pre-selected temperature 
is maintained

• Automatic shutdown should either the 
hot or cold water supplies fail

‘ are to be different’ with this stylish 
contemporary Nene Bar Diverter which 
incorporates three powerful body jets and a 
large fixed rain showerhead into its minimalist 
tubular design. A slimline handset and hose 
enhance the experience.

•  Stylish contemporary design
  eparate flow and temperature controls
  iverts to either fixed head, handset or body  
jets for the ultimate showering experience

•  Three 2-mode body jets
   arge fixed showerhead with tilt ad ustment -  
Single spray pattern

• Rub clean showerhead
• 1 spray pattern

THAMES THERMOSTATIC  
BAR DIVERTER
DICM0094      £559 

NENE BAR DIVERTER WITH BODY JETS
DICM0080      £441 
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GUARANTEE
5 year
on all parts  
and labour• Thermostatic control - maintains a constant 

temperature even if a toilet is flushed or the 
washing machine has come on, the pre-selected 
temperature is maintained

• Automatic shutdown should either the hot or 
cold water supplies fail 

• Adjustable maximum temperature stop reduces 
the risk of accidentally turning the temperature 
too high

All Eden / Exe  
Models Feature:

  eparate flow and temperature controls 
   piece,  screw rail fixing
with adjustable centres

•  Rub clean showerhead
•  3 spray patterns

  ption to fit with concealed 
back plate or exposed 

•  3 spray pattern showerhead

EXE THERMOSTATIC  
MIXER SHOWER WITH 
LEVER HANDLES
DICM0074      £128 

EDEN THERMOSTATIC 
EXPOSED/BUILT-IN MIXER
DICM0066      £340

All of our mixer showers come with a 5 year parts and labour guarantee.www.bathroomstolove.uk230



Electric showers
These connect to the cold water mains supply.

A heating element inside the unit heats up the water as it passes through.

t doesn’t rely on stored water and provides instant hot water on demand.

EN 60335
KM 520019

Sleek, elegant and ultra-easy to use. Clever digital touch controls plus a choice 
of smart finishes create a superb focal point for your bathroom.

•   Crisp white digital display with temperature readout

•   Sleek contemporary cover

   ouch activated power selector, on off button and temperature control dial

•   Riser kit with large 110mm 5 spray pattern handset and soap dish

•   Stabilised temperature control for peace of mind

    entry points for easy fitting

Amore
New

BRUSHED STEEL
DICM0302 - 8.5kw      £345
DICM0304 - 9.5kw      £360 

WHITE GLOSS
DICM0306 - 8.5kw      £345
DICM0308 - 9.5kw      £360 

BLACK GLOSS
DICM0310 - 8.5kw      £345
DICM0312 - 9.5kw      £360 

GUARANTEE
2 year
on all parts  
and labour
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Electric showers GUARANTEE
2 year
on all parts  
and labour

Four stunning finishes, natural, yet original 
From the polished style of Black Gloss and 
White Gloss to the natural beauty of Brushed 

teel, spirante has a finish that complements 
any bathroom. nd with such innovative finish 
effects never having been seen on an electric 
shower before you can be sure you’re giving your 
room a truly original look and feel. 
 
Use it once. Know how it works 
No need to memorise obscure settings and 
indicators. Aspirante works as beautifully as 
it looks. One central control does everything 
you need – from switching on the shower to a 
perfectly delayed shutdown sequence. If only 
everything in life was so easy.

Everything you need 
Every Aspirante shower comes complete with a 
full shower kit: riser rail, adjustable showerhead 
holder, soap dish, shower hose, and a rub clean 
showerhead with 5 spray patterns. All you need 
is within the box.

Site with ease 
Thanks to its discreet design, including more 
compact overall dimensions, Aspirante sits 
comfortably within any bathroom. That 
means you’re free to design your interior with 
confidence.

A dream to clean 
Each Aspirante shower comes with a rub- 
clean chrome-plated showerhead with 5 spray 
patterns. Along with an easy-to-clean face,  
keeping your shower in tip-top condition only 
takes a couple of wipes.

8.5kW and 9.5kW models available

A breeze to install 
A swivel water inlet connection means that 

spirante is compatible with both left or right 
pipe entry positions. This means that you, or 
your installer, will find fitting a bree e.

Aspirante

EN 60335
KM 520019

ASPIRANTE BLACK GLOSS
DICE0032 - 8.5kw      £321
DICE0034 - 9.5kw      £334 

ASPIRANTE WHITE GLOSS
DICE0036 - 8.5kw      £321
DICE0038 - 9.5kw      £334 

ASPIRANTE BRUSHED STEEL
DICE0040 - 8.5kw      £321
DICE0042 - 9.5kw      £334 

ASPIRANTE GUN METAL
DICE0044 - 8.5kw      £321
DICE0046 - 9.5kw      £334 
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GUARANTEE
2 year
on all parts  
and labour

Electric
showers

EN 60335
KM 520019

•   Thermostatic Control – constantly 
regulated temperature gives the 
user more precise control and safer 
showering 

•   Swing-FitTM  erminal for left  
and right cabling 

•   Dual water inlet – to accommodate 
water connections from either the 
left or right hand side of the unit to 
aid installation 

•   Push Button Start/Stop – to  
select your favourite shower 
setting every time 

•   Dura-FlowTM – Reduces the build up 
of limescale by up to 80%. Ideal for 
use in hard water areas 

   ‘ ow ressure’ ndicator  operates 
when the water pressure is 
insufficient 

   ‘ ower n’ indicator commissions 
in 2 minutes 

•   Rub clean showerhead

•   5 spray patterns

T80Z THERMOSTATIC FAST FIT  
IDEAL FAMILY SHOWER 
WHITE/CHROME
DICE0016 - 8.5kw      £380 
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GUARANTEE
2 year
on all parts  
and labour

 fast fit is the very latest generation of 
ritain’s best selling shower, the riton  has 

been an iconic household favourite for more 
than 30 years. 

 wing-fit  - left or right side cabling
 wivel-fit  -  degree reversible water inlet  
providing wivel-fit  flexibility for new or 
replacement installations

• Stylish adjustable-bracket riser rail

• Slimline electric shower.  
his slimline model offers 

a pristine white body and 
brushed chrome effect fascia 
and an all chrome riser rail
and handset

• Push button start/stop –
to select your favourite shower 
setting every time 

• Phased shutdown – when the 
shower is turned off, the water 
continues to run for a few 
seconds to flush out preheated 
water before stopping 
completely ‘to help prevent 
limescale build up

 ‘ ow ressure’ indicator  
operates when the water 
pressure is insufficient

• Rub clean showerhead 
• 5 spray patterns

• Push button start/stop to select your favourite shower setting every time
• Rub clean showerhead 
• 5 spray patterns
 ‘ ow ressure’ indicator operates when the water pressure is insufficient

• Easy installation

T80Z FAST-FIT WHITE/CHROME
DICE0062 - 7.5kw
DICE0064 - 8.5kw
DICE0066 - 9.5kw
DICE0068 - 10.5kw

T100XR SLIMLINE ELECTRIC 
SHOWER WHITE/CHROME
DICE0048 - 8.5kw
DICE0052 - 10.5kw

£159
£159
£159
£159

£311
£338

EN 60335
KM 520019
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Power
showers
These work in the same way as a mixer shower, they 
connect to the hot and cold water supplies and then 
mix the water inside the shower. They also have the 
added benefit of an integral pump to boost the flow 
rate giving a powerful flow.

ith riton’s range of booster pumps you can get the 
power performance you demand from your shower, 
turn any mixer into a power shower or simply boost 
your low pressure flow rate.

Features:
•  Adjustable Maximum Temperature Stop –

reduces the risk of accidentally turning the 
temperature too high

  aximum flow rate of up to  litres per minute 
•  Push button start stop
•  Thermostatic temperature control
•  Automatic shutdown – should either the hot or  

cold water supplies fail
•  Rub clean showerhead
•  5 spray patterns

GUARANTEE
1 year

GUARANTEE
1 year

EN 60335
KM 520019 AS2000XT THERMOSTATIC 

POWER SHOWER 
WHITE/CHROME
DICM0086      £486

Low pressure?

The T550i is the unit to opt for if you 
want to convert a mixer shower into 
a high flow rate .  bar shower.

T550I PUMP
DICA0012      £375

All of our Power showers come with a 1 year parts and labour guarantee. www.bathroomstolove.uk 235
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“There are so many options 

to use taps as a key part of 

your bathroom styling, so 

take your time to consider 

what works best for you.”

Taps are the most used item in a bathroom 

so it’s important they are durable as well as 

stylish, to complement any design theme for 

your bathroom. Our range provides both and is 

backed by a 10-year guarantee.*

Black & white alternative to chrome
Although chrome taps will always look good, the current 

trend is for bolder alternatives such as industrial style black. 

For a co-ordinated or contrasting look see our complementary 

baths, shower towers and radiators.

*Excludes rings and seals. 3 years on valves. 10 years on body and finish.

Take time for our
Taps

Brought to you 

exclusively by our 

TAPS SPECIALISTS
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TAPS

Get a soft spa-like water feel

Hidden quality

A special aerator on our Pisa tap creates a beautifully 

textured spray pattern which feels soft to touch with a 

featherlight flow when washing your hands. 

Taps in our Premium Cartridge range are fitted with 

a longer lasting European ceramic cartridge and 

provide a more comfortable and ultra-smooth feel.

bathrooms to love
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BASIN MIXER*
Incl. Waste, Hidden 

Adjustable Flow Direction, 

min. 0.5 bar

DITS1080     £130 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, Hidden 

Adjustable Flow Direction, 

min. 0.5 bar

DITS1082     £120

BATH FILLER*
Min. 0.8 bar

DITB2092     

£180 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER*
Incl. Bracket, min. 0.5 bar

DITB2094     £200 

Finissimo

German Cartridge
for smoother operation

on basin standard
mixer

PREMIUM

*WRAS approved.www.bathroomstolove.uk238



TAPS

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste

Min. 0.5 bar

DITS1120     £130 
PISA BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB1018     £180 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 0.8 bar

DITB1020     £200 

Pisa
New

German Cartridge
for smoother operation

on basin mixer

PREMIUM

BASIN MIXER WITH 
PATTERNED SPRAY 
AERATOR
Incl. Waste

Min. 0.5 bar

DITS1118     £140    

bathrooms to love
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Aqado
New

AQADO BASIN MIXER
BLACK
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1116     £140 

AQADO BASIN MIXER 
WHITE
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1114     £140 

AQADO BASIN MIXER 
CHROME
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1112     £130 

AQADO BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB1016     £210 

AQADO BATH FILLER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB1014     £190 

European Cartridge
for smoother operation

on basin mixers

PREMIUM
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BASIN MIXER*
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1124     £130 

BATH FILLER*
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB1008     £180 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER*
Incl. Bracket, min. 1.0 bar

DITB2120     £210 

Pendio
German Cartridge

for smoother
operation

PREMIUM

TAPS
bathrooms to love
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BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.2 bar

DITS1018     £95 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1102     £80 

WALL MOUNTED BASIN MIXER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITS1128    £180 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2020     £155 

FLOOR STANDING  
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 2.0 bar

DITB0014     £390 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2018     £140 

New

Ricco
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BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.2 bar

DITS1108     £95 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB1010     £135 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Incl. Bracket, min. 0.5 bar

DITB2122     £155 

Flusso
GUARANTEE

10 year

on all taps†

Ȧǘ�6"�/�$2�/�+1""�,+�3�)3"0��+!�ǖǕ�6"�/�,+��,!6��+!�Ɯ+&0%
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BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1010     £95 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1014     £70 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB2010     £160 

TALL BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, for 0 tap hole 

basins min. 0.5 bar 

L123 x W45 x H321mm

DITS1092     £125 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2012     £155

Rima
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Cielo

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1098     £85 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1100     £75 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.2 bar

DITB1004     £125 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 0.2 bar

DITB2112     £145 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB1022     £120

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1122     £95

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB1024     £140 

Kuba
New

TAPS
bathrooms to love
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Primo

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB2080     £145 

WALL MOUNTED BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste, Adjustable  Flow  

Direction, min. 1.0 bar

DITS0002     £125 

BATH FILLER
Min. 1 bar

DITB2078     £130 

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1042     £85 

FLOOR STANDING BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 2.0 bar

DITB0006     £350 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1052     £75 

GUARANTEE
10 year

on all taps†
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Quadro

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1078     £90 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2088     £130 

FLOOR STANDING  
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 2 bar

DITB0010     £365 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Incl. Bracket, min 1.0 bar

DITB2090     £145 

WALL MOUNTED  
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Incl. Bracket, min 2 bar

DITB0008     £195 

TAPS
bathrooms to love
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BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1012     £79 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1016     £55 

BATH TAPS
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2104     £60 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Incl. Bracket, min. 1.0 bar

DITB2086     £150 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER 
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2014     £130 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2016     £120 

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1076     £85 

BASIN TAPS
Min. 0.5 bar

DITS2020     £55 

BATH FILLER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB2084     £130 

Lecca

Fonte

GUARANTEE
10 year

on all taps†
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BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1094     £80 

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1096     £60 

BATH FILLER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB1002     £120

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2110     £135 

Molto

SIENA BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1126     £75 

BATH FILLER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB1026     £100 

BASIN TAPS
Min. 0.2 bar

DITS2028     £55 

Siena
New

BATH TAPS
Min. 0.2 bar

DITB2126     £65

BATH SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB1028     £120

TAPS
bathrooms to love
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Lunea

CLOAKROOM BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1008     £30 

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.2 bar

DITS1006     £39 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER 
LOW PRESSURE
Incl. Bracket, min. 0.2 bar

DITB2114     £90 

BATH FILLER
LOW PRESSURE
Min. 0.2 bar

DITB1006     £79 

BATH FILLER
Min. 2.0 bar

DITB2008     £59

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB2006     £60 

GUARANTEE
10 year

on all taps†

BASIN PILLAR TAPS
Min 0.2 bar

DITS2026     £50 

BATH PILLAR TAPS
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2124     £65 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Incl. Bracket, min 1.0 bar

DITB1012     £150 

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.5 bar

DITS1110     £80 

Levato
New
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BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar

DITS1090       £90 

BATH PILLAR TAPS
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2106       £60

BASIN PILLAR TAPS
Min. 0.5 bar

DITS2022       £50 

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2108       £165 

FLOOR STANDING  
BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 1.0 bar

DITB0012       £450 

Eterno2

Modo2

Compression
valve range

Compression
valve range

ELEGANCE
Classic

BATH/SHOWER MIXER
Min. 0.5 bar

DITB2118     £120 

BASIN PILLAR TAPS
Min. 0.1 bar

DITS2024     £40 

BASIN MIXER
Incl. Waste, min 0.2 bar

DITS1104     £60 

BATH PILLAR TAPS
Min. 0.1 bar

DITB2116     £50 

TAPS
bathrooms to love
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For use  with 0 tap hole washbowls

Tall basin mixers

RIMA TALL BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar 

L123 x W45 x H321mm

DITS1092     £125 

DOLCE TALL BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste, min. 1.0 bar 

L152 x W50 x H250mm

DITS1024     £130 

BRAVA TALL BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste, min. 0.5 bar 

L137 x W42 x H305mm

DITS1022     £110 

ALTRO TALL BASIN MIXER
Excl. Waste, min. 0.2 bar 

L132 x W54 x H352mm

DITS1002     £120 

Thermostatic 
Bath Shower Mixer

DECK MOUNTED THERMOSTATIC BATH 
SHOWER MIXER VALVE
Minimum pressure 0.1 bar

DICM0150     £135
Bath Filler Waste (DITW0042 pg253)
Requires a shower valve to operate.
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Bottle traps and wastes
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Bottle Traps

Wastes

GUARANTEE
1 year

UNIVERSAL BOTTLE TRAP
Extension and flange

DITW0028     £34 

BASIN PLUG  
AND CHAIN WASTE
Slotted*
DITW0018     £11 

BATH FILLER
WASTE
DITW0042     £75

CLICK CLACK MUSHROOM
BATH WASTE
DITW0046     £25 

BATH WASTE
WITH TIDY PLUG
DITW0020     £10 

CLICK CLACK
BATH WASTE
DITW0008     £20 

BATH POP UP 
WASTE
DITW0014     £25 

CLICK CLACK
EASY CLEAN
BASIN WASTE
Slotted*
DITW0044     £18 

FLIP BASIN WASTE
Slotted*
DITW0012     £15 

£15 £15 

CLICK CLACK ROUND
BASIN WASTE

MUSHROOM CLICK CLACK 
BASIN WASTE

Slotted*
DITW0024 

Slotted*
DITW0002

Unslotted†

DITW0022 

Unslotted†

DITW0004 

MODERN ROUND
BOTTLE TRAP
Extension and flange

DITW0036     £48 

SQUARE BOTTLE TRAP
Extension and flange

DITW0016     £55 

New

New

New

TAPS
bathrooms to love
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“Using decorative lighting 

as a styling accessory will 

help move your bathroom 

design beyond functional 

into something desirable.”

Adding warmth 
with style

A warm bathroom creates 

a cosy, relaxed space and 

now, with our latest range 

of radiators, you can add 

warmth whilst adding a design 

feature.  Or, if your prefer, with 

underfloor heating you can 

warm the whole room and free 

up wall space.

Finishing

Touches
With our range of accessories, from feature 

radiators to underfloor heating; from simple 

mirrors to extravagant lighting; you can easily 

add personality to your bathroom, whether it’s 

flair and panache, or minimalist chic.

Brought to you 

exclusively by our 

BATHROOM SPECIALISTS
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Practical never looked so good

Plan your lighting

Our range of mirrors have beautiful designs and also give 

you some handy practical solutions, such as providing 

softer ambient lighting for night use, or even an option to 

play music through built-in bluetooth and speakers.

Lighting is one of the most important elements of your 

bathroom, but is often an afterthought. Consider whether 

you want ambient lighting, task lighting or decorative 

lighting and include these at the planning stage.

FINSIHING TOUCHES
bathrooms to love
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FINISHING TOUCHES

Enjoy dry warm towels and 
heat up your room too with 
our stylish radiators.
Whatever the size, whatever the style, we have a solution for you. 

• Designed for use with central heating systems or via electricity with the option of an element kit, 

they make an impact in your bathroom.

 ested to  standard guarantees the finest uality.

• Look out for the below symbols on the following pages; they will help you choose the best radiator 

to suit you.

Central Heating 

The benefit of this type of installation is that it is economical to run when the central heating is on. Suitable for use with 

indirect central heating systems (your plumber/installer will be able to advise the type of system you have). The radiator is 

fitted to your central heating system and works alongside your existing radiators.

Electric 

he benefit of this type of installation is that the radiator can be installed almost anywhere and does not re uire any 

pipework. t has the added versatility of being able to be turned on and off whenever re uired, regardless whether the 

rest of your central heating is on. n electrical element kit see page  with a fused spur is re uired and wired to your 

electricity supply. The electrical element is screwed directly into the radiator and heats the water.

Dual Fuel 

The best of both worlds! This type of installation is plumbed with indirect central heating systems and or your electrical 

supply. This guarantees the low cost of a central heating system during the winter whilst ensuring the versatility of being 

switched on and off independently during the summer months. Central heating, electric or both - the choice is yours!

Underfloor Heating 

For a more minimalist look, keep warm and discover the luxury of stepping onto a cosy warm floor with undertile heating, 

which has fast become affordable and easy to install. And now with the 4iE Smart Wi Fi thermostat you can use smartphone 

control to ensure your home is always at the temperature you want just as you arrive, and using more efficient temperatures 

when you’re away.

CH

E

DF
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Ikon radiator white and chrome

Elmas radiator white Elmas radiator anthracite

Alulite radiator black
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Moveable towel rails

White

White

Black

Anthracite

GUARANTEE
Up to 20 year

on Radiators

Designer radiators

CH

CH

CH

• 1245 BTU’s

• White and chrome

• Moveable towel rails

• 5 year guarantee 

Why Aluminium?

Performance
luminium conducts heat five times faster than steel, making it the 

perfect material for radiators.

Environment
Aluminium is an extremely eco-friendly material. It can be recycled 

endlessly because reprocessing doesn’t damage its structure. It is also 

the most cost-effective metal to recycle.

Lifecycle
Aluminium doesn’t rust so we give a 20 year guarantee against leakage.

IKON
W508 x H917 x D105mm

DIRA0092      £359

• 3897 BTU’s

• Made from aluminium which 

conducts heat to warm the 

room up faster

• Suitable to be used in other 

rooms in the home

• 20 year guarantee • 2409 BTU’s

• Suitable to be used in other 

rooms in the home

• 5 year guarantee

ALULITE
W280 x H1800 x D83mm

DIRA0096     White     £299
DIRA0094     Black     £299

ELMAS
W410 x H1800 x D40mm

DIRA0098     White     £349
DIRA0100     Anthracite     £349

FINISHING TOUCHES
bathrooms to love
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Product detail.

Designer radiators

• 1051 BTU’s

 Chrome finish
• 5 year guarantee

BLADE
W400 x H1650 x D52mm

DIRA0052      £499

CH

• 1805 BTU’s

• Chrome frame and white radiator

• 5 year guarantee

HERITAGE
W675 x H952 x D235mm

DIRA0018     £479

CH
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GUARANTEE
Up to 20 year

on Radiators

Designer radiators

	,/�!&*"+0&,+0��+!��!!&1&,+�)�&+#,/*�1&,+�-)"�0"�0""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0ǽ�	,/�,2/�06*�,)�$2&!"�-)"�0"�0""�-�$"�Ǘǚǜǽ
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SAVING
Space

Radiators

•  703 BTU’s

  Chrome finish 
•  5 year guarantee

BLOC
W600 x H750 x D50mm

DIRA0058      £249

Add kit† Add kit†

CH E DF

• 1017 BTU’s  DIRA0064  

• 1454 BTU’s  DIRA0066
 Chrome finish

• 5 year guarantee

•  444 BTU’s

•  Chrome finish 

•  5 year guarantee

DIRA0064
W500 x H950 x D53mm     £315
DIRA0066
W500 x H1300 x D53mm     £330

LINEAR

SPACE
W340 x H700 x D40mm

DIRA0086     £115

Add kit†

Add kit†

Add kit†

Add kit†

CH

CH

E

E

DF

DF
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600 x 1200mm shown600 x 1200mm shown

Towel rails, valves and heating elements

STRAIGHT LADDER
Chrome finish
W500 x H750 x D75mm

778 BTU’s

DIRA0002   £89

CURVED LADDER
Chrome finish
W500 x H750 x D75mm

761 BTU’s

DIRA0010   £95

ELECTRIC HEATING
ELEMENT KIT
DIRA0080   £56
150 Watt

DIRA0082   £59
250 Watt

RADIATOR VALVE 
STRAIGHT
DIRA0102   £22
Chrome finish

Pair

RADIATOR VALVE 
ANGLED
DIRA0104   £20
Chrome finish

Pair

Chrome finish
W500 x H1200 x D75mm

1160 BTU’s

DIRA0004   £119

Chrome finish
W500 x H1200 x D75mm

1136 BTU’s

DIRA0012   £129

Chrome finish
W600 x H750 x D75mm

908 BTU’s

DIRA0006   £99

Chrome finish
W600 x H750 x D75mm

887 BTU’s

DIRA0014   £109

Chrome finish
W600 x H1200 x D75mm

1348 BTU’s

DIRA0008   £145

Chrome finish
W600 x H1200 x D75mm

1317 BTU’s

DIRA0016   £155

Add kit†Add kit† Add kit†Add kit†

CHCH EE

E

DFDF

CH CH

New New

Ȧ��)" 1/& �")"*"+1�(&1�&0�/".2&/"!

•  5 year guarantee •  5 year guarantee

•  1 year guarantee •  1 year guarantee •  1 year guarantee
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WARMUP LOOSE WIRE SYSTEM
The Warmup Loose Wire System uses an ultra-thin, dual-core heating 

wire that is flexible, easy to install and will not raise floor levels.  
his system is uick to install and has a single connection lead for 

fewer steps. t offers flexibility and is ideal for precise installation in 
irregular shaped areas.

Dual wire undertile heater 300 watt - 1.5 to 2.4m²

Dual wire undertile heater 400 watt - 2.5 to 3.4m²

Dual wire undertile heater 600 watt - 3.5 to 4.4m²

Dual wire undertile heater 800 watt - 4.5 to 5.9m²

If you’re looking for the ultimate luxury in bathroom heating, then you 

need look no further than our range of armup floor heating systems.
he process is simple, there is no need to dig up your old floor.

Select your heating system, decide how much you need, and choose your 

thermostat. hree simple steps to affordable luxury. armup floor heating 
is specifically designed for use under tiles and natural stone.

Undertile Heating

DIUH0002   £185
DIUH0004   £215
DIUH0006   £310
DIUH0008   £399

WARMUP STICKYMAT
The Warmup StickyMat consists of a thin loose wire evenly spaced 

and taped to sturdy glassfibre mesh with pressure sensitive adhesive. 
It allows for the fastest and most secure installation of electric 

underfloor heating. imply roll out a length, cut, flip and stick down 
the mesh until the floor area is covered. t is perfect for evenly heating 
large or regular-shaped rooms.

150 watt undertile sticky heating mat 1m2 

150 watt undertile sticky heating mat 2m2 

150 watt undertile sticky heating mat 3m2 

150 watt undertile sticky heating mat 4m2

DIAC0022   £145
DIAC0024   £210
DIAC0026   £290
DIAC0028   £365

3IE ENERGY-MONITOR THERMOSTAT
(for electric and hydronic underfloor heating up to 16A)

• Classic Cream 

• Piano Black

The world’s first fully interactive, touch 

technology, energy-monitor thermostat 

features an easy-to-use interface, 

eliminating complicated instruction 

manuals. The display shows recorded 

energy consumption usage, so that users 

know the exact underfloor heating costs. 

Up to 10 programmable periods can be set 

each day to maximise energy efficiency.

4IE SMART WI-FI THERMOSTAT

• Bright Porcelain 

• Onyx Black

The 4iE learns how homeowners use their 

heating and the uni ue way their house 
reacts. It then automatically suggests 

ways to save energy, suggesting what 

temperature should be set when you are 

not at home and when you can turn the 

heating off early. The 4iE offers important 

advantages to the homeowner and trade 

professional, use your smartphone, tablet 

or computer to control your heating.

TEMPO DIGITAL
PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTAT
(for electric and hydronic underfloor heating up to 16A)

• Porcelain White 

• Piano Black

Enables end users to choose the time as  

easily as they would with a watch or clock 

and uickly set their programs  heat on 
when they want it and off when they don’t 

need it.  It helps avoid wasting energy and 

achieves savings on utility bills. 

DIUH0010   £215
DIUH0012   £215

DIAC0036   £275
DIAC0034   £275

DIAC0030   £150
DIAC0032   £150

�))���/*2-�1%"/*,01�10� ,*"�4&1%���ǘ�6"�/�4�//�+16�4&1%�1%"�,-1&,+�1,�2-$/�!"�1,���)&#"1&*"�4�//�+16Ǿ�3&0&1�444ǽ4�/*2-ǽ ,ǽ2(�#,/�*,/"�!"1�&)0ǽ
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Battery compartment

ARIEL MIRROR
DIMS4002   £120

• W500 x H390 x D30mm

• Suitable for use with

rechargeable batteries

 e uires  x  batteries
not included

• Cool white LED’s

AURORA MIRROR
DIMS5002   £170

• W500 x H700 x D30mm

• Suitable for use with

rechargeable batteries

 e uires  x  batteries
not included

Battery operated mirrors with rocker switch

Backlit mirrors

BluetoothCabinet

PHOEBE
DIMS9004   £335
• W900 x H600 x D45mm

• Backlit ambient lighting

 iffused cool white s

ATLAS
DIMS5028   £400
• W500 x H600 x D50mm

• Integrated Bluetooth 

audio speakers

• Play music by connecting 

your mobile to the mirror

• Also includes demister 

pad and shaver socket

New

New

New

ADRASTEA
DIMS5014   £250
• W500 x H700 x D40mm

• Fascia touch sensor switch

• A choice of cool white/warm 

white colour change

NOVA LED
MIRROR CABINET
DIMS6504   £300
• W650 x H600 x D105mm

• 2 adjustable internal  

glass shelves 

• IP44 rated for safe use in 

zones 2 and 3, if used with 

C  device, can be fitted 
into zone 1

• Energy saving LEDs: 

 60 x 0.07W white LEDs

• Pull chord

Mirrors

Glittering mirrors anyone can install

o wiring re uired

Featuring backlit glowing LED’s & touch sensor switch
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Pull chord mirror
TELESTO MIRROR
DIMS5022   £155

• W500 x H600 x D30mm

• Chrome pull chord to easily 

activate the lights

 Ultra slim profile for a 
discreet stylish finish

• Cool white LED’s

Featuring infrared sensor switch and demister pad
Frontlit mirrors

VENUS
DIMR0002   £195
• W500 x H500 x D45mm

• LED Illuminated Mirror

• Perfect for cloakrooms

GALATEA
DIMS5010   £260
• W500 x H600 x D40mm

• Dimmable

• Demister pad

• Can be mounted 

portrait or landscape

 iffused ’s for
a subtle finish

CALYPSO
DIMS5008   £230
• W500 x H700 x D50mm

• Shaving socket

• Can be mounted 

landscape or portrait

• 60 LED’s

CARINA
DIMS5024   £285
• W500 x H600 x D45mm

• Glass shelf great

for increasing

bathroom storage

• Shaving socket

• Natural white LED’s

New

New

Includes: 
Toilet roll holder
Towel rail
Robe hook
Toothbrush holder
Soap dish 
Towel ring

6 PIECE ACCESSORY PACK
DIAC0042     £36

GUARANTEE
1 year
on all of our 

Mirrors

FINISHING TOUCHES
bathrooms to love
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LED HD 1 METRE STRIP LIGHT
DIFL0004 No driver     £30

SQUARE PLINTH LIGHTS
DIFA0022     £70

• Pack of 3 

• Includes power converter

Lighting
All lighting IP44 rated 
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5 LIGHT CHANDELIER*
DIFL0020     £175 
W495 x H565 x D495mm

3 SPOTLIGHT CEILING LIGHT*
DIFL0026     £75
W260 x H180 x D260mm

LARGE FLAT CEILING LIGHT*
DIFL0028     £45 
 W280 x H45 x D280mm

SMALL FLAT CEILING LIGHT*
DIFL0030     £30 
W180 x H45 x D180mm

LED, COSMETIC MAGNIFYING
MIRROR
DIFL0032     £99 
W330 x H300 x D390mm
• Includes integrated LED light

2 LIGHT WALL FITTING*
DIFL0034     £45
W360 x H60 x D15mm

FIRERATED SHOWER DOWNLIGHT*
WHITE
DIFL0036     £12.50
W80 x H115 x D80mm

FIRERATED SHOWER DOWNLIGHT*
CHROME
DIFL0038     £12.50
W80 x H115 x D80mm

FIRERATED SHOWER DOWNLIGHT*
BLACK CHROME
DIFL0040     £12.50
W80 x H115 x D80mm

FIRERATED SHOWER DOWNLIGHT*
SATIN CHROME
DIFL0042     £12.50
W80 x H115 x D80mm

FIRERATED TILT DOWNLIGHT*
WHITE
DIFL0044     £12.50
W95 x H115 x D95mm

FIRERATED TILT DOWNLIGHT*  
CHROME
DIFL0046     £12.50
W95 x H115 x D95mm

FIRERATED TILT DOWNLIGHT* 
BLACK CHROME
DIFL0048     £12.50
W95 x H115 x D95mm

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

FINISHING TOUCHES
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GUARANTEE
2 yearUniversal Toilet Seats

D SHAPE  
SLIMLINE SEAT
DISA0052   £69

 Urea soft close seat 
 op fix

• Adjustable stainless steel hinges

 ift off seat for easy cleaning
• Compatible with most  

D shape WC’s

UNIVERSAL LUXURY  
SOFT CLOSE SEAT
DISA0060   £50
•  Luxury thermoset

•  Chrome Hinges 

  ottom fix
  ift off seat for easy cleaning

•  Compatible with most  

universal WC’s 

•  Compatible with our Naples WC’s 

UNIVERSAL  
SLIMLINE SEAT
DISA0032   £70

  oft close seat 
   op fix

•  Adjustable stainless steel hinges

  ift off seat for easy cleaning
•  Compatible with most  

universal WC’s

•  Compatible with our Naples WC’s

UNIVERSAL  
SOFT CLOSE SEAT
DISA0062   £30
•  White hinges

  ottom fix
•  Compatible with most  

universal WC’s

•  Compatible with our Naples WC’s

UNIVERSAL LED SEAT
DISA0058   £90

Light and sound activated blue LED night lights illuminate 

your room, they are switched on by a simple click of 

fingers or a gentle clap once a sufficient level of darkness 
is reached. The light will last for 2 minutes before 

switching off automatically to conserve the battery life.
 x  batteries re uired.

•  hermoset soft close seat
•  Compatible with our Naples WC’s 

•  Compatible with most universal WC’s

•  With built in battery powered LED light that  

is activated on sound
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Whether you are updating 

your existing bathroom 

or designing the dream 

bathroom from scratch, wall 

hung frames bring a modern 

element allowing  you to 

include the latest styles of 

wall hung WC's or basins.

Frames allow you to safely 

and securely fix wall hung 
products. They can provide 

support for wall hung WC’s 

up to 400kg which includes 

a concealed cistern and 

basins up to 150kg. Frames 

can be used inside a partition 

wall, behind tiles and in 

furniture creating the illusion 

of space by freeing up the 

floor area, helping to create 
a minimalistic design that is 

easy to clean and stunning 

to look at. There is the added 

benefit of a choice of flush 
plates that are installed flat 
to the wall for a seamless and 

stylish finish.

For wall mounted WC’s see 

pages 21 and 40.

�""�1" %+& �)�0-" &Ɯ �1&,+0�#,/�!&*"+0&,+0ǽ� 
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Wall Mounted Frame Systems GUARANTEE
5 year

WALL MOUNTED BASIN FRAME
W400 x D100 x H1100 - 1300mm

DIWB0002   £160
• Basin frame

WALL MOUNTED  WC FRAME
W500 x D150 x H958 - 1178mm

����ǕǕǕǗ   £280
• WC frame and concealed cistern

WALL MOUNTED SLIM FIT
WC FRAME
W345 x D173-220 x H450mm

����ǕǕǕǙ   £140
• WC frame 

• Ideal for use with furniture

• Excludes concealed cistern

SQUARE FLUSH
PLATE CHROME*
W183 x H143mm

DIAC0040   £39

ROUND FLUSH 
PLATE CHROME*
W183 x H143mm

DIAC0038   £40

MACDEE WIRQUIN
CONCEALED CISTERN
Dual flush cistern

W336 x H320 x D140mm

����ǕǕǚǝ   £65
• Compact design with both front 

and top access

• Water saving dual flush action 

• Includes push button 

• Bottom inlet

• WRAS approved

• 1 Year guarantee

WIRQUIN CONCEALED CISTERN
Dual flush cistern

W336 x H320 x D140mm

����ǕǕǜǝ   £35
•  WRAS approved

• Compact design with both front   

 and top access 

 ater saving dual flush action  
• Includes push button chrome  

•  Water saving delayed action side   

 entry inlet 

• 1 Year Guarantee

Square 
Flush Plate

Round 
Flush Plate

FINISHING TOUCHES
bathrooms to love
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Horizontal Vertical �"ƞ�,/��&$%1 �"ƞ �&$%1

Coupling to Soil Stack Guide Cistern Inlet Position Guide
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Technical Specifications
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ǚǛǕ ǙǚǕ

ǝǛǚ

ǖǜǕ

ǖǗǚ

ǖǞǚ ǖǛǚ
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ǝǗǕ

ǘǛǕ

ǙǗǕ
ǛǚǕ

ǙǕǚ

ǘǛǕ

ǚǕǕ

ǙǕǚ

ǖǝǚ

ǚǕǕ

ǚǕǕ

ǘǛǚ

ǘǚǕ
ǖǙǕ

ǚǕǕ

Rosewood

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
560 x 450mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN BACK TO WALL PAN

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
535 x 370mm

WALL MOUNTED PAN
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ǝǚǕ

ȥǖǝǕ
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ǝǚǕ

ǖǝǚ

ǖǖǚ
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Sandalwood

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 475mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN
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Cilantro

620

620

360

250

390

ǝǘǕ

ǖǝǕ

ǛǛǕ

ǙǗǚ
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620

360

250
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ǛǛǕ
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Horizontal
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ǚǗǕ

ǚǗǕ

ǙǗǕ
ǖǝǕ

ǘǚǚ

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
555 x 430mm

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
555 x 430mm

BACK TO WALL PAN

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

RIMLESS BACK TO WALL PAN

RIMLESS CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

RIMLESS WALL MOUNTED PAN

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
555 x 435mm
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Amyris

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 400mm

BACK TO WALL PAN

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
600 x 400mm

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
605 x 410mm
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0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�Ǘǚ**

For�20"�4&1%� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+

�)"�0"��)),4���1,)"/�+ "�,#�ʷ�Ǘʢ�,+�!&*"+0&,+0�,3"/�ǜǚ**��+!���1,)"/�+ "�,#�ʷ�Ǚʢ�,+�!&*"+0&,+0�2+!"/�ǜǚ**ǽ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

www.bathroomstolove.uk Ǘǜǘ



ǛǚǕ

ǘǜǕ

Ǚǖǚ

ǝǕǕ

ȥǖǝǕ

ǚǕǕ

ǚǙǕ

ǖǝǚ

ǗǞǚ

ǚǘǕ ǙǞǕ

ǜǜǕ

ǖǝǕ

ǖǚǕ

ǖǝǕ ǖǛǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4
ǚǘǕ ǙǞǕ

ǙǜǕ

ǖǝǕ

ǘǕǕǖǜǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

Tarragon

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
530 x 490mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN BACK TO WALL PAN

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
530 x 490mm

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
540 x 500mm

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ
Horizontal

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǗǗǚ**

�&01"/+�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ�
�,/&7,+1�)�

Distance�#/,*�0,&)��
-&-"�0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǕ**

For�20"�4&1%��,+ "�)"!�
cistern

530

770

180 160

180

475

150

BASIN AND FULL PEDESTAL

ǙǗǕ

ȥǖǝǕ

ǚǘǕ

ǘǝǕ

ǞǗǕ

ǖǝǕ
ǙǜǕ

ǛǕǕ ǘǛǕ

ǖǙǕǖǛǕ

ǚǚǕ

ǝǙǕ

ǙǚǕ

ǖǜǕ

ǖǘǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

Agarwood

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 450mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)��+!��"/1& �)

Distance�#/,*�0,&)��-&-"�0-&$,1
1,�4�))ǿ�ǗǗǕ**
�&01"/+�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ�,/��&$%1

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǜǙ



Ǘǝǚ

ǘǝǕ

ǛǙǕ

ǖǛǕ

ǝǖǕ

ǙǗǕ
ȥǖǝǕ

ǚǘǕ

ǘǝǕ

ǙǗǕ

ȥǖǝǕ

ǚǕǕ

ǚǙǕ

ǖǝǚ

ǗǞǚ

ǚǘǚ ǙǞǕ

ǜǖǚ

ǖǞǕ

ǖǝǕ ǖǛǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4
ǚǘǚ ǙǞǕ

ǖǞǕ

ǘǕǕǖǜǕ

Ǚǜǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

Mimosa

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
535 x 490mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

BACK TO WALL PAN

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
535 x 490mm

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
540 x 500mm

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)�,/��"/1& �)

�&01�+ "�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"�0-&$,1�1,�
4�))ǿ�ǗǗǕ**

�&01"/+�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
Horizontal

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǕ**

For�20"�4&1%� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+

ȥǖǝǕ**�țʭǖǚȒǖǕ**Ȝǽ

ǖǛǕ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

www.bathroomstolove.uk Ǘǜǚ



ǚǚǕ ǙǙǚ

ǝǘǕ

ǖǜǕ

ǖǘǕ

ǖǛǕ ǖǛǕ

ǚǚǕ ǙǙǚ

ǗǛǕǖǛǚ

ǙǙǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 	/,+1�3&"4�&!"�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

ǘǛǕ

ǖǚǕ

Ǜǘǚ

ǘǛǕ

ǘǞǚ

ǜǞǕ

ȥǖǝǕ

ǚǗǕ

ǘǚǚ

ǙǚǕ

ǘǞǕ

ǖǜǕ

�)"�0"��)),4���1,)"/�+ "�,#�ʷ�Ǘʢ�,+�!&*"+0&,+0�,3"/�ǜǚ**��+!���1,)"/�+ "�,#�ʷ�Ǚʢ�,+�!&*"+0&,+0�2+!"/�ǜǚ**ǽ

Neroli

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 445mm

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
550 x 445mm

BASIN
450 x 390mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN WALL MOUNTED PAN

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"�
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǗǗǕ**

Cistern�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
Horizontal

�&01�+ "�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"�
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�Ǘǚ**

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǜǛ



ǙǕǕ

ǖǝǕ

ǙǞǚ

ǘǛǕ

ǛǕǕ

ǛǕǕ

ǘǜǕ

ǜǝǚ

ǖǝǚ

ǚǛǕ ǙǚǕ

ǝǘǚ

ǖǞǕ

ǖǕǕ

ǖǚǚ ǖǛǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

ȥǖǝǕ**�țʭǖǚȒǖǕ**Ȝǽ

Cedarwood

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��,/&7,+1�)

�&01�+ "�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"�0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǘǕ**

For�20"�4&1%� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
560 x 450mm

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
520 x 400mm

BACK TO WALL PAN

CLOAKROOM BASIN
450 x 320mm

CORNER CLOAKROOM BASIN
450 x 450mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)�,/��"/1& �)Ǿ

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǚǚ**

Cistern�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ

ǚǗǕ ǙǚǕ

ǙǕǕ ǘǗǕ

ǖǜǕ

ǖǜǕ

ǙǚǕǙǚǕ

ǖǜǕ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

www.bathroomstolove.uk Ǘǜǜ



ǚǚǕ

Ǚǝǚ

ǛǕǕ ǙǞǚ

ǗǖǕ

ǗǚǚǖǝǕ

ǚǘǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

ǚǚǕ ǙǛǕ

ǝǗǕ

ǗǕǕ

ǖǘǕ

ǖǜǕ ǖǛǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4
ǚǚǕ ǙǛǕ

ǗǕǕ

ǗǚǚǖǝǕ

ǚǘǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

ǚǕǕ ǙǖǕ

ǜǞǚ

ǖǜǕ

ǖǘǕ

ǖǜǕ ǖǛǚ

ǙǚǕ ǘǝǚ

ǜǞǕ

ǖǜǕ

ǖǖǚ

ǖǜǕ ǖǛǚ

ǚǕǕ ǙǖǕ

ǖǜǕ

ǗǚǚǖǝǕ

ǚǖǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4 	/,+1�3&"4 	/,+1�3&"4�&!"�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

�)"�0"��)),4���1,)"/�+ "�,#�ʷ�Ǘʢ�,+�!&*"+0&,+0�,3"/�ǜǚ**��+!���1,)"/�+ "�,#�ʷ�Ǚʢ�,+�!&*"+0&,+0�2+!"/�ǜǚ**ǽ

Naples

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 495mm

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 460mm

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
500 x 410mm

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
600 x 495mm

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
550 x 460mm

 BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
500 x 410mm

CLOAKROOM BASIN WITH
FULL PEDESTAL
450 x 385mm

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
550 x 485mm

ǛǕǕ ǙǞǚ

ǗǖǕ

ǖǘǕ

ǖǜǕ ǖǛǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǜǝ



ȥǖǝǕ**�țʭǖǚȒǖǕ**Ȝǽ

ǙǚǕ

ǙǚǕ

ǘǛǚ

ǘǛǚ

ǘǞǚ

ǛǛǕ

ǖǞǕ

ǜǜǚ

ǘǚǕ

ǚǕǚ

ǖǞǗ

ǙǕǕ

ǘǚǕ

CORNER BASIN
450 x 450mm

BACK TO WALL PAN

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��,/&7,+1�)

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǗǕ**

	,/�20"�4&1%� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1�

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǗǕ**

Cistern�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��&$%1

ǚǗǕ

ǘǛǕ

ȥǖǝǕ

ǛǘǕ

ǘǛǚ

ǜǝǚ

ǙǕǚ
ȥǖǝǕ

Laurus

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
550 x 445mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN BACK TO WALL PAN

BASIN WITH SEMI PEDESTAL
550 x 445mm

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǚǕ**

Cistern�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
Horizontal

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�Ǘǚ**

	,/�20"�4&1%� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+

ǙǖǕ

ǚǚǕ

ǖǜǕ ǖǛǕ

ǙǙǚ

ǗǕǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

ǝǛǕ

ǖǗǕ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

ǚǚǕ ǙǙǚ

ǖǝǕ

ǗǚǚǖǝǕ

ǚǗǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

www.bathroomstolove.uk ǗǜǞ



ǘǜǚ

ǜǖǕ

ǜǜǚ

ǙǗǕ

ǖǞǕ

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1

�&01�+ "�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ��!'201��)"

�&01"/+�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1ǘǜǕ

ǚǕǕ

�!'201��)"

ǖǝǚ

ǖǙǛǕ�Ȓ�ǗǗǘǕ

ǜǞǚ�Ȓ�ǖǖǕǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǘǜǕ

ǚǕǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǛǖǕ

ǝǞǕ

ǖǜǕ

Ǘǜǚ ǗǘǕ

ǚǕǚ

ǗǛǕ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

385

485

ǘǖǕ

ǗǚǕ

ǚǕǕ

385

485

ǙǛǕ

ǗǖǕ

ǚǞǕ

ǘǕǕ

ǖǞǕ

ǚǗǕ

ǘǞǚ

ǛǕǕ�Ȓ�ǛǜǕ** ǛǚǕ�Ȓ�ǜǛǕ**

�!'201��)"

ǖǝǚ

ǘǛǕ

Somerton

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
610 x 505mm

CLOAKROOM BASIN
500 x 310mm

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

HIGH LEVEL PAN AND CISTERN

BACK TO WALL PAN

LOW LEVEL PAN AND CISTERN

SEMI RECESSED BASIN
590 x 460mm

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǚǕ**

Cistern�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��&$%1

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
Horizontal

�&01�+ "�0,&)�-&-"�0-&$,1�1,�
4�))ǿ�ǖǕ**

For�20"�4&1%� ,+ "�)"!� &01"/+

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1

�&01�+ "�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ��!'201��)"

�&01"/+�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��&$%1

Side viewFront view

BASIN AND SEMI PEDESTAL

FULL

DIPB1026
DIPE1016

MCPPB1002
MCPPB1002

SEMI

DIPB1026
DIPE2008

MCPPB1002
MCPPB2002

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǝǕ



ǖǙǕ

ǙǗǕ

ǛǞǕ

ǘǞǕ

ǝǛǕ

ǙǚǕ
ȥǖǝǕ

ǛǕǕ ǙǞǕ

ǝǜǕ

ǖǞǚ

ǖǛǕ

ǗǘǕ Ǘǖǚ

	/,+1�3&"4 �&!"�3&"4

ǘǘǛ

ǘǗǕ

Melissa

Concealed cisterns

BASIN WITH FULL PEDESTAL
600 x 490mm

MACDEE WIRQUIN CONCEALED CISTERN
����ǕǕǚǝ�����,11,*�&+)"1

WIRQUIN CONCEALED CISTERN
����ǕǕǜǝ�����&!"�&+)"1

CLOSE COUPLED PAN AND CISTERN

�,2-)&+$�1,�0,&)�01� (ǿ��
�,/&7,+1�)Ǿ��"/1& �)Ǿ��
�"ƞ�,/��&$%1

Distance�#/,*�0,&)�-&-"��
0-&$,1�1,�4�))ǿ�ǖǞǕ**

�&01"/+�&+)"1�-,0&1&,+ǿ��"ƞ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

ǖǙǕ

ǘǘǛ

ǘǗǕ

www.bathroomstolove.uk Ǘǝǖ



ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�
�)&*��&//,/��
��))��+&1�
țǖǚǕ**��""-Ȝ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�
	2))��"-1%��&//,/��
��))��+&1�
țǗǕǕ**��""-Ȝ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�
	2))��"-1%��&//,/��
��))��+&1�
țǗǕǕ**��""-Ȝ

ǘǕǕ**���))�
�+&1���))��2+$�
țǗǗǝ**��""-Ȝ

ǖǙǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/�
��))��2+$���+&16

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�
	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�
	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/�
��))��2+$���+&16

ǜǖǛ

ǖǚǕ

ǜǖǛ

ǖǚǕ

ǗǝǙ

ǗǝǙ

ǗǝǙ

ǗǝǙ

ǛǕǕ**����
�)&*��"-1%��+&1�
țǗǖǝ**��""-Ȝ

ǜǗǙ

ǖǙǕ

ǚǕǕ**��
ǖ��,,/�
��))��2+$��
�),�(/,,*

ǚǕǕ**��
Ǘ��,,/�
��))��2+$��
�),�(/,,*

ǚǕǕ**�ǖ��,,/�
	),,/��1�+!&+$�
�),�(/,,*

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�
	),,/��1�+!&+$�
�),�(/,,*

ǜǖǛ

ǖǚǕ

ǚǜǗ
ǜǖǛ

ǖǚǕ

ǚǜǗ

Bello modular furniture
unit configuration

VANITY UNITS
�))�ǙǗǝ**�!""-Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

CLOAKROOM VANITY UNITS
�))�ǗǗǝ**�!""-Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

WC UNITS
�))�!"-1%0�0""��"),4Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

TALL UNIT
�))�!"-1%0�0""��"),4Ǿ�
"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ
�!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

MIRROR WALL UNITS
�))�!"-1%0�0""��"),4Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǝǗ



ǗǕǕ**�
�,&)"1�
�,))�
�+&1

ǘǕǕ**��
��0"�
�+&1

ǘǕǕ**��
ǘ��/�4"/�
�� (�
�+&1

ǘǕǕ**�
�2/3"!�
��0"��+&1

ǚǕǕ**��
Ǘ��,,/���
��+&16��+&1

ǚǕǕ**��
Ǘ��,,/���
��0"��+&1

ǚǕǕ**��
����+&1

ǛǕǕ**�
����+&1

ǛǕǕ**��
Ǘ��,,/��
��+&16��+&1

ǘǕǕ**��
��))��+&1

ǗǕǕ**�
��))��+&1

ǘǕǕ**�
��))��+&1

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/��
��))��+&1

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/��
�&//,/���))��+&1

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/��
��))��+&1

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/��
�&//,/���))��+&1

ǖǚǕ

ǜǖǛǚǜǗ

ǖǙǕ

ǜǖǛ ǜǖǛǜǗǙ

ǖǙǕ

ǚǜǗ

ǖǙǕ

ǚǜǗ

ǖǗǚǝ

ǜǖǛ

ǗǝǛ

ǖǙǕǖǙǕ

ǗǝǛ

ǜǖǛǚǜǗ

ǛǕǕ**��
Ǘ��,,/��
��0"��+&1

ǜǗǙ

ǖǙǕ

ǜǖǛ

ǗǕǕ**�
�)&*��
��))��+&1

ǚǕǕ**��
�)&*�Ǘ��,,/��
��))��+&1

ǚǕǕ**��
�)&*�Ǘ��,,/��
�&//,/���))��+&1

ǘǕǕ**�
�)&*��
��))��+&1 ǗǕǕ**�

�)&*�
Base�
�+&1

ǘǕǕ**�
�)&*���0"�
�+&1

ǚǕǕ**��+!�ǛǕǕ**��
�)&*�Ǘ��,,/���
��+&16��+&1

ǚǕǕ**��+!�
ǛǕǕ**��)&*����
�+&1

ǚǕǕ**��
�)&*�Ǘ��,,/��
��0"��+&1

ǜǖǛ ǜǖǛ ǚǜǗ ǜǗǙ ǜǖǛ

ǖǚǕ

ǖǙǕǖǙǕ

Fresco fitted furniture
unit configuration

FULL DEPTH UNITS WALL UNITS
�))�ǗǕǕ**�!""-Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

BASE UNITS
�))�ǘǕǕ**�!""-Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

SLIM DEPTH SPACE SAVING WALL UNITS
�))�ǖǚǕ**�!""-Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

SLIM DEPTH SPACE SAVING BASE UNITS
�))�ǗǕǕ**�!""-Ǿ�"5 )2!"0�!,,/Ǿ��!!�+,*&+�)�ǖǝ**

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love
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�+1"$/�1"!�2+!"/� ��&+"1�)&$%1&+$�#,/�ǛǕǕ**� ��&+"1���������������������� ʐǛǕǽǕǕ

�+1"$/�1"!�2+!"/� ��&+"1�)&$%1&+$�#,/�ǞǕǕ**� ��&+"1���������������������� ʐǝǕǽǕǕ

�-1&,+�)�0"+0,/�04&1 % ʐǗǚǽǕǕ

Perla

Serena

Carino

Volta

Furniture

DESCRIPTION MATT WHITE MATT GREY HAVANA OAK PRICE 

ǘǕǕ**�ǖ��,,/���))��,2+1"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǖǗǕǙ ��	�ǖǗǖǛ ��	�ǖǗǗǝ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1�ǔ��,- ��	��ǖǙǝǝ ��	��ǖǙǞǛ ��	��ǖǚǕǙ ʐǘǜǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǙǝǛ ��	��ǖǙǞǙ ��	��ǖǚǕǗ ʐǚǙǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1�ǔ��,- ��	��ǖǙǞǗ ��	��ǖǚǕǕ ��	��ǖǚǕǝ ʐǙǛǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǙǞǕ ��	��ǖǙǞǝ ��	��ǖǚǕǛ ʐǛǝǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	�ǖǗǕǝ ��	�ǖǗǗǕ ��	�ǖǗǘǗ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��/�4"/��  "00,/6��� (����������������������������������������������������������������������	�ǕǕǚǝ ʐǚǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**��/�4"/��  "00,/6��� (����������������������������������������������������������������������	�ǕǕǛǕ ʐǛǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION WHITE GLOSS CASHMERE GLOSS GREY DRIFT PRICE 

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǖǖǞǙ ��	�ǖǖǜǙ ��	�ǖǖǝǙ ʐǗǛǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǙǝǕ ��	��ǖǙǛǝ ��	��ǖǙǜǙ ʐǗǜǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǙǝǗ ��	��ǖǙǜǕ ��	��ǖǙǜǛ ʐǙǚǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǙǝǙ ��	��ǖǙǜǗ ��	��ǖǙǜǝ ʐǚǜǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	�ǖǗǕǕ ��	�ǖǖǝǕ ��	�ǖǖǞǕ ʐǖǜǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION WHITE GLOSS CASHMERE GLOSS GREY DRIFT PRICE 

ǛǕǕ**�ǖ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!��+&1�ǔ���0&+ ��	��ǖǗǘǕ ��	��ǖǗǘǝ ��	��ǖǗǘǙ ʐǘǛǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�ǖ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!��+&1�ǔ��,- ��	��ǖǗǖǝ ��	��ǖǗǗǛ ��	��ǖǗǗǗ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�ǖ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!��+&1�ǔ���0&+ ��	��ǖǗǘǗ ��	��ǖǗǙǕ ��	��ǖǗǘǛ ʐǙǝǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�ǖ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!��+&1�ǔ��,- ��	��ǖǗǗǕ ��	��ǖǗǗǝ ��	��ǖǗǗǙ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǙǜǗ ��	�ǕǙǚǛ ��	�ǕǙǙǕ ʐǗǜǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1�ǔ��,- ��		�ǕǕǛǗ ��		�ǕǕǛǛ ��		�ǕǕǛǙ ʐǘǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��		�ǕǕǛǝ ��		�ǕǕǛǕ ��		�ǕǕǜǕ ʐǙǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��,2+1"!���+&16��%")# ��	�ǕǙǛǝ ��	�ǕǙǚǗ ��	�ǕǙǘǛ ʐǖǙǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǚ**��2)1&��2/-,0"���+")ȡ��+&16��,- ��	�ǕǙǛǙ ��	�ǕǙǙǝ ��	�ǕǙǘǗ ʐǙǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**���))��,2+1"!���+&16��%")# ��	�ǕǙǜǕ ��	�ǕǙǚǙ ��	�ǕǙǘǝ ʐǖǝǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǚ**��2)1&��2/-,0"���+")ȡ��+&16��,- ��	�ǕǙǛǛ ��	�ǕǙǚǕ ��	�ǕǙǘǙ ʐǛǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��,2+1"!��-"+��+&1 ��	�ǕǙǛǕ ��	�ǕǙǙǙ ��	�ǕǙǗǝ ʐǖǗǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**���))��,2+1"!��-"+��+&1 ��	�ǕǙǛǗ ��	�ǕǙǙǛ ��	�ǕǙǘǕ ʐǖǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	�ǕǙǚǝ ��	�ǕǙǙǗ ��	�ǕǙǗǛ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ5ǞǕǕ**��&//,/�ț+,� ,),2/Ȝ ����ǛǕǘǕ ʐǖǗǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION WHITE GLOSS GREY GLOSS NATURAL OAK PRICE 

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���))��+&1 ��	�ǖǖǚǗ ��	�ǖǖǛǗ ��	�ǖǖǜǗ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǙǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǚǖǕ ��	��ǖǚǗǕ ��	��ǖǚǘǕ ʐǗǘǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǚǖǗ ��	��ǖǚǗǗ ��	��ǖǚǘǗ ʐǗǞǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǚǖǙ ��	��ǖǚǗǙ ��	��ǖǚǘǙ ʐǘǘǕǽǕǕ

ǖǖǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16Ǿ���0&+�ǔ������ (�Ȓ��� ��	��ǖǚǖǛ ��	��ǖǚǗǛ ��	��ǖǚǘǛ ʐǚǗǚǽǕǕ

ǖǖǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16Ǿ���0&+�ǔ������ (�Ȓ��� ��	��ǖǚǖǝ ��	��ǖǚǗǝ ��	��ǖǚǘǝ ʐǚǗǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	�ǖǖǚǕ ��	�ǖǖǛǕ ��	�ǖǖǜǕ ʐǖǜǕǽǕǕ
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Bello - White Gloss

Bello - Lava Grey Gloss

Bello - Cashmere Grey Gloss

Bello - Universal Mirrored Units

Bello - Accessories

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

DESCRIPTION WHITE/STONE CAB WHITE/WHITE CAB PRICE 

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǚǙǛ ��	��ǖǚǙǙ ʐǗǞǞǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǗǝ ��	��ǕǖǖǗ ʐǘǛǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǗǛ ��	��ǕǕǝǛ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǘǝ ��	��ǕǖǞǙ ʐǙǗǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��5 ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǘǛ ��	��ǕǖǛǞ ʐǗǜǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǘǙ ��	��ǕǖǛǝ ʐǙǜǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǙǙ ��	��ǕǗǜǗ ʐǚǗǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��5 ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǙǗ ��	��ǕǗǛǚ ʐǘǜǚǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǖǙǕ ��	��ǕǗǛǙ ʐǚǞǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	��ǖǚǚǝ ��	��ǖǚǚǛ ʐǗǗǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION CASHMERE/STONE CAB CASHMERE/WHITE CAB PRICE 

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǚǚǕ ��	��ǖǚǙǝ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǘǗ ��	��ǕǘǖǛ ʐǘǞǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǘǕ ��	��ǕǘǖǙ ʐǘǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǙǗ ��	��ǕǘǗǛ ʐǙǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��5 ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǙǕ ��	��ǕǘǗǙ ʐǘǕǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǘǝ ��	��ǕǘǗǗ ʐǚǕǚǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǙǝ ��	��Ǖǘǘǝ ʐǚǚǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��5 ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǙǛ ��	��ǕǘǘǛ ʐǙǖǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǙǙ ��	��ǕǘǘǗ ʐǛǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	��ǖǚǛǗ ��	��ǖǚǛǕ ʐǗǜǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION LAVA/STONE CAB LAVA/WHITE CAB PRICE 

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǚǚǙ ��	��ǖǚǚǗ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǛǙ ��	��ǕǘǙǝ ʐǘǞǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��,2+1"!��),�(/,,*���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǛǗ ��	��ǕǘǙǛ ʐǘǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǜǙ ��	��Ǖǘǚǝ ʐǙǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��5 ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǜǗ ��	��ǕǘǚǛ ʐǘǕǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǜǕ ��	��ǕǘǚǙ ʐǚǕǚǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/�	),,/��1�+!&+$���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǝǕ ��	��ǕǘǛǝ ʐǚǚǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��5 ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǜǝ ��	��ǕǘǛǛ ʐǙǖǕǽǕǕ

ǞǕǕ**�Ǘ��/�4"/���))��,2+1"!���+&16��+&1��+ ǽ���0&+ ��	��ǖǕǜǛ ��	��ǕǘǛǙ ʐǛǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�	),,/��1�+!&+$�����+&1 ��	��ǖǚǛǛ ��	��ǖǚǛǙ ʐǗǜǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION STONE CABINET WHITE CABINET PRICE 

ǚǕǕ**��)&*��&//,/"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǗǜǙ ��	�ǕǕǘǛ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��&//,/"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǗǜǛ ��	�ǕǕǘǙ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��&//,/"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǗǜǝ ��	�ǕǕǙǛ ʐǗǚǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE 

�,*����/�)"�ǖǗǕǕ5ǙǛǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǞǛ ʐǞǞǽǕǕ

�252/6��)� (�ǖǗǕǕ5ǙǛǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǕǙ ʐǞǞǽǕǕ

�1,+"�ǖǗǕǕ5ǙǛǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǜǝ ʐǞǞǽǕǕ

�%&1"�
),00�ǖǗǕǕ5ǙǛǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǕǛ ʐǞǞǽǕǕ
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Fresco - Contemporary (Integrated Handle)
DESCRIPTION WHITE GLOSS /OAK CAB WHITE GLOSS /WHITE CAB PRICE 

ǗǕǕ**�	2))��"&$%1��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǝǕ ��	��ǕǛǝǛ ʐǖǜǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��-"+��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǝǗ ��	��ǕǕǗǗ ʐǖǜǘǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǝǙ ��	��ǕǕǙǙ ʐǖǗǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǝǝ ��	��ǕǕǝǝ ʐǖǗǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǝǛ ��	��ǕǕǛǛ ʐǖǕǝǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǕǕ ��	��ǕǗǗǕ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�ǘ��/�4"/��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǞǗ ��	��ǕǖǗǕ ʐǘǝǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǞǕ ��	��ǕǖǖǕ ʐǖǛǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǞǙ ��	��ǕǖǚǙ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǞǝ ��	��ǕǖǞǝ ʐǖǚǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǞǛ ��	��ǕǖǜǛ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǕǝ ��	��ǕǗǞǙ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǖǙ ��	��ǕǘǜǗ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǕǛ ��	��ǕǗǜǗ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǕǙ ��	��ǕǗǚǕ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǖǛ ��	��ǕǘǞǙ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǖǝ ��	��ǕǙǖǛ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǖǙǖǕ ��	��ǕǘǗǕ ʐǗǕǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǖǙǖǗ ��	��ǕǘǙǝ ʐǖǞǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǗǗ ��	��ǕǙǛǕ ʐǗǘǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǗǕ ��	��ǕǙǘǝ ʐǗǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǗǝ ��	��Ǖǜǚǝ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǙǗǛ ��	��ǕǚǖǕ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǖǙǗǙ ��	��ǕǙǝǛ ʐǗǖǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǖǙǘǕ ��	��ǕǜǘǗ ʐǖǞǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION CASHMERE  GLOSS/WHITE CAB IVORY GLOSS /OAK CAB LAVA GLOSS /WHITE CAB PRICE 

ǗǕǕ**�	2))��"&$%1��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǜǕǗ ��	��ǖǖǜǛ ��	��ǕǜǕǙ ʐǖǝǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��-"+��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǝǗ ��	��ǖǖǜǝ ��	��ǕǛǗǝ ʐǖǝǘǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǝǙ ��	��ǖǖǝǕ ��	��ǕǛǘǕ ʐǖǚǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��Ǖǚǝǝ ��	��ǖǖǝǙ ��	��ǕǛǘǙ ʐǖǚǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǝǛ ��	��ǖǖǝǗ ��	��ǕǛǘǗ ʐǖǘǝǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǕǕ ��	��ǖǖǞǛ ��	��ǕǛǙǛ ʐǘǚǚǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�ǘ��/�4"/��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǞǗ ��	��ǖǖǝǝ ��	��ǕǛǘǝ ʐǙǖǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��2/3"!���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǕǗ ��	��ǖǖǞǝ ��	��ǕǛǙǝ ʐǙǗǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǞǕ ��	��ǖǖǝǛ ��	��ǕǛǘǛ ʐǖǞǚǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǞǙ ��	��ǖǖǞǕ ��	��ǕǛǙǕ ʐǖǛǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǞǝ ��	��ǖǖǞǙ ��	��ǕǛǙǙ ʐǖǝǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǚǞǛ ��	��ǖǖǞǗ ��	��ǕǛǙǗ ʐǖǛǘǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǕǝ ��	��ǖǗǕǙ ��	��ǕǛǚǙ ʐǗǚǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǖǙ ��	��ǖǗǖǕ ��	��ǕǛǛǕ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǕǛ ��	��ǖǗǕǗ ��	��ǕǛǚǗ ʐǗǛǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǕǙ ��	��ǖǗǕǕ ��	��ǕǛǚǕ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǖǛ ��	��ǖǗǖǗ ��	��ǕǛǛǗ ʐǗǜǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǖǝ ��	��ǖǗǖǙ ��	��ǕǛǛǙ ʐǗǚǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǛǖǕ ��	��ǖǗǕǛ ��	��ǕǛǚǛ ʐǗǗǚǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǖǚǛǝ ��	��ǖǗǕǝ ��	��ǖǚǜǕ ʐǗǗǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǗǗ ��	��ǖǗǖǝ ��	��ǕǛǛǝ ʐǗǜǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǗǕ ��	��ǖǗǖǛ ��	��ǕǛǛǛ ʐǗǝǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǜǛǕ ��	��ǖǗǗǙ ��	��ǕǜǛǗ ʐǗǛǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǗǛ ��	��ǖǗǗǗ ��	��ǕǛǜǗ ʐǗǝǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǛǗǙ ��	��ǖǗǗǕ ��	��ǕǛǜǕ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǜǗǗ ��	��ǖǗǗǛ ��	��ǕǜǗǙ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ
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Fresco - Modern

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

DESCRIPTION WHITE GLOSS SLAB/
OAK CAB

WHITE GLOSS SLAB/
WHITE CAB

BLACK/OAK CAB BLACK/WHITE CAB PRICE 

ǗǕǕ**�	2))��"&$%1��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǗǝ ��	��ǕǛǜǝ ��	��ǖǗǜǝ ��	��ǕǛǝǝ ʐǖǜǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��-"+��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǘǕ ��	��ǕǕǗǕ ��	��ǖǗǝǕ ��	��ǕǕǖǙ ʐǖǜǘǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǘǗ ��	��ǕǕǙǗ ��	��ǖǗǝǗ ��	��ǕǕǘǛ ʐǖǗǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǘǛ ��	��ǕǕǝǛ ��	��ǖǗǝǛ ��	��ǕǕǝǕ ʐǖǗǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǘǙ ��	��ǕǕǛǙ ��	��ǖǗǝǙ ��	��ǕǕǚǝ ʐǖǕǝǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǙǝ ��	��ǕǗǖǝ ��	��ǖǗǞǝ ��	��ǕǗǖǗ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�ǘ��/�4"/��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǙǕ ��	��Ǖǖǖǝ ��	��ǖǗǞǕ ��	��ǕǖǖǗ ʐǘǝǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��2/3"!���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǚǕ ��	��ǕǗǗǛ Ȓ Ȓ ʐǙǖǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǘǝ ��	��ǕǖǕǝ ��	��ǖǗǝǝ ��	��ǕǖǕǗ ʐǖǛǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǙǗ ��	��ǕǖǚǗ ��	��ǖǗǞǗ ��	��ǕǖǙǛ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǙǛ ��	��ǕǖǞǛ ��	��ǖǗǞǛ ��	��ǕǖǞǕ ʐǖǚǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǙǙ ��	��ǕǖǜǙ ��	��ǖǗǞǙ ��	��ǕǖǛǝ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǚǛ ��	��ǕǗǞǗ ��	��ǖǘǕǙ ��	��ǕǗǝǛ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǛǗ ��	��ǕǘǜǕ ��	��ǖǘǖǕ ��	��ǕǘǛǙ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǚǙ ��	��ǕǗǜǕ ��	��ǖǘǕǗ ��	��ǕǗǛǙ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǚǗ ��	��ǕǗǙǝ ��	��ǖǘǕǕ ��	��ǕǗǙǗ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǛǙ ��	��ǕǘǞǗ ��	��ǖǘǖǗ ��	��ǕǘǝǛ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǛǛ ��	��ǕǙǖǙ ��	��ǖǘǖǙ ��	��ǕǙǕǝ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǖǘǚǝ ��	��Ǖǘǖǝ ��	��ǖǘǕǛ ��	��ǕǘǖǙ ʐǗǕǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǖǘǛǕ ��	��ǕǘǙǛ ��	��ǖǘǕǝ ��	��ǕǘǙǗ ʐǖǞǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǜǕ ��	��ǕǙǚǝ ��	��ǖǘǖǝ ��	��ǕǙǚǗ ʐǗǘǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǛǝ ��	��ǕǙǘǛ ��	��ǖǘǖǛ ��	��ǕǙǘǕ ʐǗǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǜǛ ��	��ǕǜǚǛ ��	��ǖǘǗǙ ��	��ǕǜǚǕ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǖǘǜǙ ��	��ǕǚǕǝ ��	��ǖǘǗǗ ��	��ǕǚǕǗ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǖǘǜǗ ��	��ǕǙǝǙ ��	��ǖǘǗǕ ��	��ǕǙǝǕ ʐǗǖǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǖǘǜǝ ��	��ǕǜǘǕ ��	��ǖǘǗǛ ��	��ǕǜǗǛ ʐǖǞǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION DARK STONE/
WHITE CAB

LIGHT STONE GLOSS/
WHITE CAB

IVORY GLOSS SLAB/
OAK CAB

STONE ASH/
WHITE CAB

PRICE 

ǗǕǕ**�	2))��"&$%1��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǛǝ ��	��ǕǝǖǛ ��	��ǖǖǗǙ ��	��ǕǜǛǛ ʐǖǜǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��-"+��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǜǕ ��	��Ǖǝǖǝ ��	��ǖǖǗǛ ��	��ǕǜǛǝ ʐǖǜǘǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǜǗ ��	��ǕǝǗǕ ��	��ǖǖǗǝ ��	��ǕǜǜǕ ʐǖǗǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǜǛ ��	��ǕǝǗǙ ��	��ǖǖǘǗ ��	��ǕǜǜǙ ʐǖǗǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǜǙ ��	��ǕǝǗǗ ��	��ǖǖǘǕ ��	��ǕǜǜǗ ʐǖǕǝǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��+&1 ��	��Ǖǝǝǝ ��	��ǕǝǘǛ ��	��ǖǖǙǙ ��	��ǕǜǝǛ ʐǘǗǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�ǘ��/�4"/��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǝǕ ��	��ǕǝǗǝ ��	��ǖǖǘǛ ��	��Ǖǜǜǝ ʐǘǝǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��2/3"!���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǞǕ ��	��Ǖǝǘǝ ��	��ǖǖǙǛ Ȓ ʐǙǖǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��Ǖǝǜǝ ��	��ǕǝǗǛ ��	��ǖǖǘǙ ��	��ǕǜǜǛ ʐǖǛǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǝǗ ��	��ǕǝǘǕ ��	��ǖǖǘǝ ��	��ǕǜǝǕ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǝǛ ��	��ǕǝǘǙ ��	��ǖǖǙǗ ��	��ǕǜǝǙ ʐǖǚǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǝǙ ��	��ǕǝǘǗ ��	��ǖǖǙǕ ��	��ǕǜǝǗ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǞǛ ��	��ǕǝǙǙ ��	��ǖǖǚǗ ��	��ǕǜǞǗ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǕǗ ��	��ǕǝǚǕ ��	��ǖǖǚǝ ��	��ǕǜǞǝ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǞǙ ��	��ǕǝǙǗ ��	��ǖǖǚǕ ��	��ǕǜǞǕ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǝǞǗ ��	��ǕǝǙǕ ��	��ǖǖǙǝ ��	��Ǖǜǝǝ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǕǙ ��	��ǕǝǚǗ ��	��ǖǖǛǕ ��	��ǕǝǕǕ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǕǛ ��	��ǕǝǚǙ ��	��ǖǖǛǗ ��	��ǕǝǕǗ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǝǞǝ ��	��ǕǝǙǛ ��	��ǖǖǚǙ ��	��ǕǜǞǙ ʐǗǕǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǞǕǕ ��	��ǕǝǙǝ ��	��ǖǖǚǛ ��	��ǕǜǞǛ ʐǖǞǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǖǕ ��	��Ǖǝǚǝ ��	��ǖǖǛǛ ��	��ǕǝǕǛ ʐǗǘǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǕǝ ��	��ǕǝǚǛ ��	��ǖǖǛǙ ��	��ǕǝǕǙ ʐǗǚǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǖǛ ��	��ǕǝǛǙ ��	��ǖǖǜǗ ��	��ǕǝǖǗ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǞǖǙ ��	��ǕǝǛǗ ��	��ǖǖǜǕ ��	��ǕǝǖǕ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǞǖǗ ��	��ǕǝǛǕ ��	��ǖǖǛǝ ��	��ǕǝǕǝ ʐǗǖǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǞǖǝ ��	��ǕǝǛǛ ��	��ǖǖǜǙ ��	��ǕǝǖǙ ʐǖǞǚǽǕǕ
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Fresco - Classic

Fresco - Modern (cont...)
DESCRIPTION OAK SLAB/OAK PRICE 

ǗǕǕ**�	2))��"&$%1��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǜǛ ʐǖǛǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��-"+��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǕǛ ʐǖǛǘǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǗǝ ʐǖǖǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǜǗ ʐǖǖǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǚǕ ʐǞǝǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǕǙ ʐǘǖǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�ǘ��/�4"/��+&1 ��	��ǕǖǗǛ ʐǘǜǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǞǙ ʐǖǚǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��Ǖǖǘǝ ʐǖǗǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǖǝǗ ʐǖǙǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǖǛǕ ʐǖǗǘǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǜǝ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǘǚǛ ʐǗǕǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǚǛ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǘǙ ʐǗǕǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��Ǖǘǜǝ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǕǕ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǘǕǕ ʐǖǞǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǘǗǛ ʐǖǝǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǙǙ ʐǗǗǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǗǗ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǜǙǕ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǞǙ ʐǗǘǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǙǛǛ ʐǗǕǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǜǖǕ ʐǖǝǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION OAK CLASSIC/OAK WHITE CLASSIC/OAK WHITE CLASSIC/WHITE PRICE 

ǗǕǕ**�	2))��"&$%1��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǛǞǙ ��	��ǖǗǗǝ ��	��ǕǞǗǕ ʐǖǜǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��-"+��,&)"1��,))��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǕǙ ��	��ǖǗǘǕ ��	��ǕǞǗǗ ʐǖǜǘǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǗǛ ��	��ǖǗǘǗ ��	��ǕǞǗǙ ʐǖǘǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǜǕ ��	��ǖǗǘǛ ��	��ǕǞǗǝ ʐǖǘǝǽǕǕ

ǗǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǙǝ ��	��ǖǗǘǙ ��	��ǕǞǗǛ ʐǖǖǝǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�Ǘ��,,/���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǕǗ ��	��ǖǗǙǝ ��	��ǕǞǙǕ ʐǘǘǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**�ǘ��/�4"/��+&1 ��	��ǕǖǗǙ ��	��ǖǗǙǕ ��	��ǕǞǘǗ ʐǘǞǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǕǞǗ ��	��ǖǗǘǝ ��	��ǕǞǘǕ ʐǖǜǕǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǖǘǛ ��	��ǖǗǙǗ ��	��ǕǞǘǙ ʐǖǙǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǖǝǕ ��	��ǖǗǙǛ ��	��ǕǞǘǝ ʐǖǛǘǽǕǕ

ǘǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��Ǖǖǚǝ ��	��ǖǗǙǙ ��	��ǕǞǘǛ ʐǖǙǘǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǜǛ ��	��ǖǗǚǙ ��	��ǕǞǙǛ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǘǚǙ ��	��ǖǗǛǕ ��	��ǕǞǚǗ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǚǙ ��	��ǖǗǚǗ ��	��ǕǞǙǙ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǗǘǗ ��	��ǖǗǚǕ ��	��ǕǞǙǗ ʐǗǗǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǘǜǛ ��	��ǖǗǛǗ ��	��ǕǞǚǙ ʐǗǚǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǘǞǝ ��	��ǖǗǛǙ ��	��ǕǞǚǛ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǗǞǝ ��	��ǖǗǚǛ ��	��ǕǞǙǝ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǘǗǙ ��	��ǖǗǚǝ ��	��ǕǞǚǕ ʐǗǕǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���0"��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǙǗ ��	��ǖǗǛǝ ��	��ǕǞǛǕ ʐǗǙǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���+&16��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǗǕ ��	��ǖǗǛǛ ��	��ǕǞǚǝ ʐǗǛǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*���+&16��+&1 ��	��Ǖǜǘǝ ��	��ǖǗǜǙ ��	��ǕǞǛǛ ʐǗǙǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**���))��+&1 ��	��ǕǙǞǗ ��	��ǖǗǜǗ ��	��ǕǞǛǙ ʐǗǚǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**�����+&1 ��	��ǕǙǛǙ ��	��ǖǗǜǕ ��	��ǕǞǛǗ ʐǗǗǚǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��)&*�����+&1 ��	��ǕǜǕǝ ��	��ǖǗǜǛ ��	��ǕǞǛǝ ʐǗǕǚǽǕǕ
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Fresco - Universal Mirrored Units

Fresco - Accessories

Fresco - Laminate Worktops

Fresco - Sparkling Laminate Worktops

Fresco - Slim Solid Surface Worktops

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love

DESCRIPTION OAK CABINET STONE CABINET WHITE CABINET PRICE 

ǚǕǕ**��)&*��&//,/"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǕǝǗ ��	�ǕǗǜǙ ��	�ǕǕǘǛ ʐǗǖǕǽǕǕ

ǚǕǕ**��&//,/"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǕǝǕ ��	�ǕǗǜǛ ��	�ǕǕǘǙ ʐǗǘǕǽǕǕ

ǛǕǕ**��&//,/"!���))��+&1 ��	�ǕǕǞǗ ��	�ǕǗǜǝ ��	�ǕǕǙǛ ʐǗǚǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE 

�))2/"��%/,*"��2))���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǗǗ ʐǛǽǕǕ

�)-&+����/$"��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǕǝ ʐǖǕǽǕǕ

�)-&+���*�))��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǖǙ ʐǛǽǕǕ

���/&,��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǕǙ ʐǛǽǕǕ

�)&,��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǗǙ ʐǛǽǕǕ


)�*,2/��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǕǛ ʐǖǕǽǕǕ

�,((���%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǖǗ ʐǖǕǽǕǕ

�,),��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǖǝ ʐǛǽǕǕ

�%,*�&���/$"��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǖǕ ʐǖǕǽǕǕ

�%,*�&��*�))��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǕǗ ʐǛǽǕǕ

�4&ƞ��2))��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǗǕ ʐǛǽǕǕ

�"/0,��%/,*"���+!)" ��	�ǕǕǖǛ ʐǛǽǕǕ

�,2+!��" ,/�1&3"��"$0 ��	�ǕǕǖǝ ʐǗǘǽǕǕ

�.2�/"��" ,/�1&3"��"$0 ��	�ǕǕǗǕ ʐǗǘǽǕǕ

��01"��&+ ��	�ǕǕǖǗ ʐǚǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION ALHAMBRA GLOSS NATURAL WALNUT ROMA MARBLE WHITE GLOSS PRICE 

ǖǚǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5Ǘǝ**��.2�/"��!$"���*&+�1"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǝǕ ��	�ǕǕǕǝ ��	�ǕǕǝǙ ��	�ǕǕǖǗ ʐǞǗǽǕǕ

ǗǚǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5Ǘǝ**��.2�/"��!$"���*&+�1"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǝǗ ��	�ǕǕǖǕ ��	�ǕǕǝǛ ��	�ǕǕǖǙ ʐǖǘǘǽǕǕ

ǖǚǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"���*&+�1"��,/(1,- Ȓ ��	�ǕǕǗǝ ��	�ǕǕǝǝ ��	�ǕǕǘǗ ʐǜǝǽǕǕ

ǗǚǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"���*&+�1"��,/(1,- Ȓ ��	�ǕǕǘǕ ��	�ǕǕǞǕ ��	�ǕǕǘǙ ʐǖǗǕǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION LUXURY BLACK WHITE GALAXY WHITE SPARKLE PRICE 

ǖǚǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"���*&+�1"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǗǕ ��	�ǕǕǖǛ ��	�ǕǕǗǙ ʐǖǕǞǽǕǕ

ǗǚǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5Ǘǝ**��2))��,0"���*&+�1"��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǗǗ ��	�ǕǕǖǝ ��	�ǕǕǗǛ ʐǖǚǚǽǕǕ

DESCRIPTION COFFEE COPPER CRYSTAL GALAXY ICE PRICE 

ǛǕǚ5ǘǘǕ5ǖǗ**��"+ &)��,2+!��!$"��,)&!��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǜǗ ��	�ǕǕǚǙ ��	�ǕǕǛǛ ��	�ǕǕǙǝ ��	�ǕǕǛǕ ʐǖǜǚǽǕǕ

ǖǗǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5ǖǗ**��"+ &)��,2+!��!$"��,)&!��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǜǙ ��	�ǕǕǚǛ ��	�ǕǕǛǝ ��	�ǕǕǚǕ ��	�ǕǕǛǗ ʐǗǞǞǽǕǕ

ǗǙǕǕ5ǘǘǕ5ǖǗ**��"+ &)��,2+!��!$"��,)&!��,/(1,- ��	�ǕǕǜǛ ��	�ǕǕǚǝ ��	�ǕǕǜǕ ��	�ǕǕǚǗ ��	�ǕǕǛǙ ʐǙǞǚǽǕǕ
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Fresco - Colour Co-ordinating Accessories

�1,+"��0%

��(

�%&1"�
),00

�3,/6�
),00

�3,/6�
),00�
4&1%��+1"$/�1"!���+!)"

�%&1"�
),00�
4&1%��+1"$/�1"!���+!)"

�)� (�
),00

�%&1"�
),00��)�00& 

��(��)�00& 

��3��
/"6�
),00
4&1%��+1"$/�1"!���+!)"

��0%*"/"�
/"6�
),00
4&1%��+1"$/�1"!���+!)"

�&$%1��1,+"

��/(��1,+"

2440MM 
CONTINUOUS 

PLINTH

��	�ǕǝǛǕ
ʐǚǛ

��	�ǕǞǖǕ
ʐǚǛ

��	�ǕǜǜǛ
ʐǚǝ

��	�ǕǛǙǝ
ʐǞǕ

��	�ǕǞǖǕ
ʐǚǛ

��	�ǖǕǝǗ
ʐǞǕ

��	�ǕǞǙǕ
ʐǞǕ

��	�ǕǜǘǗ
ʐǚǝ

��	�ǕǝǗǕ
ʐǚǝ

��	�ǖǕǗǗ
ʐǚǝ

��	�ǕǛǝǗ
ʐǚǝ

��	�ǕǘǛǛ
ʐǘǛ

��	�ǕǘǛǛ
ʐǘǛ

3M BULLNOSE 
CORNICE/ 
PELMET

��	�Ǖǝǚǝ
ʐǛǗ

��	�ǕǗǙǝ
ʐǛǚ

��	�ǕǜǛǛ
ʐǛǚ

��	�ǕǛǙǕ
ʐǝǜ

��	�ǕǗǙǝ
ʐǛǚ

��	�ǕǚǜǛ
ʐǝǜ

��	�Ǖǚǜǝ
ʐǝǜ

��	�ǕǜǗǗ
ʐǛǙ

��	�ǕǝǖǕ
ʐǛǙ

��	�ǕǘǗǙ
ʐǚǞ

��	�ǕǛǝǙ
ʐǛǚ

��	�ǕǘǛǕ
£38

��	�ǕǙǜǝ
ʐǘǛ

CURVED PLINTH
	,/�20"�4&1%��

 2/3"!���0"�2+&10

��	�ǖǕǛǛ
ʐǖǗǚ

��	�ǕǜǜǗ
ʐǖǗǚ

��	�ǕǛǙǙ
ʐǖǗǛ

��	�ǖǖǖǝ
ʐǖǗǚ

��	�ǖǕǚǗ
ʐǖǗǚ

��	�ǕǝǖǛ
ʐǖǗǚ

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

��	�ǕǜǗǝ
ʐǖǗǚ

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

EDGING
TAPE
ǖǕ*�/,))

��	�ǕǕǗǛ
ʐǗǚ

��	�ǕǕǕǛ
ʐǗǚ

��	�ǕǕǗǙ
ʐǗǚ

��	�ǕǕǕǝ
ʐǗǚ

��	�ǕǕǕǝ
ʐǗǚ

��	�ǕǕǕǛ
ʐǗǚ

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

BASE END 
PANEL

W600 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǝǚǙ
ʐǙǞ

W670 x H920mm 
��	�ǖǖǙǗ
ʐǙǞ

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǕǞǖǗ
ʐǙǞ

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǕǞǖǗ
ʐǙǞ

W600 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǜǛǝ
ʐǚǗ

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǕǛǘǝ
ʐǖǖǛ

W600 x H900mm 
��	�ǖǕǘǕ
ʐǛǙ

W600 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǛǝǛ
ʐǚǗ

W670 x H920mm 
��	�ǖǖǙǗ
ʐǙǞ

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǖǕǚǝ
£113

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǖǕǖǛ
£113

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǕǜǗǙ
ʐǚǗ

W600 x H900mm�
��	�ǕǝǖǗ
ʐǚǗ

WALL END 
PANEL

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǞǜǕ
ʐǘǗ

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǞǜǕ
ʐǘǗ

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǝǕǝ
£33

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǛǝǕ
ʐǜǛ

W350 x H900mm 
��	�ǖǕǖǙ
ʐǙǕ

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǜǗǕ
ʐǘǚ

W360 x H900mm 
��	�Ǖǚǝǝ
ʐǜǞ

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǚǞǕ
ʐǜǞ

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǜǛǙ
£33

W360 x H900mm 
��	�ǕǝǚǗ
ʐǘǚ

W360 x H900mm
��	�ǕǝǞǗ
ʐǘǗ

TALL END 
PANEL

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǕǝǕǛ
ʐǖǗǚ

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǖǕǕǗ
ʐǖǖǗ

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǖǕǕǗ
ʐǖǖǗ

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǕǛǜǝ
ʐǗǚǜ

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǕǘǗǛ
ʐǖǜǗ

W600 x H2200mm�
��	�Ǖǜǖǝ
ʐǖǖǛ

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǖǖǘǕ
ʐǗǚǜ

W600 x H2200mm�
��	�ǕǞǛǙ
ʐǗǚǜ

W600 x H2200mm 
��	�ǕǜǛǗ
ʐǖǗǚ

W600 x H2200mm�
��	�ǕǝǚǕ
ʐǖǗǚ

W600 x H2200mm
��	�ǕǝǞǕ
ʐǖǖǗ

MULTI  
PURPOSE 

FITTERS PANEL

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

�ȡ�

W920 x H2400mm�
��	�ǕǞǚǕ
ʐǖǖǗ

W920 x H2400mm 
��	�ǕǞǚǕ
ʐǖǖǗ
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ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǛǚ
ǚǝǕ

ǖǙǞǕȡǖǛǞǕ

ǜǘǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǜǗǕ ǜǖǕ

ǛǝǕ

ǖǚǞǕ

ǝǕǕ
ǛǕǕ

ǖǙǞǕ�ȡ�ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǝǕ�
ǝǕǕ

ǖǚǚǕ�ȡ�ǖǜǕǕ

ǖǛǝǕ

ǜǘǕ ǜǜǕ

ǜǙǕ
ǛǕǕ

ǚǝǚ
ǜǗǕ

ǖǛǙǚ

ǚǞǕ

ǖǛǞǕ

ǜǙǕ
ǛǗǚ

ǜǗǚ

ǖǛǜǕ

ǛǖǕ

�))���1%�%"&$%10�01�1"!��/"�+,*&+�)ǽ���1%0��/"�02--)&"!�4&1%��!'201��)"�#""1ȡ)"$0ǽ

Freestanding baths

RICHMOND DOUBLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0

VENETIAN FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0

FARRINGDON FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǗǕǕ�)&1/"0

GRACE FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǖǞǕ�)&1/"0

SLOANE FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǖǙǞǚ�5�ǝǕǕ�5�ǛǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0�
��-� &16�ǖǛǜǚ�5�ǜǝǕ�5�ǛǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǞǕ�)&1/"0

BALHAM  FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǜǘǕ�5�ǚǞǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǕ�)&1/"0�
��-� &16�ǖǛǞǕ�5�ǜǘǕ�5�ǚǞǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǙ�)&1/"0

BEXLEY FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǖǜǕ�)&1/"0

HOXTON FLOORSTANDING BATH
��-� &16�ǖǜǚ�)&1/"0

BAYSWATER BATH
��-� &16�ǖǚǚǕ�5�ǜǘǕ�5�ǜǜǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǚǕ�)&1/"0�
��-� &16�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǘǕ�5�ǜǜǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǜǕ�)&1/"0

FINCHLEY BATH
��-� &16�ǖǜǕ�)&1/"0

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love
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ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǚǕ �� ǝǚǕ ǚǖǚ

ǙǕ

ǖǙǞǚ

ǜǕǕ ǝǕǕ��

ǚǖǚ

ǙǕ

ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǕǕ �� ǝǕǕ
ǚǖǚ

ǙǕ

ǙǕ

ǚǖǕȥ

850

1675

700825 LH
510*ǝǚǕ

ǝǙǚ

ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǕǕLH

850

1675

700825 LH
510*

ǙǕ

ǚǖǕ

ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǚǕ �� ǝǚǕ ǚǖǚ

ǙǕ

ǖǛǜǚ

ǜǕǕ �� ǝǕǕ
ǚǖǚ

ǙǕ

�))���1%�%"&$%10�01�1"!��/"�$&3"+��0���$2&!"Ǿ�1%"���1%�0%,2)!��"�0"1��1�1%"�%"&$%1�,#�1%"� %,0"+�-�+")ǽ�

Shower baths

SOLARNA 1700 L SHAPE SHOWER BATH LH AND RH
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǖǞǖǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0�

ȥǚǖǕ**�4&1%�� /6)& �-�+")Ǿ�ǙǝǕ**�4&1%�4,,!�-�+")

1675MM P SHAPE SHOWER BATH LH AND RH
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǗǕǙǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0

1495MM P SHAPE SHOWER BATH LH AND RH
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǗǕǙǕ**ǽ���-� &16�Ǘǖǚ�)&1/"0

L SHAPE SHOWER BATH LH AND RH WITH STORAGE
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǖǞǖǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǖǞǕ�)&1/"0�

ȥǚǖǕ**�4&1%�� /6)& �-�+")Ǿ�ǚǕǕ**�4&1%�4,,!�-�+")

1675MM P SHAPE SHOWER BATH LH AND RH WITH STORAGE
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǗǕǙǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǖǞǚ�)&1/"0

1675MM P SHAPE SLIM FIT SHOWER BATH LH AND RH
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǗǕǙǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǗǗǕ�)&1/"0

1675MM P SHAPE ENCLOSED SHOWER BATH LH AND RH
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǗǕǙǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0

SAVOY SKIRTED BATH
��-� &16�ǖǝǕ�)&1/"0

EDINBURGH SKIRTED DOUBLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0

ǝǚǕ

ǝǚǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǜǕǕLH

SOLARNA 1500 L SHAPE SHOWER BATH LH AND RH
�3"/�))�%"&$%1�&+ )2!&+$�0 /""+�ǗǕǙǕ**ǽ���-� &16�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0

ǙǕ

ǚǖǕȥ
ǝǚǕ

ǝǚǕ

ǖǚǕǕ

ǜǕǕLH

ǜǚǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǚǛǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǜǚǚ
ǚǜǕ
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�))���1%�%"&$%10�01�1"!��/"�+,*&+�)ǽ���1%0��/"�02--)&"!�4&1%��!'201��)"�#""1ȡ)"$0ǽ

ǚǖǕ

ǘǚ
ǜǕǕ

ǖǚǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǛǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǜǕǕ ǖǚǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǛǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǜǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǝǕǕ

ǜǕǕ�
ǜǚǕ�
ǝǕǕ

ǘǚǙǕ

ǚǖǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǜǕǕ
ǚǖǕ

ǙǕ

700 / 750 510

1500 / 1600

ǚǖǕ

ǙǕ

ǜǕǕ

ǖǚǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǛǕǕȡǖǜǕǕ

ǚǖǕ

ǙǕ

ǖǜǕǕȡǖǝǕǕ

ǜǚǕ�
ǝǕǕ

ǖǚǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǛǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǜǕǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǜǕǕ

ǝǕǕ
ǚǖǕ

ǘǚ

ǚǕǕ

ǘǚ

Single End baths

GRANADA II SINGLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǚǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǘǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǛǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǘǚ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǙǕ�)&1/"0

SOLANA SINGLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǗǕǕ�)&1/"0�

��-� &16�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǚǕ**�Ȓ�ǗǗǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǞǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǗǙǕ�)&1/"0

CASCADE SINGLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǛǚ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0

CASCADE SINGLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǚǕ**�ǖǞǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǗǗǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�ǗǙǕ�)&1/"0

OLYMPIA II SINGLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǜǞ�)&1/"0

EUROWA STEEL BATH SINGLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǚǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǘǖ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǛǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǙǗ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ**�Ȓ�ǖǛǗ�)&1/"0

KEYHOLE BATH
��-� &16�ǗǖǕ�)&1/"0

SPACE SAVER SINGLE END BATH LH AND RH
��-� &16�ǖǜǕ�)&1/"0

ǖǛǞǕ

ǛǞǕLH
ǙǞǚ

ǘǚǙǕǚǖǕ

ǙǕ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love
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�))���1%�%"&$%10�01�1"!��/"�$&3"+��0���$2&!"Ǿ�1%"���1%�0%,2)!��"�0"1��1�1%"�%"&$%1�,#�1%"� %,0"+�-�+")ǽ�

Easy Access bath

Double End baths

ǖǛǞǕ

ǛǞǕ

ǘǗǚ ǘǝǕ

ǚǚǕ

ǖǜǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǝǕǕ

ǜǕǕ�
ǜǚǕ�
ǝǕǕ

ǙǕ

ǚǖǕ
ǘǝǚ

ǚǖǕ
ǘǜǕ

ǙǕ
ǜǕǕ�
ǜǚǕ�
ǝǕǕ

ǖǛǕǕȡǖǜǕǕȡǖǝǕǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǜǚǕ�

ǙǕ

ǚǖǕ
ǘǞǕ

ǖǜǕǕ

ǝǕǕ ǚǖǕ

ǙǕ

1690 X 690MM WALK IN EASY ACCESS BATH
��-� &16�ǗǕǕ�)&1/"0

DECADENCE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǗǖǕ�)&1/"0

ALGARVE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0

CASCADE LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǜǚǕ�Ȓ�ǖǝǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ�Ȓ�ǖǞǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ��

ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǚǕ�Ȓ�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ�Ȓ�ǗǘǕ�)&1/"0

SOLARNA LUXURY DOUBLE END BATH
��-� &16�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ�Ȓ�ǖǝǚ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǚǕ�Ȓ�ǖǞǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ��

ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ�Ȓ�ǗǕǕ�)&1/"0Ǿ�ǖǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ�Ȓ�ǗǕǕ�)&1/"0

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǞǙ



ǖǘǚǕ

ǖǘǚǕ

ǚǗǕ

ǙǕ

ǖǙǞǚ

ǖǕǖǕ ��
ǚǗǕ

ǙǕ

ǖǙǞǚ

ǖǕǖǕLH

ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ

ǖǘǚ

ǞǕ ǖǘǚ
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ

ǖǕǕǕȡǖǖǕǕȡǖǗǕǕȡǖǙǕǕȡǖǚǕǕȡǖǛǕǕȡǖǜǕǕ

ǜǛǕ�
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ

ǞǕ

ǖǘǚ

ǖǘǚ

ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ

ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ

ǖǕǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǗǕǕ

ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ

Corner baths

Ultraslim trays 25mm high

ORLANDO CORNER BATH LH AND RH
��-� &16�Ǘǚǚ�)&1/"0

ULTRASLIM SQUARE TRAY

ULTRASLIM QUADRANT TRAY

ULTRASLIM RECTANGULAR TRAYS

ULTRASLIM OFFSET QUADRANT TRAY

ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**�
ǖǖǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**�
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**��
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**�
ǖǙǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǙǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǖǙǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**�
ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**�
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

LAGUNA CORNER BATH
��-� &16�ǗǗǕ�)&1/"0

ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**

ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�

ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**

ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**��

ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**��

ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�

ǞǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�

ǞǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǖǘǚ

ǞǕ ǖǘǚ

ǞǕ

ǖǘǚ

ǖǘǚ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love
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Low Profile trays 40mm high

ǜǛǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**���
ǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**��
ǞǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǖǕǕǕ**

ǜǛǕ�ȡ�ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǕǕǕ

ǜǛǕ�
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ�
ǖǕǕǕ

Ǜǚ

ǖǞǕ ǖǞǕ

ǞǕ�  ǞǕ� 

ǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǞǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǖǕǕǕ**

ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕȡ�ǖǕǕǕ

ǚǚǕ�

Ǜǚ
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ
ǖǕǕǕ�

ǜǕǕ
ǜǛǕ�
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ

ǞǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǕǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǖǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǗǕǕ�ȡ��
ǖǙǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǚǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǛǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǜǕǕ

Ǜǚ

ǞǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**

ǜǛǕ�ȡ�ǝǕǕ ǜǛǕ�ȡ�ǝǕǕ

ǞǕǕ�
ǖǕǕǕ�
ǖǗǕǕ

Ǜǚ Ǜǚ

Left Hand Right Hand

LOW PROFILE SQUARE TRAYS

LOW PROFILE QUADRANT TRAYS

LOW PROFILE RECTANGULAR TRAYS

LOW PROFILE OFFSET QUADRANT TRAYS

ǞǕ� ǞǕ� 
ǞǕ� 

ǞǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǞǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**
ǖǖǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǖǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǖǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǖǙǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǙǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**
ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǚǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**
ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǛǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǜǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǚǚǕ� ǚǚǕ�

�

ǚǕǕ
ǚǕǕ
ǚǚǕ
ǛǕǕ

C
ǖǝǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǜǕ

ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ

B
ǖǝǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǜǕ
ǗǕǕ
ǗǕǕ
ǖǝǕ
ǖǝǕ

D

ǘǝǕ
ǙǕǕ

�/�6
�"&$%1

ǝǕ
ǖǖǕ
ǝǕ
ǝǕ
ǝǕ
ǝǕ
ǝǕ
Ǟǚ
Ǟǚ

ǜǕǕ�ȡ�ǜǛǕ�ȡ�ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǕǕǕ

ǜǕǕ
ǜǛǕ�
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ�
ǖǕǕǕ

ǛǕ
ǜǕǕ
ǜǛǕ�
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ

ǞǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǕǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǖǕǕ�ȡ�ǖǗǕǕ

ǛǕ

Classic trays 80-110mm high

STANDARD SQUARE TRAYS STANDARD RECTANGULAR TRAYS

�
B

B

�

C

C
B

D

ǚǕ� 

ǚǕ� 

ǚǕ�  ǚǕ� 

ǞǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǞǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**�
ǖǖǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**

�/�6�%"&$%1
ǖǕǕ
ǝǕ
ǝǕ
ǝǕ

ǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**�
ǞǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ

B

BD

C

�
� �

ǛǕ
ǝǕǕ�
ǞǕǕ� ǛǕ ǛǕ

ǞǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**
ǖǗǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**

ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ ǝǕǕ�ȡ�ǞǕǕ

ǞǕǕ�
ǖǕǕǕ�
ǖǗǕǕ

STANDARD QUADRANT TRAYS STANDARD OFFSET QUADRANT TRAYS

ǚǕ�  ǚǕ� 

Left Hand Right Hand

ǚǚǕ�

�
ǗǚǕ
ǘǚǕ

�
ǘǚǕ
ǙǚǕ
ǛǚǕ
ǛǚǕ

�
ǚǕǕ
ǛǕǕ

C
ǛǘǕ
ǜǘǕ
ǞǘǕ
ǞǘǕ

B
ǗǚǕ
ǘǚǕ

B
ǗǚǕ
ǗǚǕ
ǗǚǕ
ǘǚǕ

B
ǚǕǕ
ǛǕǕ

D
ǚǘǕ
ǚǘǕ
ǚǘǕ
ǛǘǕ

�/�6�%"&$%1�Ǟǚ**

ǚǚǕ� ǚǚǕ�

B

DD

C C

ǜǕǕ�5�ǜǕǕ**�
ǜǛǕ�5�ǜǛǕ**�
ǝǕǕ�5�ǝǕǕ**��
ǞǕǕ�5�ǞǕǕ**��
ǖǕǕǕ�5�ǖǕǕǕ**

�
ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǜǕ

B
ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǞǕ
ǖǜǕ

�/�6
�"&$%1

ǝǕ
Ǟǚ
Ǟǚ
Ǟǚ
ǝǕ
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Shower water systems

Radiators

There are a few different types of water systems in homes 

in the UK, we can usually make some assumptions about 

the sort of water pressure each will give.

GRAVITY FED SYSTEM

This is usually a tank in the loft space or inside an airing cupboard. A 

basic guide to establish how much pressure it will deliver is how high the 

tank is above the tap or shower. If the tank is 2 metres above the level 

of the tap or shower, the water pressure will be 0.2 bar. If it is 5 metres, 

the water pressure will be 0.5 bar. Generally this type of system is low 

pressure however you can increase the pressure by installing a pump. It is 

recommended to seek advice from a ualified engineer or manufacturer 

before choosing your pump as these vary in performance.

COMBINATION BOILERS

These are high pressure systems and are usually set to operate 

between 0.8 to 1.5 bar, minimum and maximum pressure can be 

checked with the manufacturer however most boilers have a gauge 

to show what pressure it is operating at. Combination boilers have 

an integrated pump so if the water pressure is too low for your 

required application, adding another pump can damage the boiler.

SEALED/UNVENTED SYSTEMS

These are modern systems, if you have a hot water tank but you 

don’t have a cold water tank cistern  in your loft or garage, this is an 

unvented high pressure system. They are quite uncommon as they 

are more expensive however they can usually deliver around 3.0 bar 

of water pressure.

�)�!"

Linear

Linear

Bloc

�-� "

�"/&1�$"

�2/3"!

�2/3"!

�2/3"!

�2/3"!

�1/�&$%1

�1/�&$%1

�1/�&$%1

�1/�&$%1

�(,+

�))2)&1"

�))2)&1"

�)*�0

�)*�0

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"�ȡ�%&1"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%/,*"

�%&1"

�%&1"

�)� (

�%&1"

�+1%/� &1"

ǖǕǚǖ

ǖǕǖǜ

ǖǙǚǙ

ǜǕǘ

ǙǙǙ

ǖǝǕǚ

ǜǛǖ

ǝǝǜ

ǖǖǘǛ

ǖǘǖǜ

ǜǜǝ

ǞǕǝ

ǖǖǛǕ

ǖǘǙǝ

ǖǗǙǚ

ǘǝǞǜ

ǘǝǞǜ

ǗǙǕǞ

ǗǙǕǞ

ǘǕǝ

ǗǞǝ

ǙǗǛ

ǗǕǛ

ǖǘǕ

ǚǗǞ

ǗǗǘ

ǗǛǕ

333

ǘǝǛ

ǗǗǝ

ǗǛǛ

ǘǙǕ

ǘǞǚ

ǘǛǚ

Ǜǝǚ

Ǜǝǚ

ǜǕǛ

ǜǕǛ

+ȡ�

ǖǚǕ

ǖǚǕ

ǖǚǕ

ǖǚǕ

+ȡ�

ǖǚǕ

ǗǚǕ

ǗǚǕ

+ȡ�

ǖǚǕ

ǗǚǕ

ǗǚǕ

ǗǚǕ

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

ǗǚǕ

ǗǚǕ

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

ǗǚǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǗǚǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǙǕǕ

ǙǕǕ

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

+ȡ�

ǙǝǕ

ǙǛǗ

ǙǛǗ

ǚǛǕ

ǗǞǚ

ǚǚǞ

Ǚǚǚ

ǚǚǚ

Ǚǚǚ

ǚǚǚ

Ǚǚǚ

ǚǚǚ

Ǚǚǚ

ǚǚǚ

�2)1&-)"��/� ("1�-,0&1&,+0

�2)1&-)"��/� ("1�-,0&1&,+0

�2)1&-)"��/� ("1�-,0&1&,+0

�2)1&-)"��/� ("1�-,0&1&,+0

�2)1&-)"��/� ("1�-,0&1&,+0

����ǕǕǚǗ

����ǕǕǛǙ

����ǕǕǛǛ

����ǕǕǚǝ

����ǕǕǝǛ

����ǕǕǖǝ

����ǕǕǖǕ

����ǕǕǖǙ

����ǕǕǖǗ

����ǕǕǖǛ

����ǕǕǕǗ

����ǕǕǕǛ

����ǕǕǕǙ

����ǕǕǕǝ

����ǕǕǞǗ

�����ǕǕǞǛ

�����ǕǕǞǙ

����ǕǕǞǝ

����ǕǖǕǕ

W400 x H1650 x D52mm

W500 x H950 x D53mm

W500 x H1300 x D53mm

W600 x H750 x D50mm

W340 x H700 x D40mm

W675 x H952 x D235mm

W500 x H750 x D75mm

W600 x H750 x D75mm

W500 x H1200 x D75mm

W600 x H1200 x D75mm

W500 x H750 x D75mm

W600 x H750 x D75mm

W500 x H1200 x D75mm

W600 x H1200 x D75mm

W508  x H917 x D105mm

W280 x H1800 x D83mm

W280 x H1800 x D83mm

W410 x H1800 x D40mm

W410 x H1800 x D40mm

ITEM FINISH BTU’S WATTS  ELEMENT THERMOSTATIC CENTRES
CODE

ELEMENTDIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
bathrooms to love
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Backlit and LED mirrors have been  

independently tested for compliance with electrical 

equipment (safety) regulations.

These mirrors are IP44 water resistant rated and are 

suitable for use in zone 2 and outside zones in the 

bathroom. These mirrors must be mounted so that 

the sensor switch is a minimum of 150mm from an 

adjacent wall or obstruction to ensure function of the 

sensor switch. 

If a mirror is mounted portrait, the sensor is located on 

the bottom right hand edge of the mirror. If mounted 

landscape, the sensor switch is located on the bottom 

left hand corner. 

The sensor can be repositioned if necessary to avoid 

obstructions. Please refer to the product installation 

instructions for full details on how to do this.

ZONE 1

�)" 1/& �)�Ɯ11&+$0�&+�1%&0�7,+"�
/".2&/"���0"-"/�1"!�"51/��),4�
3,)1�$"��+!���*&+&*2*�/�1&+$�
,#���ǙǙ�ț0-)�0%Ȓ-/,,#Ȝǽ

ZONE 2
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/".2&/"���*&+&*2*�/�1&+$�,#�
��ǙǙ�ț0-)�0%Ȓ-/,,#Ȝǽ

OUTSIDE ZONES

�)" 1/& �)�Ɯ11&+$0�&+�1%&0�7,+"�
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 )"�+"!��6�4�1"/�'"10Ȝǽ

OUTSIDE ZONES

ǙǕǕ ǖǕǕ

ǖǖǕǕ�Ȓ�ǖǘǕǕ

ǚǕǕ

ǞǚǝȒǖǖǜǝ

ǗǝǕ�Ȓ�ǙǙǕ

ǗǝǕ
ǙǙǕ

ǙǚǕ

ǖǜǘ
ǗǗǕǘǙǚ

oȡ�ǙǕ

oȡ�ǖǖǕ

Warmup® undertile heating

ǖǽǚ�Ȓ�ǗǽǙ*ȴ

Ǘǽǚ�Ȓ�ǘǽǙ*ȴ

ǘǽǚ�Ȓ�ǙǽǙ*ȴ

Ǚǽǚ�Ȓ�ǚǽǞ*ȴ

ǛǽǕ�Ȓ�ǛǽǞ*ȴ

ǜǽǕ�Ȓ�ǝǽǙ*ȴ

ǝǽǚ�Ȓ�ǞǽǞ*ȴ

ǖǕ�Ȓ�ǖǖǽǙ*ȴ

ǘǕǕ�

ǙǕǕ�

ǛǕǕ�

ǝǕǕ�

ǖǕǕǕ�

ǖǗǕǕ�

ǖǙǕǕ�

ǖǛǕǕ�

ǖǽǘǕ�

ǖǽǜǙ�

ǗǽǛǖ�

ǘǽǙǝ��

Ǚǽǘǚ�

ǚǽǗǗ�

ǛǽǕǞ�

ǛǽǞǛ�

����ǕǕǕǗ

����ǕǕǕǙ

����ǕǕǕǛ

����ǕǕǕǝ

����ǕǕǕǛ�ǔ�����ǕǕǕǙ

����ǕǕǕǛ

����ǕǕǕǝ�ǔ�����ǕǕǕǛ

����ǕǕǕǝ

Mirrors

Wall Mounted frames

WALL MOUNTED BASIN FRAME WALL MOUNTED WC FRAME WALL MOUNTED SLIM FIT WC FRAME

www.bathroomstolove.ukǗǞǝ
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THESE GUARANTEES DO NOT AFFECT YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS.

Terms and conditions

Guarantees

Your new bathroom products have been designed and manufactured 

to high standards and all come with a re-assuring manufacturers 

guarantee. Guarantees apply to manufacturing defects and do not apply 

to accidental damage, wear and tear or any item or component rendered 

defective by unsatisfactory planning, faulty installation, improper or 

negligent use or damage resulting from failure to maintain the product in 

accordance with the customer care instructions. Guarantees do not cover 

any product that has been modified or altered in any way.

Guarantees do not cover any product that is installed with a fault that 

would have been clearly evident before installation. In the interest 

of continuing design development and product improvement, we 

reserve the right to amend or ad ust specifications at any time. here 

an identical product is no longer available we will supply the nearest 

equivalent from our current range. Guarantees are for the original 

purchaser of the product, it may not be transferred to a subsequent 

purchaser of the premises in which the product is initially installed.

�"/�*& 0

	2/+&12/"

�,/(1,-0

� /6)& ���1%0

�1"")���1%0

��06��  "00���1%

�%&/)-,,)��601"*0

�2-"/ �01���1%0

��1%���+")0

�%,4"/��+ ),02/"0
(excluded ABS, rubber and plastic parts)

��1%�� /""+0

�%,4"/��/�60

�%,4"/0

��-0�(valves)

��-0�(body and finish - excludes rings and seals)

��!&�1,/0

�+!"/1&)"��"�1&+$

�%"/*,01�10

�,&)"1��"�10��+!��&+$"0

��))��,2+1&+$�	/�*"0

Lifetime Guarantee

5 Year Guarantee

10 Year Guarantee

20 Year Guarantee

3 Year Guarantee

5 Year Guarantee

2 Year Guarantee

30 Year Guarantee

2 Year Guarantee

efle ion ifetime uarantee
Merlyn 20 Year Guarantee

5 Year to 20 Year Guarantee

10 Year to Lifetime Guarantee

Please refer to pages 208-235

3 Year Guarantee

10 Year Guarantee

Please refer to pages 258-262

Lifetime Guarantee

3 Year Guarantee 

2 Year Guarantee

5 Year Guarantee

www.bathroomstolove.uk ǗǞǞ



Due to our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to 

amend specifications, designs and colours without prior notice. 

Suggested selling prices are including VAT. Due to circumstances 

beyond our control, prices may have to be altered including changes to 

the rate of value added tax.

 

The colours and finishes shown in this brochure are as accurate as 

possible within limits of the printing process.

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of the 

information supplied herein, we cannot be held responsible for any 

errors or omissions.

www.bathroomstolove.uk

Bathrooms to love from PJH

Retail Outlet:

For your nearest stockist:
Freephone: 0800 8 77 88 99


